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dilemmas faced by demonstration projects that attempted io develop ..

interorganizational networks in a knowledge utilizatidn and school
improvement process. A frameirotk is presented fob looking-at ADO.
projects as a group of interorganizational net4orks. Issues relvant
to then design, management, effectiveness? and,instItutionalization of
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Chapter-length case studies of four RDO projects examine the
networking strate0 iu greater detail. These cases are then
synthesiked in the final chapter, and the lessons learned aVoat
networking are, summmrized for the fdture depign and management of
educational linkage systems. (Author/MIFy .
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PREFfiCE . . ,: -,a,

, f . i 1

In 1976, .the National..10stituee of Education' embarked upo9 an ambi-
iptious three year demonstration that was Intended to field test new models of

how best to provide schools with high quality information .and technical
assistance to help them solve locally identified problems. Ms effort
called the RkD Utilization (RDU) Program, also included'a significant re-
search component, which operated both within seven funded service delivery
projects, and through a three and a half year study/ one part of which is .

reported in this volume. The study of the RDU program'was not intended as a
_

traditional evaluation of the degree to which demonstration' objectives were ,

met by each of the seven funded projects. RatheT7 the study hid a more '

general mandate to use the experiences of the RDU projects and the schools
that became their clients to illuminate some enduripg problems in fostering
school improvement, which have 'been...voiced by researchers, policy makers,
program managers and practitioners. .

'

This general mandate has led to a variety of different reports,

each of which addresses the general qpestion of how .to prombte effective
knowledge use ark school improvvment in/Schools from a Afferent perspective,
or for a different audience. (Ap annotated bibliography/of the reports that
were produced by the study may be found in Louis and Rosenblum, 1981.) This
volume examines the successes' and administrative dilemmas faced by seven
demonstration projects that attempted to develop interorganizational networks
to deliver services and resources to assist their client schools in a knowl-
edge utilization and school improvement process% Our objactive is not to
assess individual projects, but rather to illuminate some persistent issuei
in designing and managing dissemination systems (and other service delivery
systems that emphasize field=based.services).

The study of the RD U program has provided.us with an unusual oppor-
tunity to study the develoilment, of temporary interorganizational networks
over a loeriod_of several years. While the networks that we examined were
based, on a short term federally-funded programi the study of these attempts
to create linkagesusually Where none had existed previouslyis not without
relevance to those who would wish to lea o about some of the problems of
"orEanizational newness" and design for systems that.are inteneded to endure

fofa longer period of time. Many of 'the issues that we raise, particularly
in the overall framework (Chapter 2) and the cross -case ahelysis (Chaptgr7)
are informed not only by our own data, but by the growing literature on
interorganizational relations and our -own, Jess systematic, observations of
interorganizational networks and relationships in other contexts.

The development of both the case, studies and the cross-case insights
could not have taken ,place without our co-author, Robert Yrn, who flret set
forth a preliminary framework for,analyzing the design and management of the'
RDU projects in an early draft resort (Yin, 1978) and in his study of
networks for knowledge utilization (Yin and Gwaltney,.1981). In addition, we

would hve been unable to complete this work without the able assistance of
Gregory Spencer, who wrote the first draft of the Northwest Reading,Consor-
tium case study tChapter.3), Jeffrey StoOkey, who authored the first draft of ,H

the Florida case study (Chapter 4), and, one again, Robert*Yin, who drafted
the Michigan case study ( 1Chapter 5)., James Molitor also made, significant

Contributions in reviewing Chapter 4. r

i.
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We must also give enormous credit to the project directors of theenormous
seven ROU jects, who attempted tirelesply to educate us to both the real
lice and theo cal problems of designing and managing interorganization
networks. In particular,we do not believe that there exists anywhere. a
group of managers more committed to organizational analysis and less inter-
ested in perpetrating self aggrandizing myths. Indeed,'many of the project
directois--Richard Harris, Jay Smink, Al Haugarud, Robert Luke, Ingaborg
Fahs, Steven Preston and Philip Hawkins - -will recognize their own insights
in this volume (although wq take responsibility for any misinterpretations of

.4*

. their thoughts). We are also indebted to the other staff members of the
client schools and *districts that participated in the ROU programs, who
agreed to have us "look over their shoulders" and question them, Often at
length. They assisted us generously, despite the primary task of improving
their educational and service programs. We are grateful for their participa-
tion.,

We wish to acknowledge the essential support, advice, and critiques
.we received from NIE staff, particularly Michael B. Kane, John C. Egermeier,
Ward S. Mason and Thomas S. Israel.

We are grateful to our colleagues at Abt Associates Inc., who have
labored tirelessly to, prod us to greater clarity, better organization, and
more thoughtful analysis. Robert Dentler and Nancy Ames served, in particu-
lar, as reviewers and commenters. The editorial assistance provided by Sandy
Margolin wad also very helpful. Thea Moskat, Mary Ellen'Perry and Kathe*.
Phirwey were superb in their lugistical support'for producing this document.

Finally, while acknowledging the help of many others, we accept
'responsibility for the final contents and form of the following report,

-.including any flaws or limitations therein.

Karen Seashore Louis
Sheila Rosenblum

Abt Associates Inc.
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'CHAPTER 1 .

P INTRODUCTION.
.

. .

In the continuing quest for ways to falter the improvement of educa-

tion 'for 'all children, a persistent questid is heard among 'educational
pol makers, practitioners and researchers: how cqn,the gap be closed
b ee4/7n,the knowledge producers and the potential users or consumers of new
knowledge of educational practices? An assumption.undeilying this question
is that there is a body of knowledge.about usefyl new school practices that
has been caretblly developed and refined, but that school practitioners
usually have little or no acoessto such knowledge. This is because the new
knowledge frequently resides in universities, labs and centers,. and other
institutions that do not typically interact with local public school systems.
Furthermorer even when the knowledge producers area practitioners participat-
ing, in demonstration projects, the natural communications networks ,within
education do not support a wide and rapid diffusion of information about such ......--."

projects between LEAs. .
..... . A

P%

D. '
.

s

A variety of mechanisms can be(used to promote knowledge utilization:
For instance, conferences or workshops can be held, in whichspractition-
ers are brought into direct contactWith knowledge producers and didsemina-'
tors. Or, an information service or clearinghoUse,can be established,
from which practitioners may obtain relevant reports, documents or advice.
However, even if school systems are aware ,of the availability of new knowl-
edge or practices, they do not always possess the organizational capacity to-

make an appropriate match between the new practices and the local schBol
setting and to become better adopters and amplementora of new practices.

. .

A third approach which has become more popular in recent years is one .

in which formal arrangements are made.among a variety of organizations, each
playing some essential role in the knowledge utilization process (Louis
and Sieber, 1979). School improvement programs which are based on inter,-
orgahizational collaborative arrangements have. proliferated in. recent years.
Many of these are based on the assumption that' successful linkages tan be
established between local school districts and other organizations i the

educational system that can provide assistance for knowledge utilization as
well as other aspects of the school improvement process. For eXample, the
National Diffusion Netwprk attempts to link knowledge developers in one set

. . of school districts with potential adopter districts through the efforts of a
State Facilitator; the Regional Exchange. establishes linkages between legion-
al Educational Laboratories and State Education Agencies; Teacher.Cprps is a '

collaborative arrangement between universities, local school districts ang
communities; Follow Through and Teacher Centers are other examples of pro-
grams which attempt to link knowledge producers and knowledge users. In
addition to these federally funded efforts, theie'are graserpots rograms,
such as the League or Cooperating Schools. .

.
.

The cumulative experience of, these and other efforts has resulted
in a growing interest in interorganizational arrangements, or networking, for
the dissemination and utilization of knowledge. Interest has also grown dpe
to the increased need of local school personnel to turn to external .resourobs ,
and organizations. (such as intermediate service agencies, Universities, state

fts
1

Mt.
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departments of education, and labs and centers) to pro vide services that can
no longer be met within the schools and districts themselves in an era of
declining resources, taxpayer revolts, and increased, state mandated require -

me nts.

Many attempts at networking have been successful, but as interorgani-
zational networks have multiplied, so_has awareness grown that suCh,networks
share common concerns and problems (i.e., network management, mediation
,between competing organizational agendas, activity coordination, and control
and decision-making processes) that need to be better understood and dealt

ewith. Although some researchers and theoreticians have conceptualized
issues. pertinent to interorganizational networking (Adams, 1980; Litwak And
Rothman, _,1970; Yuchtman and Seashore, , 1967; Louis and Sieber, 1979; Weick,
1976), studies and discussion havg revealed a significant lack of conceptual,
descriptive and analytic information that would be.helpful in designing and
Managing such networks (Cates, 1980).

Several recent research efforts have begun to grapple with these
issues .(Yin and Gwaltney, 1981; iravelock, 1979; Chin, 1979; Cates, 1980;
Rosenblum aria Jastrzab, 1980), but raiely has. there been an opportunity to
examine the issues of network operations from startup through institution-
alization, or to systematically looleAst the effectiveness of networking as
a knowledge utiUzaCion strategy. The purpose of the following report is
to draw upon the experiences of a recent federal demonstration effort to
develop lessons about interorganizational networking as a knowledge utili-
zation strategy.

The Program Context

In June 1976, the'Naiional Institute of Education (NIE) established
the Research and Develdpment Utilization program (ROUX as a 'new action-
research effort in dissemination. One of the major propositions that the RDU
program was designed to test was whether school-level Oractices could be
improved by making external resources available to school personnel. Over-
all,'the program was designed to:

organize a linkage systemoornetwork of national,
state end other external resources including infor-
(nation and human resources that would -Made Avail-
able to school personnel;

apply resear0-based products or ideas to school prob-
,

lems;'and.
I

I.

develop a problem-solving process, whereby schools would
systematically identify such problems and select and im-

new ideas. .

li The gm program is unusual among federally funded dissemination
strategiqCbecause of itd dual commitment to the dissemination and use of
R&D productS and the development of local school capabilities to solve
problems through the use of externally generated knowledge. Other federal
pro9ramd have tended.to concentrate on either product dissemination or local

8
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capacity building, but have not Concentrated on an integrated model for
combining the two. The core of the RDU strategy was to provide each parti-

cipating site, which was either a'school or i districe,,with assistance in
the following sequence of activities: . .

identification of a problem br set of problems;

.. :

examination of alternative solutions to the problem,

focusing particularly on the products of educational
research and development (R&D);

..

selection of a specific solut ion to address the problem;.

a implementation of the solution; and

evaluation and incorporation of both the solution and

the problem-solving process.

The service delivery system of the RDU program +Iterated through
seyen projects, each of. which coordinated a network of organizations and
individuals that were involved in the provision of services and information
to local schools and districts. Although the seven projects varied in
structure and design, most comprised four types of organizations:

a headquarters unit serving as the Formal recipient of

the federal award and as the general adminstrator of the
test of the network; four of the seven projects operated

out of state departments of education and comprised a
linkage system within a single state, one operated

out of a state department or education butserved a
four-state region, and two operated out of other types

of organizations (a n-profit educational R&D center
in one case and a national association in the other)

creating linkage systems,dispersed across We entire
nation.

resource organizations, often university-base or inde-
pendent organizations that had developed their own exper-

tise,in educational R&D, training, and technical assist-
ance; one 'function that was typically carried but by a
resource organization was the consolidation of a "knowl,
edge basp," or pool,of -R&D products, developed as re-

sources. for identifying solutions to match client needs.

linkage organizations, usually an intermediate service

agency or state educational agency, employing field.
agents* 'who coordinated the servic's provided to local
schools and districts, and who helped guide the local
school personnel in a school i9rovement process; each
project sudported tworor more field agehts; and

*These field agents were variably.called linking agentst facilita-
tors, aid generalists in the,different mojects.

3
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local school districts or schools which were responsible
for engaging in a problem- solving process culmnating,in
the adoption and implementation of new practicab based on
the "external, knowledge"; eac)i sie*typically established '

a local team Of teachers and administiators, ancrwith the
assistance of the field agent, generally made major de-

_ cisions related tb the school improvement effort, thus
fostering local owner ip of the program and the selected
solytion.

The headquarters unit of each project developed ea, set. Of formal relation-
ships, usually reflected in'some subcontractual agreement, among the major
participating resourceand linkage organizations; formal agreements were also
struck with participating schodl districts.

The network components were typically organized into a linked struc-
. ture of horizontal functions, coordinated and/or conducted by the project

headquarters unit, and vertical linkages through which the RDU project
operated (see figure 1-1). The horizontal functions included: project

maNigement and the work of the resource organizations, which: (l) developed

.and maintained a specific R&D product base; (2) provided training, and tech-
nical-assastance; and (3) conductef project evaluation and related research.
The vertical linkages actually included some/type of communication (weak or
strong) among six potential administrative levels through which the RDU
projects operated dr delivered. services.

The seven RDU projects were regionally distributed, and included

the following:

The Northwest Reading Consortium, involving the state
departments of education and other agencies in Washington,
Oregon, Alaska, and Idaho;,

-

43

The National Education Association Inservice Education
Project, operated in collaboration with the departments

/ of education and corresponding state education associ-
ations in 12 states: Alabama, California, Iowa, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, OhAir, Pennsylvania,
Ttnnessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wygming;

The Consortium, operated by the NETWORK Inc. a non - profit

research researchand service organization that coordinated the
efforts of agencies in six states: California, Connecti-
cut, Kansas; Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Washington;

p The Georgia Research and'Oevlopment Utilization PrOram;

The Pennsylvania School Mprovement Program;

The Florida Linkage System; and

The Michigan Career Education Dissemination Project,
operated by the state department or education as were

the projects in Georgia, Pennsylvania and Florida.

J
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FIGURE 1.1
Functions and Linkages of Netivork Components
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All of the seven'projects completed the federally supported service
delivery parb of their activities. As a whole) the seven projects operated
in 20 states'and served over 300 schools or school districts over a three-
.year period (1976-1979). Over 90% of the local sites which became involved
in RDU program successfully .completed the problem-solving process.
O' these sites, 80% adopted and implemented a research-based new practice
under the asps of the program and the data indicate that most were received
with enthusiasm in the schools. Both the product orientation and the process
orientation of the program were found to successfully contribute to outcomes
at the local site level (Louis, 1979;.Louis et al. 1981). Thus, when %/tewed
from the local site perspective, the networks that were created to help
schools improve local practice can be considered a success; however, many of
the projects faced significant problems in establishing themselves and in
carrying out their functions.'

. The RDU experience, with its particular emphasis on establishing
seven linkage systems for promoting knowledge utilization in a three-year
demonstration effort, presents an uns'Susi opportunity to learn significant
lessons about network design and operation. Since the federal funding of
the RDU program was for a finite period, issues related to all the major
phases in S networking effort can be explored. These include:

* network design;

management of network activities including startup,

ifs

ongoing operation, and network change;

network effectiveness; and

*

' institutionalization,
4,

,
. : ,

Our approach to exploring these issues sand their particular salience
to the RDU program is discussed in Chapter 2. P .

The Case Studie

In order to learn more about interorganizational networking as
knowledge utiliZation strategy, attention will be given to the experiences
within each of the seven RDU projects; four projects in particular will
be discussed as cage

the NETWORK Consortium; and the Florida Linkage
System. , . '

.

Selection of four cases :`- The four projects were chosen to represent

major structural variations on factorswith potential policy relevance for
both the creation and design of networks and for their management. The
factors are:

the geographic span,of the network;

the deg011e to which the new linkage system attempted to
build on existing structures and relationships or create

X
r ny linkages; and

4t
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In selecting cases-to rppkesent these variations, there,.. was often

more- than'one e44gible project.. In those instate , the selection, as made
based on the quality of at/111101e data? the -fa lity of the prolecttS ap-
proach to the RDU "model,;' dd. the imteresp` ressed by the NIE Rrojeot
officer. :, ., -,, -

4
4d

.
, ".
, ,

. .^4 , '1. 9 a 3 , ^ .
.. . .

.

"
9 . ".'" 4 I. jk 4 1 . 4 ... .

,.. 'Ape farst caterion used in the selection process 10: the gepgraphiCtk A:i ,
...'-

.

spaim of networkoperations. LfNIE or other feeral agenc es 10 inarested
4.es

in developing any. new netwotics in the futurer, a major question from the
fe4eral perspective is alethet such networks can be.orgelnized on a national,
regkcnal, or statpkide basis., *Whin the RDU progr§f, t1 seven project

0 networks contained these variatZons. Thus, the, NETWORK Consortium was chosen ,

a-

to represent .a network pat wad efatwol5 in scope,wygseTvices and' field .

agents operating" in sites_in six stn es sedttered a
--..

s pm country ; NRC
,represents

.
aftegiOnal network, with sevicr being provided to ,sites in four.

neighboring .states. . . . ..e ,,,,,, . .1 0'
1.... . , 14

Two additional projects Viere .p .frock q)e fOur.statawidl projects
Co reflect the additional policy viir.0 ions notethabome In creating,a.new
formal ineerorganizatfonal arrangement, ap importentconsideration i whether
fo establish a network that is based on existing .ekruttures or relationships1
or to create new ones. Although ,all of. the prbjects were established in Ni

.

part on the basis If at least informal preexisting relationships, some

, projects were built on preexisting formal collaborative arrangements "more
'than others. (In the ARC, foikkample, the state Right to Read directors 4n
the zegion.had collaborateeelilier, and within each state, the RDU effort
was tIrgeted to schooli that had been previously involved in the Right to
Read program. the *TWORK Consortium, on the other hand, built, on more

le0 informal ,relationships of organizations and individuals.) In selecting,

. - 'statewide projects, the &chi n project was chosen to reps t an attempt_

_
to utilize sources to help oval sites meet the requireme Sf1 ne;1 statr
mandate reg ding career education. One of the project'- major objectives
was to devel a permanent dissemination system in career e . Because

'tk-/e of this emphasis on permanence, the project attemptecipto w rk math existing
structures 'and linkqges (the 50,career.education planning.aisticts and

.cooldinators) .lather -afar build new ones, On the other hand, the - Florida
project represented an attempt to develop a new linkage system involving the
state's education depaFtment, the state Oniversitie and fight of the state's
Teacher Education Centers in whith the field agents werelocated. The strong
roleassigned to universities in this system was particularly innpvative in
contrast to the othei RDU projects.

.

. .
1 . . .

, "

. Finally, *within a networking arrangement there can be centralized or
4ecentialized control over the ser+ticsa delivered by-the participating
organizationa and individuals, and the problem-solving .activitieswithin the

..participat}ng school, districts. In some networks, the headquarters unit can
exert strong influence over* the specific iypes'e assistance and the support
and training that is provided'. In others, such decisions may be made

/. . .
.

7,
6
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within the linkage or resource age9cies,, or within the school districts
themselves. The locus of control or influence can have important implications
for networking opelivons-and outcomes. ' For the case studies being consid-

ered,. Michigan was ritended to iepr6sent 'a detgntralized statewide network,
whe,reak Florida was intended to-represent a more,centralized statewide

. network.

In summary, the four projec ts spletted represent most importantly a

diversity in geographie span (one national, one regional and tweiniiatewide
' networks) as well as "newness" and degree orcentralized control. (See

Figure 1-2. projects not selected for case study are als'.included in the
figure in order to portray their distribution on these factors. Assignment
of projects to each cell was based on assessments of p °Act documents and
interviews with project staff.)

. .

Objectives of the case studids.. The obj ectives'of the case studies
are two-fold. A'first and major purpose is to illumlnate_the issues related
to the design, startup, management and institutionalization of newly created
formal interoTganizhtional arrangements. It is important to note that I.
compared to. other newly organized dducatiOnal networks the authors have
studied, over .a number of years, the RDU projects Were well designed and
managed and capably:. directed by committed leadership and staff. However, it
is,also important to highlight the management dilemmas that projects of. this
kind continually face. In this way, what is learned from the successes and
problems of.the'RDU projects may be,helpful in future attempts to use net- ,

working as'a knowledge utilization strategy.

A second objective is to provide an extensive description of how and

Why each of the selected RDU projects worked as it. did, the_ intended and,
actual services delivered, and the perceived effectiveness of the.deliyery -%

system. Other.reports in the overall study emphasize a unique aspect-of, the
RDU experience (e.g the consolidation. the knowledge bases Yin et al.,
1280); the, rOle'of local problem - solving teams [Kell and Louis, 1980);

44, and the rdid-of the agents [Louis and Kell, 19811). The case studies,
4'howemer, repreien irtunity to pOrtray in at' lust a' limited way, a

"vertical slice" el._ IOU experience. That is, each project description

.allows us to examine many. aspects.of the program at once and to observe the
interrdlationships among the many elements comprising the program.

Mettodology. In order, to Meet .both objectives, and to ensure that

the case studies would reflect the unique experiences and primary lessons
frolfrthe projects, each case .study Was written by a core staff member who

o ver , a period"of time had become very familiar with the total project. The
data for the case studies were derived from many sources, but primarily from
threerounds of field visits to project headquarters, interviews with select-
ed field' agents and their supervisors, interviews with personnel in the
resource organizations, reports and documentation provided by the projects,
and surveys with field "agents and local site staff. While each case study,
reflects the networking themes and issues that will be described more fully
in Chapter 2, the case-'studies do not necessarily follow a common format or
outline. The unique organization of each case study Chapter is intended to
reflect the' post salient issues relevant to that project, as perceived by the
case study author as project "expert.",

1141,
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'Overview of This Volume

The remaintiet of ,his volume is Organaied as follows. Chapter
2 discusses iwweater det&l the issues relevant to the study of RDU pro-
jects,as intermanizstionalanetworks; this chapter provides a framewprk for
examining networkirkg.as, a knowledge Utilization stratpgy,..with particular
emphasis on the .RDU experience/model. Chapters 3 through 6 represent
case studies of-each of the four projects selected for this report. Chapter
7 synthesizes and summarizes the lessons. learned from the case studies
for the future desigi.* and management of educational linkage systems,, based
on the issues and framework presented in Chapter 2. '
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' CHAPTER 2
.

ISSUES IN STUDYING RDLI AS INTERORGANIZATIONA N 'WORKS

This chapter describes the research and policy issues relevant to the
stud of ROU projects as interorganizational networks. The focus is on the
issues of network design, operation and institutionalization in general; and
on the RDU program in particular. The following issues pre discussed:

. ,

Network Design: Whabassumptions and conditions
need*? be satisfied in designing an effective
Interorganizational network for purposes of
kn-owledge utilization? ,

Management of Network ActivitieS'and Network Change:
What are the critical issues in starting up and manO/Ing
activities in an interorganizational network; what are '

the specific resource needs of newly designed and =pie=
mented networks, and how can these needs best be met; how.
are networks likely to change over time, and what allow-
ances can be made to accommodate these chanigs?

1

%. o Network Effectiveness: How efficient are the linkage
systems in delivering intended ssgmices and what perfor-
mer:e criteria can be used to measure their effectiveness?

w-
.

Inst- itutionalization: How can effective networks, re
initiated through shaft -term federal funds, establish

O -themselves on a permanent basis?
2

. .41,

The remaipder- of this chapter describes these issues in greater detail.

r

NETWOWDESIGN
.

-Since knowled0i utilization Ultimatply involves lhe transfer of
infaimation an services between two points from one individual
organization to lather); the basic process ,may be consider0 a communica-
tions process, find traditionia reviews of the literature have indeed de-
picted knOWiedge utiliiation in this manner (e.g, Havelock, 1969). The -

networks greeted for knowledge utilization in the ?DU program were not
Merely fbr 'communication, however; the program had a service delivery' ,
function El well. In designing a communications process with service de-
livery runctibna, certain ritworking characteristics need to.he considered
in at least two areas;

the underlying assumptions by Which the network is
strUctured (i.e., are they simple or differOtiated
systems, and are they interpeneonal or inteibrgani-
zational systems02ind

the nature of the network's functions (i.e., the goals,
.-
,intended services and information to be delivered, and
the mode of-network operations).\

4
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Networking Structure
A

Simple v s. differentiated systems. As a communications system, a'

knowledge utilization network consists of the following elements: .(1) a

transmitter of information; (2) a receiver of inFordation; (3) a channel
that links the transmitter and receiver; and (4) a deociiption of the
information being transmitted.

. I

For the purposes of affec;ing policy or practite, sociologists were
among the earliest to note the need to distinguish between simple and differ-'

entiated communications systems (Lazarafeld and Reitz, 1975). Whereas a
simple communications system involves individuals of similar training and
value orientation, a d7fferentiatsd.communications system is characterized by
the fact that the transmitting afid receiving individuals belong to different
professional communities with different professional norms. For example, the

transmitter of inf6rmation is often _an' expert, or bearer of spqpialized
knowledge, while the receiver can be a policy maker, decision maker, or

practitioner/user. This distinction between the roles and specialized skills

of the receiver and transmitter cannot' be underestimated. Communication
between such individuals, even in a straightforward dyadic 'form, can be made
difficult because the individuals use different concepts and terminologies
in their professional .language, and because the individuals do not necessar-
ily share compatable communications channels.

The RDU projects represent variations of highly differentiated
communications systems, and draw attention to the complexity and potential
problems of such systeqs. The original solicitation called for RDU projects
to develop ';linkages" between the resource orgakizations and title local school

districts or schools. In the seven networks that emerged, here linkages

tended to take the form of "field agents" or specific individuals trained to
relate both to the resource and school personnel. However, not only did the

roles and intensity of the field agents'.involvement vary, but other linkages
emarged,as well. In many cases, specialized resource personnel associated
with the knowledge base--who were themselves able to relate to the Origina-
tors and users of new knowledge--developed-close linkagpt with school person-
nel. Furthermore, linkages were often.established orlotrengthened between
central office and school personnel, and between administrators, specialists
and teachers within schools. AQ will be demonstrated in the case studies,
the complexity of the system has important implications for network function-
ing and effectiveness.

Interpersonal vs. intprorganizational systems. Beyond the distinc-
tion between simple vs. differentiated systems, knowledge utilization net-
woekl involve a second essential distinction: The relevant communication
links may

tbe-

interpersonal or interorganizational (or both). This distinc-

tion has generally been overlooked in the existing literature of e cational

networking Dissemination Analysis Group, 1977).

Interpersonal networks involve communications or social systerG of
solo "practitioners" (e.g., doctors, lawyers, professors, consumers).
Whether thepe.practitioners are organizatiopally based or not, the essen-
tial networking activip involves individual relationships and communica-
tion. the networks Agy be informal (e.g., ",invisible colleges " - -see ,Crane,

1972), or they may be formal ,apd membership -based (e.g., professional as.,
sociations). In either, situation, the pdividual person is the key Unit

12



o f the network, and the communication process may be analyzed in terms of
the traditional approach to the diffusion of ideas (e.g., Rogers and Shoe--
maker, 1971;. and Rogers, 062).

Studies of interpersonal networks tend to dominate'the older litera-
ture on Ipkage systems in knowledge utilization (e.g., Havelock acid Benne,
1969; and Havelock, 1973). The networks are potentially relevant to knowl-
edge utilization because the individually based communications system ulti:
mately connects knowledge with practice. Thus, for instgnce, Hood's (1973)
article on educational roles focuses on the flow of information: (1) within
the R&D community; (2) between the R&D community and practitioners; and (3)
within the practitioner community.

In contrast, interorganizational networks involve linkages between
two, or more organizations. Such networks may also involve key interpersonal
relationships, but the role behavior of an individual is constrained, some-
times to a great degree, byithe norms and regulations of the organization to
which the individual belongs. Thus, the United Nations represents a network
of participating governments; thvgh,the work of the U.N. is mainly conducted
by individual representatives,'the major agreekents and network linkages are
formalized in terms of intergovernmental interorganizational) ,pacts.

Interorganizational networks can be extremely important in facili-
tating knowledge utilization functions (Louis, 1977). The National Diffusion
'Network, for instance, attempts to link one set of LEAs (knowledge develop-

.

ers) with another set (adopters) in encouraging the implementation of new
educational practices (Emrick et al., 1977). Similarly, relationships among.
Intermediate service districts (or regional educational agencies) and l'cal
school distridte(see Yin and Gwaltney, 1981), and within NSF's Urban Tech-
nology System, as well as other relationships between institutions of higher
education and local school districts (Havelock, 1979; Chin, 1979; Rosenblum
and Jastrzab, 1980), all rearsent interorganizational networks dealing with
knowledge utilization. In educational systems, a key insight is that such
systeMS must be regarded as being "loosely coupled" (Deal et al., 1975,
Weick; 1970m7 In other words, the system generallpconsists of several
-components (e.g., a district office, a school building administration, and a
teaching staff) that may be "loosely linked." Each level has a degree of
autonomy and discretion that limits the amount of control or influence one
level has over another in promoting knowledge utilization or other functions.

Within the RDU program, interpersonal 'linkages were infleential in
bringing together the component -organizations in the design of the seven
linkage systems. 'However, a major emphasis was gii+en to the establishment of
interorganizationar linkages. The headquarters unit of each project develop-
ed a set of 1formal, relationships, usually reflected in some subcontractual
agreement, among the mcijor. partipipating resource and linkage organizations; ;
formal agreements were also struck with participating school districts.
BeCauee different types of organizations carried out their own specialized
functions within each of the seven projects, the pattern of management
control and communications was a complex affair, and indeed the specific

_organization, functioning, and level of influence of the participating
organizations in the seven organizational networks varied.

Aro
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N.,
Both NIE.and the headquarters unit of each project monitore4 the RDU

netaerks for ,potential interorganizational problems, and several conflicts
did emerge. .Often overlooked, however, was the potential importance of
interpersonal ties, often exemplified by the team of people who made the
initial proposal to Kip the team tended to be composed of individuals
who were already part of an informal, interpersonal network. Yet, the
passible importance of these ties was not explicitly considered in subsequent
personnel appointments. In some cases, for instance, the initial project
directgrs or their replacements were people who had not been part of the,

,,interpersonal netviork of the original proposal team.

Networking Coals pnd Fun ctions

Interorganizational linkage systems cannot be viewed as ends in

themselves, but as mechanisms for the delivery of information and services.
Many factors influence- the ability of knowledge utilization networks to

function effectively. Among these are clarity orthe goals of the network-
Pudding effort, clarification of the expectations and responsibilities of
each cqpponent organization in the network, and an explicit understanding of
the focus of the intervention, i.e.,. the nature of the services to be deli-
vered. As evidenced in the literature on organizational change,, a clear
understanding of the assumptions by which the network is operating can have
important imptications for the manner in which the system is both designed
and managed (Rosenblum and Louis, 1980 Berman and McLaughlin, 1980; Zaltman
et al., 1973). However, it is equally important to recognize that some
adaptation and flexibility in goals is critical for effective operation of
dispersed Organizations like the RDU projects (Louis and Sieber,, 1979). '

In the case of RDU, the original intention of NIE was to create seven
ne(works".in an action-resegrch effort of. three years' duration. The prograTro

was-designed to test Itiethet school-level practices could be improved by mak-
ing extirnal.resources available to school personnel.. As the program evolved
however, there was apparent ambiguity in several projects concerning the dual
goals of research and the Action or service delivery aspects of the program,
This ambiguity was further exemplified by the increased emphasis that emerged ,

both at NIE and within the projects or? institutionalization, which was inter-
preted by some toiimply the continued' federal support of a service delivery
,program, for at least a longer period of time.

Also of importance in a discussion of this type is the need to
clarify the roles and responsibilities of constituent organizations involved
.10*-the, linkage system. Each organization exists in its own political and
Sahel context with its own goals, norms and organizational culturet. It is

to be expected that each wiil bring to a network-building effort its own
prevailing agenda. A pqtential conflict of agendas is not unlikely, but can
be minimized if, at a minimum, each constituent group's rolei and responsi-
bilities are made eOlicit.

Clarification of the focus of the program in terms of i ntend ed
services to be delivered is also important. There are two types of services

that can be delivered by knowledge utilization networks: 1) the transfer of
information on the availability and use of specific R&D products; and 2)

assistance in the development of local organizational capabilities for school
improvement throUgh the use of a rational problem-solving process.

14
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For example, a productLoriented sppgoach has been embodied in the
National Diffusion Network (NDN), supported.by the U.S. Depdaffent of Educa-
tion since 1975. The main objective o the ND 'has been to diffuse specific
R&D products that have been deemed s cessful, wind a certification proce-
dure involving the Joint Dissemihation Review Panel. The NDN system does
include a whole support system of organizations. who may act as "developers"
or "facilitators," Out these organizations are largely external to the local
school. An example of. the organization-oriented approach is the State
Capacity Building Grants program (SCBG) administered by NIG. In this pro-
gram, state departments of.education may_use,NIE funds for new activities- -
e.g., the installation ancloperation of atoll -free "hot Line" to provide R&D
information that will improve a state's organizational capability. However,
the SCBG program does not require .the implementation of specific R&D pro-
ducts; rather it allows a state to use a wide range'of approaches to improv
mg educational practice.

It
The RDU program,was unique in its approach becaus it was cbncerned

with the use of R&D products as well as the development o ocal organiza-
tional capabilities for problem solving, bred the seven RDU projectsprovidul
a variety of services to school and school districts in both categories.

R&D products. The first service delivered by the RDU projects.--
informationaddressed the goal of implementing of specific R&D products.
These products involved a variety of curriculum or inservice training pa k-
ages, most of which were formally validated through certified testing pr e-

,

dures. ..
...

Information about the various products west made available by each
of the 'seven RDU projects in the fioKT of at knowledgesbase or assembled pool
or R&D products. A participating school began its activities by identifying
specific needs and then probing the knowledge base for a relevant R&D pro-
duct; assistance was given in this_probing process as well as in the use and
iTplementation f the selected product. The.nature'ot the knowledge base for
each of the s e

198_9.4% Five f the seven projects had knowledge bases that included R&D
54en 'RDU projects was different. (See Yin, Gwaltney and Louis,

products in basic skills (mainly reading); the other two projects provided
R&D products fostering teacher skills (NEA) or career education (Michigan).
The knowled9e bases also differed in their size and in_their mode of develop-
ment, with some projects having only limited numbers of products that were
identified at one point..iqy the life of a project and other projects" having
larger numbers that int:lased ovet'*time in a continually updating procOs.

1 ,

Probluksolving capability. The second service--technical assistance
-chad the goal of improving the skills of school end district-level staff so
that they would be, in the long run, better users of educational R&D. This
meant that they would be better able *to conduct the follorong five kinds of
activities, regardless of the specific school problem oroR&D prOduct that
might be Involved (Chabotar and Kell; 1978): .

the identification of a problem or set of problems;

examination of alternative solutions to the problem;

selection of a specific solutelohl

15
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implementatioii'of the soltition; and ,-
incorporation of the Solution. 5

et

The seven RDU projects developed various training and on-the-job activ-
ities to assist school staff in carrying out this process. The basic spirit
of the effort was not only tb enable local practitioner § and administrators
to solve an identified problem, but also to enable them to become more
sophisticated problem-solvers in general. This would avoid %he need to have
these activities continually conducted by organizations outside of the local
school system.

The seven RDU,projects articulated this latter service in a variety
of ways and to varying _degrees. Somey like the Pennsylvania and NETWORK
,projects, developed a detailed set of operational steps for these five baIic
activities. Progress at specific school sites was monitored in terms of
these operational steps, and staff training needs were organized around these
steps as well. Others, like the Michigan and F oritia projects, developed
fewer steps to cover 'the same cycle. And others, Ike the NEA project, did
not:attempt to develop such elaborate procedures b focused instead on other
tasks--e.g., the adoption Of specific,RIT products.

'Ihus, although the designers of the RDU pro ram emphasized f-he dual
nature of the service delivery programs, each of the seven projects in-
terpreted the relative emphasis of the intervention n its own way. As will
be seen in thd cage studies, some of,the networks experienced problems,
because they never fully resolved the underlying tension between the two
service goals.

MANAGEMENT OF NETWORK ACTIVITIES ANO NETWORK CHANGE

The design of a netriork is just the firdt step in network building.

Of Subsequent and major concern,are the management practices that may. influ-
ence the perfOtmance of network activities and the achievement of intended
goals.

-.One way of approaching an examination of network management ipsues is

to discussthe necessary and critical steps in both netwdrk building and on-
going operatons. These include: ) %

.
, .

.startup activities, such as the mobilizatign4f resOup.
,-... . .

ces; startup may be heavily mediated by the state of readi-
ness of network components to enter into the collabova-
live relationship; '4

,the coordinating and monitoring practices of network oper-.

ations at a "steady state"; end

s the management of network change.

Management practices at each of these steps are also affected by a
number of additional,factors. Every managerial unit, whether in private or
public, sector organizations, exists in at larger bureaucratic and policy en-
vironment with its own set of administrative operatiOns. In the case of RDU,

-
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the network tompo4nts each exist
the project headquarters may have.
ment education, or the field a
ate agency with its own goals aT)d
nature of project leadership,, an

across nftworking organizations,,

project management practices.

Startup and Resource Mobilization

7

d itsiam"host" organization (for example,
been housed in a unit of the stake depart-
nt may have been housed in an intermedi-

functions). The nature of the "host," the
,the distribution of power and control
represent important factors influencing

A majbt step in the startup and implementation process involves the
mobilization of resources: identifying the resources peeded by a network

and seeing that e resources are available at the appropriate times.

Overall, very little previousevious research has been helpful for' identifxing

either the key steps in the, mobiliz tion procegs or the potential problems

li

that may be encountered when interor anizationai networks are being formed.
Resource mobilization among a toll orative set of organizations poses
considerably different problems the does mobilization within a single
organization. There are potential resource constraints at each levdl in the
network hierarchy that may have*positiv or negative effects on startup and
Implementation,

,

4

The headquarters unit as network lea er. The major responsib2.1ities.

for mobilizing the needed resources fell to tie headquarters unit of each of

the RDU projects. Each headquarters unit had
Q.

mobilize the following types

of resources:

financial resources, provided by NIE, but in some eases
significantly augmented by in-kind contributions cover-
ing space, equipment, assistance from other personne
within each organization' in the network, and even direct

.4 support of majbt project staff;

"1.

technical resources, usually. provided by external contrac-
tors (e.g., universities or-independent nonprofit organi-
zations), who helped to develop the knowledge needed to
initiate changes in schobl practice; and

N.
.."0

human resources, provided by, the personnel of the linkage
organizations and of the school districts participating in
the RDU project, serving to coordinate and implement pro-.
ject activities.'

Mobilt4ption of 'resources, however, can be severely affected by a variety of
factors, including the ability of project leadership to deal with multiple
organizations and their resource constraints, and the general level of
readiness of the network components. . d '

Pro4ect leadership. The degree to which project leadership iI1,1n-
strumental in the original design of a new network mpy have impohant I'Mpli-
cations.for startup.and reaqurce mobilization. In several RDU projec (NRC,

Georgia, Pennsylvania, and the NETWORK), either the project dire or was
recruited after the award had been made, or there a turnove in the
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-peoject director position.. In Most cases, the project design closely for-
' lowed that described in the original prordsal, but the project staff had

to develop new procedures and practices to implement the design, even in
cases where turnover in leadership did not take Place.

A general problem for all the projects was the innovative nature of
the RDU activities and the need to determine the relevant project management
skills (see Louis, and Sieber, 1979). Thus, for instance., all projects had to
deal in one way, or another with the different organizations Involved and

Atheir, resource t'onstraints, and with new practices concerned with the
fol4o/ing:

los relationships with staff and structures in their own host
organization;

influence and control over staff wbo were part of a sub-
contracting organization or of a different.level of gov-
ernment;

an appropriate training progrbm for project persopnel,
including field agents, when few, curricula existed and
the need actually involved a.role-socialization process;

1

Oroceddres For monitoring project activities thrlugh the
4b use of the administrativfleporting systems within the

host organization"whiCh often did not suit the needs of
the project; and.

establishmhht of new, lines of communication among parties
that had seldom had contact with each other in the past.

Many 'of the headquarters units in the kW program encountered mobili-
zation problems in starting up these activities. In addition, some projects
faced delays in expending initial funds, due in part to state government se
requirements following the granting of a federal away and experienced
difficulties in making the necessary personnel apporAtme ts, again due in
part to state regulations. In addition to these mobil ation problems,
each of the, seven RDU projects also faced the task of developing the formal
"knowledge base," or collections of specific educational practices that were
to be implemented by local school districts. The difficulties faced in the
development of such knowledge bases is such an important topic that it lathe
Subject of a separate report (see \Yin, Louis and Gwaltney, 1980).

If, as in the case of sell ral or the RDU projects (e.g., Pennsylva-
nia, Florida and Georgia), a' ne work's knowledge utilization activities
coincide with similar programs in he host organization, the activities of
'the project may be facilitated. 0 the other hand, a number of administra-

stive chartritertistics of the host organizatione.g., contract operations and
the ability to, develop subcontracts; the extent to which project personnel
are in tempbrary or permanent job a signments; and the presence of certain
budgetary or personnel restrictionk- ay contribute to mobilization problems
i n the establishment of a new organizations network. Without sufficient

iplanning that takes into account the local Zrontext and its constraints, a

e
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number,of difficulties may be encountered in the startup and implementations
Of project activities (and indeed were encountered by many of the head9uarter
wits in the RDU program).

Readiness assLimptibhSTT Mobilization problems can be reduced or

aggravated by the state of readiness, and clarity of functions, of the
network' components. If a group of organizations has previously been%colla-
borating on some related activity, the group can be expected to be better
prepared to operate within a new networking situation. This was-indeed the
case with one of $he RDU projects (the NETWORK Consortium). However,
organizations have not previously collaborated or are not oriented toward
such external collaboratioh, the resource mobAlization process can become
even more trying.

For many of, the RDU projects, overly Optimistic assumptions were made
about the,state of readiness of the key network_compone s. The resource
organizations were- often not prepared to initiate activit s as early as the
,program designers.might.have expected. The linkage orga zat ions were also
unclear about their functions. Field agent roles ha not been clearly
articulated, and the RDU project managers were not- prep red to provide the
needed field agent role training, as well as the curriculum training, at the
outset of their k.' Finally, the projects made overly optimistic assump-
bons about the-state Ot readinest of local school districts and schools.
Some RDU projects expected the local sites td be capable of exerting early
initiatives in learning to recognize the relevant resources; in point of
fact,. school personnel mere not predisposed in these directions and needed
training and assistance before such initiatives could be undertaken.

PV

The overall tffect of these mobilization problems was to Make the RDU
projects/ a0 s a whole ,ppear to be younger than their federal awards dates
would indicate. Although the RDU program operated for a three -year perjod
(1976-1977), several of the projects were just reaching their full operation-t
al capacity by the final year of NIE fundinglIwhen attention was supposed tp
be focused on making the transition to alternative (or internal) support
for continiing the desired project activities._ Thus, the mobilization
process can be enhanced by careful planning and clarificatioh of goals and
expectations for the various components in the network-building effort.

Coordination and Monitoring
4v

The issues involved in coordinating and monitoring activities across
several organizations in an interorgpnizational, network are particularly
complex. First, if one views knowledge utilization networks as ".formal

organizations," they differ from most sbial groupings of that type because
they are "dispersed organizations" (Louis and Sieber, 1979). The usual
management difficulties in coordination and communication may become aggra-
vated When the subunits in an organization hierarchy are dispersed across an
entire state Las in the four statpwide RDU projects), and even more so when
the subunits cut across a four-state region (as in the NRC) or ,the entire
nation' (as in the NETWORK Consortium and the NEA project).

Second, the subunits in the organizational Superstructure.tend to be
",loosely linked" (Rosenblum & Louis, 1981; Weick, 1976; Deal et al., 1975),
and despite their joining together for participation in a set Of activities
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with presumably shared goals and objectives, each of the subunits operates

. fairly_ autonomously. Furthermgrff, the _subunits in the network may have

potentially competing agendas which may not have surfaced or may not be
amenable to mediation (Herriott and Gross, 19781Rodenblum and Louis 1981).
It should be pointed Qut that while loosely linked organizations may en-
county' prOblems in implementing a coordinated program, some positive out-
comet of opetating in a loosely linked system have,been described earlier
(Rosenblum and Louis, 1981; Weick, 1976). 'The relative autonomy of subunits,
allows for crehtivity, appropriate local adaptation, and potential successful
implementation and institutionalization an at least "pockets" An the network
when total system-wide implementation or contiquation seems to tie failing.

Y

Third, each subunit in the iganzational linkage system is

cons4aing by its own structu'er cul ure and sociocultural environment
(Hertiott and.Hodgkins, 1973;, Rosenblum and.Louis, 1,981) which may affect

,... the ability of. the network to achieve knowledge utilization goal's and objec-
tives. These are,some issues that 'Must be dealt"wAth whensoordinating and
monitoring eproject.',3 'network activities.

% .L., A II
'' M

/

In light of these .consideratiorli, the RDU projects developed a
varAety.of.abvisory. and:informal management groups to assist in directing fhp,,
projecta. These inoluded,the use of panels of outside experts, the fdrmatioh
of management teams comprised of the,major subcontractorst the formation of
management teams comp*ised pf supervisory ,persbnnel from the intermediate
service age cies, or the existence of no formal groups. Where groups exist-
ed, their mai ses appeared to be giving advice (to the project staff),
making recommendations (often to the hOst organizatorl or to NIE), and main-

.y

taining general communication with the education establishment. Although the
...,groups provided substantive assistancas exemplified in the%Pennsylmenia ,

project), they also served a legitimizing function by generating continued
support 'for the {project. .

,

1

. , ,.. *,
'..

The degree of monitoring alsq-varied among the seven ptojects. SOme
projects. (e.g., Pennsylvania) appear to have had close' contact dith.field
activities and to have infldenced these activities regularly. Other projects
(e.q., the NETWORK) did not haye, daily contact but were not necessarily
concerned about this situation as. long as, school site personnel continued to
express satisfaction. . . .

.

.
.,

',

One problem common to many educational service organizatidns, which
was shared by the RN networks, was the general difficulty of monitoring .

organizationdl or process .innovations. Such changes are hard to measure and
therefore difficult to mon'adr, as cgmpare.d to the development or adoption of .

specific products. This apparently created a tendency, in dome projects to
'monitor progress in terms of product adoptions, while in.others it caused,
excessive formalization of the process so that it could be monitored., It

must be pointed out that formalization of the process served other purposes .

.tis well, such as

out

replication of the process in the.pareicipating sitea ,.

and elsewhere. .

,- ..
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Management of Network Change I's

i
'

: . r4 _The occurrence of sigpificAl change over time is a fact of organiza-
tional life. oNpmever, an iaferorganizational network dust not only assume
that.changel.will occur within each of the participating organizations, but
also that Otanges in'nrnner relationships will occur. from a policy
`standpoint, a goal is to predict-and manage such changes so that they will
have the most salutary effect on network operations. .

i

At

The topic of network change has been generally ignored in previous
research. 'The related studies typically appear at the interpersonal level,
where diffusion research has documented different patterns of information
dissemination over time (Rogers, 1962; Rogers and Shoemaker, 1962). Charac-
teristics of innovators (early adopters), for instance, have been compared to
characteristics of laggards 'elate adopters). At an organizational leVel,
some attention has beep given to changes in informal networks over timer
especially as -such changes may affect the political power of a community
coalition (e.g., see Warren, 1974). An general, however, there has been
little research on the Changes that can occur within formal interorganiza-
tional networks, which would -provide more relevant insights into the RDU
program.

In 3htospect at least three phases Of change appear 41ele0ant for
the RDU proje ts. Fi , a network may undergo a trial or pilot-testing
phase. Second, major mi stream corrections or changes mayipave to be accom-
modated. Third, a new network may ultimately become concerned with institu-
tionalization - -a t was to become so important in the RDU program
that:it is discussed sep tely in.a later section of this ehapter:

Trial or.pilOt testing. The conceptualization of any new program is
typically based, at least in part, on learnings from past and current related
efforts. For example, in. the case of RDU, much had been learned from the
experiehces of the Noe State Disdemination Program (Sieber, Louis and
Metzger, 1972), the National Diffusion Network (Emrick et al., 1976), an4 the
agricultural extension agents model used by the Department of Agriculturq.
Though much copceptual groundwork for the. RDU program had been done in the
year prior to 1976 (dee Corwin, 1980), Ihe actual awards for the RDU projects
wcre made withoUt any formal pil testigzof the RDU approach per se. Thus, .,

Cre was littleprior evade c concerni64...the viability and itasitulity of
network designs stipulate in the original proposals. At the same time,

no fofmal pilot testing, phase was incorporated into the .initial work within
each of the RPU projects.

4 ,

A urmal pilot:testing phase in RDU would.have had the advantage of
systimbtically developing and assimilating feedbaCk in order to inform
-modificationa, in procedures for dealil, ! with the problem-solving process,
selecting a new practice, buildingva 1Tal action team, etc., before finally
implementing these proiedufes in the 'entireetwork: Although some project
designs deliderately included the phasing in of net sites at intervals in
the project's life cycle, or deliberately planned an incremental development
of t project knowledge base, etch project tried to get its full network
ope Elting as quickly as possible, so ,that local school districts could
ini ate their functions during the 1976-1977 school year.

,
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Midstream changes. Even in programs such as RDU, which was not

necessarily pl nned as ,a long-term effort (at max m, the prOgram was

,conceived to o rate with AIE funding for five ye in fact, operations

continued for bout three-and-a-half years), some att ntion needs to be, given

to the need or midstream changes. In addition to changes which can tat&
place as a result of a formal pilot testing phase (which was not present in

the RDU program)', midstream changes can occur (and did in fact %ccur) in

Zseverill ways. *

I Firachanges cap occur
MO

as a result df .the phasing in of sites.
. Some projects enrolled two or three waves of sites (one cohort beginning each

school year), and each new wave of sites was treated somewhat differently,
reflecting proceddtal modifications found necessary from the previous year's

experience. For instance, several projects began mith a complex problemlsol-

. ving process, callingr.for each site to pass through a large number of dis-
crete problem-solving steps. Such a process was ofterCfound too cumbersome,
and newly enrolled sites /were allowed to follow a simplified set of steps.'
Second, major midstream changes can occur as a result of faltering claii to an

Incomplete design. (See, for example, the cape Study of the. Michigan pro -

ject?) changps can occur as a result of turnoveslor replacement of
key prof rsonnel. The original project directors for two of th pro-

sy jects went on to other positions after about 18 months (NRci and Georgia . As

previdusly noted, these original directors were part of *Important i ter-
personal network whose significance may have been unappreciated in the
replacement process. In three projects (the NETWORK Consortium, Florida, and
Michigan), the responsibilities of the project director were gradually
divided between the original "principal investigator" and a subordinate who
actually administer'ed the day-to-day operations of the project. Only in two

projects (Pennsylvania.and"NEA) did no turnover ortransition occur. Because

the project director of each RDU project played such an important role in
building and sustaining the entire interorganizational network, these person-
nel changes could conceivably have been treated as midstream shifts, with
concomitant expectations for a modified version of the network.

- NETWORK EFFECTIVENESS
. .

The effectiveness of networks as a knowledge utilization strategy
rust be interpreted according to some performance criteria. There are

. several issues that arise when trying to determine the appropriate criteria
by which to jddge network effectiveness. --4.1

On the one hand, interorganizational networks cannot be viewed
as ends in themselves, but must be viewed as mtchtnisms for achieving knowl-

edge utilization outcomes at the local school district or school level. Thus
the relevant outcomes of the network - building effort of the RDU program first
and foreMbst include school 'performance (or effectiveness) and the increased
ability of school officials to use educational R&D. Although many factors

are likely to be determinants of" school and student- changes, the degreb to
which the services delivered bydhe RDU network Me., the assistance provid-
ed by the, field agent, the R&D products selbcted and implemented, the
implementation of the problem-solving Wrocess) can affect school change
are the mark of network effectiyenebs. (the ultimate school outcomes are
the subject of attics reports [Louis, 19,80; Louis et al., 1981] but will be
addressed to some degree in this volume.)

4
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On the other hand, to the'extent that network building (and network
institutionalization.) was considerqd an objective of the RDU program, it is
important to assess'performance'and outcomes of the network itself (e.g.,

communication and coordination mechanisms) and of the different organization-

al components of the network (i.e., the headquarters unit, the resource and
. linkage organizationsz,etc.).

, .

.. While there is little consensus oh measures of organizational'effec-
tiveness (Goodman et al.t 1977), some management outcomes that need to be
considered include: the ability to,recrug appropriate personnel; the
ability to maintain high morale and. productivity among the staff; and the
degree of satisfaction with the operations of the network, as perceived by
members of the various constituerit groups in the network.

Another major measure of network effectiveness, and one" with which
the RDU projects became increasingly concerned during the latteC half
of their deral funqIng pgriod, is. the continuation of operatio9s on a
permanent basis--i.e., institutionalization. Bece6se. of the importance of

..tbe institutionalization phase in any network-building effort, and' t the RDU

programs la partitular, the next section is devoted entirgly to tWis phase.

INSTITUTIOALIZATION

Instit4tionalization may occur diffirntly for different constituent

groups within* organizational network. It is 4a° important to point out

a major donceptual distinction, that needs'to be maintaLned. Institutionali-

zation is different from, and cannot be used 813,a proxy for, performance

because insti.tutionalitation can (and does) occur in the absence of clear

service payoffs. This neep to distinguish betweer.institutionaLization and
service performance has blen fund previous4 with innovations. in state and
local governments, and the con eptual distirIction is graphically presented
in Figure 2-1, Thus, for example, the upper'right-hand cell in the matrix
represents the situfftions where service inputs become institutionalized--
possiblrbecause there have been political-or bureaucratic payoffs such as
organizational growth that may be important to the host organization--but
in which there have been no clear service payoffs (e.g., improved efficient

of Aperation, increased outputs, etc.). Another conceptual distinction is

that institutionalization of the interorganizational natli7sk itself, may

occur, or it may tWse...-place within components of the netwoRk (e.g., some
knowledge utilization activities may continue within the field agent host
organization).

IP

IndAators of Institutionalization
%. .

An orgTii.zational practice or peocedmreqcan be conducted with such
regularity that outside observers feel that the practice is a "normal" ,or

"routine" part of the orwization's °Orations. This is the stage at which

a practice may be considered, from a perceptual point of view, to to "insti-

tutionalized" (see Yin, 1979).

However, the exactr.tiee interval at which a new practice or proce-
dure becomes institutionalized cannot be easily defined in operational terms.
earlier conceptualizations have emphasi g the independence of the practice
or procedure from specific personnel.

2 4
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Figure 2-1
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P erhaps the best sign of the routiriization of [a] new pro-

gram occurs when the men who were originally involved in
implementing the program are replaced. If the program re-
mains essentially the same....we can then say that.it has
been-stabilized. Another sign of rputinization is the
development of job training programs for the new replace-
ments.' (Hage and Aiken, 1970)

Until recently, however, there have been few empirical investigations of the
*institutionalization process (exceptions include Yin [1979] and Berman and
Haeughlin [1979]). The important contributions have been to define, an a
theoretical lanner, the major phases of change that occur as a procedure
becomes routr rzed.

One tudy both conceptualized and empirically investigated routinize-,
tion in ope ational terms (Yin, 1979). The more a practice or procedure
achieves t n passages or c cies, the more routinized it is. These ten
/M-0111g6S 0 cycles include t e personnel factor cited above as well as
several other important dimensions--budgetary conditions, formal governance
and organizational rules,, and provisions of supplies and maintenance service
where relevant.*

. Of thesesessages and cycles, the one most often considered critical
in the support of federal programs is concerned with budgetary support: A
strong indicator that institutionalization has occurred is wheh a new program
successfully makes the transition from federal to local funding, The ways in
which funds were'plstributecrto support different functiow and organizations
in the petwork during the federal funding. period have sighificant implica-
tionsfor the continuation of knowledge utilization activities once external
support is withdrawn. In the RDU program, federal funds were used at all
levels in the organizational hierarchy of the RDU projetts. Thus, not only
was support given to the project headquarters and its host organizations, but
raids wersialso'passed directly to the linkage organizations, other resource
organizations, and local school sites. Although the use of these funds was
defined carefully to coincide with specific RDU milestones, they may be

viewed as having served a "seed money" function.

However, as the full enumeration of passages and cycles shows, the
focus on afsingle passage is overly narrow; the RDU program did become
concerned with institutionalization acid did tend to define the process in
terms of budgetary support. suCh.a definition was forced, of course, by the
fact that federal support was to be terminated after a three/year-period.

*In all, thOkten passages and cycles cove r the following observable ,:10,
(and not perceptual) conditions: equipment turnover (cycle); transition .

to support by local funds (passage); establishment of appropriate organiza-
tional ;status (passage); arrangement for supply and maintenance (passage;
establishment of personnel classifications or certification (passage);
changes in organizational governance (passage), internalization of training
program (passage); promotion of personnel acquainted with the innovation
(cycle); turnover in key personnel (cycle); attainment of widespread use
(cycle).
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Emergence of the issue within the RDU program.:

Institutionalization did not become a major focus of attention until

midway through the RDA program's life history, when it became evident that
federal funding would not be continued beyond the three -year period. Part of
this delayed concern tan be, explained by the fact that in the early part of
the project, project managers were understandably struggling with the need to

'"breathe life" into their proposed designs and fully mobilize the resources
that would be necessary to put the, program, into full operation. ,One NIE
staff member indicated that program staffsdeliberately refrained from pushing
institutionalization issues in the first year. However, according to another.

NIE staff member, from the beginning it was implicitly 'assumed by NIE, and
explicitly proposed by several of the seven projects, that each would in-
corporate and perhaps expand its RDU-type activities after funding ended as a
result of (q), the host agencies' commitment to the idea, and (b) successful
demonstration of outcomes after the three-year funding period. However, as
the program developed, there was increased confusion among program partici-

pants about the definition oflinstflutionalization in this context. Although
considered to be a research-action program, the RDU program came to be seen
as fitting any of three distinctly different forms of federal intervention:
- .

a'demonstration program, in which the goal was to
show the feasibility and effects of an intervention .

7 in a real-life setting, but in which there was no par-
.. ticular emphasis on long-term institutionalization of

the intervention at the demonstration site(s);

a seed money,program, in which the goal was to us e

federal fundito initiate and develop new activities
that would later, and on a lasting basis, be supported

by,state or local fundgi or

a a subsidy pfogram? in crhichifederal funds would be

needed both to initiate new activities and then, in mod-
ified (and perhaps reduced) form, to maintain theseac-
tivitlei on a lasting basis.

However, according to most NIE staff, there was never any real
"expectation that programs could be supported on a long-term basis. The only
ambiguits 4Qs over whether NIE would provide up to two additional years of
funding to successful projects to cov ongoing demonstration/dissemination
costs, and which might have been use as transition costs to help further
"institutionalize" themselves. In the end, these additional funds were not
provided.

The 'placement of a new program within a specific unit of a state
department of education will influence the natureof both the implementation
and the institutionalisation process. The organizational location of the
project, director's office was determined, however, by criteria other thanthe
institutionalization process. Despite this, when it did emerge, the

.
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institutionalization issue was mat), focused on the statue 'of ftaCh RDU
project's headquarters unit (most o which were located in state/department
of education). This unit was viewed by both HIE and the projecte as the main

part of the RDU operation that needed to be institutionalized

However, when a program involves interorganizatiorl networks, as did,

the RDU program, the issue of institutionalization is in reality Inch more
complex. First, activities and structures in the other components of the
network--in this case especially the linkage orOnizations--also need to
be institutionalized. §econd, and even more ifficult to unde ;stand or
describe, the relationships among the network VISO nents need to be institu-
tionalized. Typically, such relationships arekreflected in specific agree-
ments or Procedures among the participatipg organizations; to this extent,
efforts must be made to assure the pe anency of such agreemente or prbce-
dures.. .

Ago

//
UHHARY '

This chapter presented a 'ftamework'for looking at RDU ifs a group of-
.interorgamizationat networks!. Issues relevant to the design, management,
effectiveness and institutionalization of sudh networks .pere discussed,
focusing on networking as a strategy for knowledge utilization in general,
and for RDU in particul

The followxng chapter-length case studies zf four RDU projects
examine the netwprking strategy in greater detail. These .cases are then
synthesized in the final chapter, and the lessons learned about networking
summatized for the future design and management of educational linkage
systems.

.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO.THE EASE STUDIES

'

The following section contains case studies of four
RDU projects. The case studies were based on field interviews
with project staff Members, subcontractors, and other Celevant
individuals" in the organization in which the project was
housed and at the National Institute of Education.

The purpose of the project- specific case studies is to
illumigitte basic issues in, design :and management of 'networks
to foster dissemination. As such they do not purport to give
a full or well rolinded story of leach project. Nor are the
cbse studies intended 1(o be evaluations of the individual
projects, although the ',authors admit that it is difficult to
describe and explain their observations without appearing
judgmental. We want to emphasize strongly that our data
collection was completed by October of 1980. These case
studies report only what we saw up until this point. In
many cases, we saw indications that the projects, though no
longer funded by NIE were still emerging and changing in their
host organization. Even now"it is too early to predict the
ultimate success or failure of project design and strategies.

Each or the case studies has been reviewed by the
Project Director at the relevant project and'has been por-
rected based on the review. Although they agree that the
cases are factually accurate, in some cases they did not agree

g,..-'With our interpretations.
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CHAPTER 3

THE NORTHWESTREADINd CONSORTIU4 PROJECT

INTRODUCTION .

How do I get a handle on the impact of intorma networks
and relationships? An example of the influ ce of 'these

relationships is in who gets invited to mee gs. The

project tfirector doesn't get invited to disseminstion meet-
ings for the State of Washington, but the linker does. What
does this mean for me and for the project? Wtiat action,

if any, jaijould I take to change this situation?

This quotation from the project director of the Northwest Reeding
Consortium (NRC) represents a common concern expressed in different ways
by different Members of this project network. To understand the NRC, one
must look beyond the office of the project director, as the project con-
tained one of the most complex formal and informal networks in the RDU
program. A social network approach is needed which views the project as
a system of components (people, groups, organizations) 'joined by a variety
of..relaionships. Often, not all pairs of components are joined, and some
components are joined by multiple relationships.

The NRC was a joint effort Of Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washington,
and was housed in the Washington State Department of Education. A linking
agent* was hired and placed in a host agency (usually an intermediate ser-
vice agency) in each of the four Consortium states to help local schools
improve their reading programs through thd use of R&D outcomes. The North-
west Regional Education Laboratory (NWREL) was responsible for organizing
and delivering the knowledge base of resources to be used by schools, and
for training the four linking agents in the process of effective service
delivery.

Three key issues emerged dur ing the study of the YRIC. While these
issues were evident to some extent in other RDU projects, their combined
presence and impact on project functioning and project outcomes were espe-
cially relevant to'the NRC and make this story an important one.

first issue that emerged in the NRC was tension.betweene re-
ional and tate a roach to school i reverent. The project ,design was

unique in that, the project management a evaluation, the knowledgerbase
management, and the technical assistance' p ocess 011 functioned at a re-
gional level. Yet, the cooperating pacific northwest states have tradition-
ally had strong state-level autonomy. Thp tension between state and t.e-
gional emphases was exacerbated by the placement of the project headquartera
in a stett department of educption gather than in a regional organization
such as the NWREL.** Not only did the Fosting agency resist the use of state.
space and resourCes in the service of othet stateerbut the other three
states resisted the "outside interference" of other stpte in their affairs.

if

*F4eld'agents were called "linking agents' n this project.

**The NWREL was never' considered the hos agegcy for the project.
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A second issue concerned t he difficulty-of managing a complex differ-
,

entiated system of different organizational components, each with its own

agenda. While this issue is a proWm common to most interorganizational
networks, it was made especially difficult in the NRC project' because of
the nature of the relationships dnd 4oecause of turnover in the position

of project director. The project initially relied on a highly interper-
sonal approach to controlling the variety of interorganizational rela-
tionships that characterized it. However, with the change ih'project direc-
tors, the focus on personal relationships changed to a more contactual and
formal management approach. The strains between the goals and operating
styles of the different organizations involved in the NRC had a great impact

7"--On the functioni 'h9 of the network.
.

The third issue emerged last and concerned the perceived addition
of institutionalization as a goal for tie NRC project. °Institutionalization
was not emphasized in the proposal submitted by NRC, taut emerged in a subtle
tray as an objective that was valued by NIE. This caused concern and frustra-
tion on the part of NRC st.eff who had strongly emphasized the status of...their
project as an action-research demonstration.

The remainder of the case study is divided into five sections. The
first section describes theoinitial design and operation of the NRC net-'
work. The second section presents the relationships which governed the
network operation and discusses the relevant changes in the network over
time. The third section discusses how the network actually delivered ser-
vices to schools, and the fourth describes the current ,statum of the major
network components. The, last section discusses the lessons to be learned
about managing networks for school imprpvement.

THE INITIAL DESIGN AND OPERATION OF THE NRC PROJECT
4

V

, The main objectives of'the Northwest Reading Consor tium (NRC) p 41. o-i!

ject, as stated ithe proposal, were:

to origanizefa syat for increa3ed communication among, .

centers, teacher p eparation institutions, state educa-
tion agencies, int rmediate.seryice agenhes and local

- education agencies; -

to assist local education agency personnel in identifying
problem areas in the reading inptyuction program;

to provide information about peitinenO.R&D outcomes in
useable form for use bylocal education agencies;

as

to assist local education agencies in selection of appro-
priate R&D outcomes;

to assist in implementation of sidopted"R&P outcomes; and

to conduct formative evaluation of the process being used
at each stage of the project. ,;(The evaluation was to focus

14 on the local procdss of R&D utilization, site-specific im-
pacts, and the linkage strategies that were used at the
site.) (Washington State Department of Education, 1976)
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The Notthwest Readinb Consortium grew out of the 'federally funded
Right to Read p ;ogram in the .etates of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Alaska.
The Right to Read.pyogram directors for each state have as their objective
the provision of materials and assistance to help lose' school districts
design and put into practice programs that ensure the cdhOnuoue progress of
every child in learning'to read at or her best ability. To accomplish

this objective, the state directors perform the following activities: 1),

convene periodic state assemblies to b441d resource and communications
networks among reading specialists at thestate and local level a d in
in
planning handbooks and guidelines to local school districts; and 3) p videi
gtitutions of higher education; 2) disseminetewneedp assessmen and

,

the services.of Right to Read assistants from;the,state dffice to help local

school stricts make use of the planning materials in Local program design
and lementation processes. e

As local school districts began to participate,
Al Xhe Right to Read

proqr the state directors began to seek ways to ;oat the needs iden-
tified by districts through* their Right to Read needs assessment procedures.

lit
The Northwest Laboratory (NWREL), ted in Portland, Oregon, was aware of
this concern of the Right' to Read to directors through participation in
various state assemblies in the northwest. The NWREL was also aware of
NIE's intErest in exploring methods of helping administ stars of local school

i
buildings improve their programs through the use of re earch and development
outcomes. NWREL therefore suggested NIE as a source ohelp to the Right to
Read program directors in the northwest. Through the of orts of the Right to
Read directors in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Alaska, and with the assis-
tance of-the NWREL, the Northwest Reading Consortium ca into being.

. .

.

The Right to Read program appeared to be a par icularly appropriate

i

vehicre to which the RDU program might become atta hed. .Not only waa.
the emphasis on reading in the initial RDU RFP c siste wit night to Read,

,but both programs required that local schools at end t the tality of their
planned change piocess. In Right to Read, there were r quirements for funded
schools to go through a systematic needs assessment, an to document planning
activities. The RDU proposal was intended to supplemen normal Right to Read
procedures through (1) the provision of a knowledge b se of existing, vali-
dated products, and (2) the provision of the service of linkers, consul-
tants, and other sources of assistance in carrying ou the reading improve-
mbnt program. Neither of these features was part of Right to Read.

/\

The Washington Right to Read ,state director hat( been involved with
the original National Right to Read Task Force and had splearheaded efforts to

coordinate the Right to Read state programs in the Northwest. Her per-
ceived leadership among her peers strongly influenced the decision to locate
the project headquarters in Washington. Upon project funding in July 1976,
she assumed her proposed position as project director of the NRC, with the
Washington State Department of Educatiod acting as the contracting host
agency. Tha Right to Read directors in each state selected a linker host
organization.and asked for volunteer school districts within the geographic
areaalserved by the identified linker hosts. The school districts submitted

letters of interest (often after a special invitation from ,the Right to
Read director), a selection of two districts per state was made, and these
organizations (linker hosts and school districts) were identified in the
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original proposal to NIE. The NWREL Was chosen to identify and provide
assistance to disseminate appropriate research and development pr ucts

that could be used ih schools to improve ,reading.
.

Key Components of the NRC Project Network

_A brief description of thl key components in the NRC project network
will help to understand the processes and relationships that resulted.
The key components are presented in Figure 3-1.

NRC Executive Committee: The ,NRC Executive Committee waS made up of
the project director and evaluatiom director from the project office, the
four Right to Read directors, and the linker and a local school and higher
education person (selected by the Right to Read State Assembly) from_each of
the four participating states. This 18- member committee metnine times
between July 1976 and June 1979 at project expense to provide ongoing direc-
tion and guidance. Even with the option of selecting different people from
the state assemblies each year, everyone re-appointed themselves. The
committee apparently met some individual as well as NRC needs. AIthqugh the
project director wanted to curtail this group during the last proj?Ct year
for budget reasons, the group resisted. They stated: "Thid has become a
special support system for us- -don't dAstroy it."

The Executive Committee exercised an informal advisory role in,the
project. Time constraints did not permiI actual review and sign-offs on
products, reports to NIE, or budgets, but this group contributed 9013stantial-.
ly to planning. For example, the committee influenced the project to submit
a proposal for Additional funds -- something the project director would not
Have chosen to do. During the last year of the project this committee
emphasized fostering continuing networks and relationships, and each state
conducted .a special seminar to share project learnings, sponsored by the

state members of this committee.

Washington State Department
1

of Education. The Washington State
Department or Education acted as the contracting agency for the project with
NIE. As- project host, the agency provided physical space and facilities,
,support functions such as accounting and personnel, and basic contract
monitoring to ensuie quality control.

The NRC was peFceived by the agency as ore of many special research
studies and was therefore placed in the Evaluation and Testing Sectio7tio
the Division of Instruction. The department seemed to have only a limited
understanding of how the NRC differed from more typical evaluation activi-
ties. The agency vieWed the NRC primarily as a temporary action-research
project, rather than as a dissemination or reading improvement rogram that
could benefit other ongoing agency activities and objectives. cording to
the project director's immediate supervisor, however, the NRC rojett was
unique in that "it was longer than projects and it provided relatively
detailed technical assistance to three other states." There was little
attempt to integrate the NRC with other section activities. The section
supervisor of the project "bent over backwards to keep the project very
clean--to keep to NIE's original model." This resulted in some isolation

. from the rest of the agency.

.
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NRC project office. The project office consisted, of a full-time

project_ director, evaluation director, and a secretary. BecaOseOf a hit.*
freeze at the Washington State Department of Education, other staff were
hired as part-time temporary help, as interns, or through the auspices of
a subcontractorthe NWREL. The initial project director had been to the
Washington State Department of Education as the, Right to Read director.
Upon project funding, her position shifted to one which bhe perceived as
much more _challenging and demanding. She asked for i salary increase to
actompaoy her new position and was refused. After months of negotiation,
She finally resigned and left the state department.

The evaluation director accepted the project director position,
primarily to maintain the stability of the project. . He was new to the state /
departMent, having come from a position as curriculum director in a local
school district. After the creative nature of the evaluation position, the
roject director found many of the management details of his new role burden -
me. Fully 50% of his time seemed to be spent in budget monitoring.(there

three different budget systems to monitor- -those of the Washington State
Department of Education, NIE, and the linker host organizations), and in

subcontract negotiation (eadh of five subcontracts were renegotiated yearlyl.

The position of evaluation director was filled by someone fran within
the state department on a temoray assignment. This became one of monitor-
ing the, cdmpletion of docum4ntatio valu activities designed by the
new project director.

-

Northwest Regional Education Laboratory. The N WREL had a subcontract
with the NRC.for creating and maintaining the knowledge base of R&D outcomes,
and fon providing training and consulting services related to the use of
specific 'R&D products. One member of the lab worked full-time on the pro-
ject, arranging and conducting review boards for screening' products, main-
taining the "Blue Book," which included descriptions of theeR4D products in
the knowledge base and acting asNe broker between sites and consultants. The

knowledge base primarily contained NIE-developed 'R&D products, ,the majority
of which were targeted to elementary school children. From a fidelity
perspective, the NRC probably stayed diosest to the original intention of NIE
with respect to thesselection, description and dissemination of validated
R&D product's.

.

.

.In abdition, -the. NRWEL had runding from NIE unrelated to RDU to
seive as a resource for 'providing training tp educational linking agents.
Given tht close physical proximity of the NRWEL to the NRC, this additional
tie helped,to cement the special-relationship between the two.

Linker host 'agencies. Four organizations, one in each Consortium
state, served as linker hosts. Three of these hosts were intermediate.
service agencies, and one was a bran6 of the Idaho State Department of
Education. A supervisor was designated in each host agency. These individ-
uals administered the subcontracts with the NRC, and their primary function
was to select and supervise the 1 nker.e In some cases, the state Right to
Goad director,also had some inflfience on the actual selection of a linker,

vend in one case (Oregon) the resting specialists fran the two participaNing

-15
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schodl districts were involved in. interviewing and hiring
most cases, the linker tioat organizations provided physical
a decretary and access to peer trainers -- people who worked
and in local schools although usually not as extensively

the linker. In

space,.access to
in dissemination
as the linkers).

Linkers. Four linking. agents,, one in each Consortium state, served
to match assessed refding pro$lems in locerschdoleswith solutions and

so

rt!
ces available from the NRC project. Three of the linkers were rein.-

ive y young--the linking agent job was one of the first in their profession-
al careers. The, fourth linker was much older, having held Many positions
during his ca r.we (teacher, principal, intermediate service agency consul-
tant,districtireading specialist). -None of the linkers had been employed_by
the host organization prior to project funding. . ,

. ..
1

The linkers were a key component. n the NRC dljeci, spending01100%.
of their time workinb intensively with betweeh six to ken-schools. ,, The
formal subcontract provided the linkers with a blidget for four fixed cate-
gories, These "included consultant-services, travel, released time for
teachers,, and materials (primarily site startup coats).

eg 4

. *
,

Oistricts and focal schools. Once the linker host organization .$

been identified, by the Right to Read director in each Consortium state, an to.

invitation to participate in the NRC was sent to all of the school districts
that were geographically proximate. In addition, the state director made
personal contacts with a few districts, ,Following th4 receipt of letters of
interest, two school. districts in each state were selected. Within each
selocked .district,mthe reading specialist or curriculum director, then select-.
ed three to six schools that would participate. Oistricts were told that
there would be federal funds to help them implement a new reading program,
but that district funds must then bemused for any kdkg-term costs of main-

.

taining the new program or practice. Local schools would be responsible for
creating a "local action team" to apply the Right to Read problem-solving
process In LL_ school

. .

. .

1 .01

Given this identification of the relevant components in the NRC
project, the next question of importance concerns what Actually, occurred
during project performance. It is to this topic that we now turn.

a

. .

.
9. THE NRC IN ACTION

...
-

.

.'-
.... .

, The history of the NRC is one that is filled with 6n.flicts bet een
.

the agendas and goals of the different organizations and individuals invo
. ed. The reasons for this conflict-yere not due to opportunism. Each of the
organizationsvtecame committed to the )RC becaude they believed in the

4 project;, however, their definition of the most important components of the
project sometimes.di,ffered, and there were concerns among many parties about
the general issueoof who was responsible For making whioq decisions. In this
'section, we explore some of the more significant pairs of ihterorganizational
relationships In the NRC 'and the balance between conflict find cooperation in
each. ' . ,_,

..

. 0 .
.

CONFLICT AND COOPERATION:
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Project Office and the Washington- State impartment of Education.

For the NRC, location in the Washington State Department of Education
was a matter of expediency. ,A formal organizational unit wad needed in order

for NIE to allocate project funds, and since the Washington state directoilit
-4- for the Right to Read program had been one of the driving forces behind the

initial proposal to NIE, the Washington State Education Agency was proposed
as the project host. ,Federal programs were viewed as a mixed blessing by the
state department. 07 the one hand, these programs typically brought addi-
tional funds for educational ,improvement into the state. However, these
programs also created positions and activities that would later require state
funds for contUnuation. For many state department decision makers, the

balance shifted to the negative side when they understood the heavy research
emphasis of the NRC and the fact that, given the regional nature of the
proposed network, only one-quarter of the project's efforts would serve the .

state. Also, because of the hiring freeze mandated by the legislature, every
NRC staff position took one position from some other department in the,
agency.'

)

During the 0rst year, much of the interaction between tb NRC
project office and the state department concerned is salary raise for the
project director. As noted above, failure to resolve this dispute resulted
in the project director's resignation and replacement by the project evalu-

. ation director. As will be described latenon this chapter, this turnover in
staff was to have serious implications for implementation of the NRC project.

As noted. earlier, the placement of the project within the Evaluation
$ectiop of the state department, :other than within a substantive,area (like
reading) or within state dissemination efforts, had implications for the
institutionalization of ,project activities and structures. The Evaluation
Section contained a number of programs. The guiding principle seemed to be
one of "protection" orAhese programs from the rest of the department so that
9ey would better accomplish their objectives. In return for this protec-
tion, the NRC project director periodically "served on committees and task
forces in the state department and provided dissemination and utilization
expertise for state planning.

The project began in cramped -quarters that were shared with °biker.,
projects. However, after the first year it moved into relativelx spacious.
quarterS. This move was supported by the evaluation section 'supervisor
largely because the section would "get the space" when the project termin-
ated. The project also utilized departmental support services such asqbe
typing pool, duplicatibn system, accounting department, and per nel.

.

The NRC project director initiated frequent information exchanges'
(memos, reportsf updates, etc.) with the evaluation section supervisor; the
evaluation section supdtvisor therefore felt _little need to manage of inter-

..

vene., This supervisor did conduct all yearly performance appraises of
project staff as trway to "keep in touch." .

.

....

In summary, the relationship between the state department of educe-
tion.and the project office was minimal, and was characterized by the provi-
sion of some services, guidelines and constraints by the state department and
the provision of some knowledge find influence by the project staff (primarily
.the project director). While the intensity of the relationship was low, the
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state' department did affect the operation of the program in significant
and, usually, negative ways--the most signifitant of these was the loss of
the first project director. However, since the project had never really
expected a great deal of support from the department, the relatiyely low
levels of interaction were not a source of tension. Only during the last
year, when institutionalization became a new objective, did some confusion
develop concerning the role of the state department in relation to th
projeCt.

1

NRC.Project Office and the NWREL.

If the relationship between ttle NRC and the Washington State Department of
Education was strained because of the lowilevel of support, the one between
the NRC and the Northwest Lab.became stressful because of an overabundance of
resources and skills, the flow of which the 'project drrector often felt
helpless to control. One part of the relationship consisted of contractual
monitoring by the project office of the lab's role in creating and maintain-
ing the knowledge base and coordinating the provision of technical assistance

77- (both in product selection and implementation) to schools. Since the pro-
cedUres were specified in the proposal, the NWREL proceeded with .little
dirAct supervision by either project director. For example, the project
director okayed the "Blue Book" list of approved products before it was

published, but did not review the individual product summaries as they were
produced.

The'main concern of the project with respect to this first part of
the relationship, was the NWREL's tendency to expand their scope of work.
"How do you control the subcontractor from using your money to do other
things related to knowledge-base generation and maintenance in an entrepre-
neurial sense--above and beyond what your projeCt'needs?" asked the project
director. Finally, a ten -page document entitled "Collaborative Plannpg
Between NRC and NWREL Dissemination Programs" (March 1978) was produced

jointly by both organizations as a position paper that set expectations for
appropriate behavior. One of the major features of the paper was the sub-
stantial Involvement of 0 NWREL staff member in project activities and
management. This involvement helped to build trust between the trip organ-
izations. As a result, the NWREL felt free to do some otherdisseminatim-
related activities using the justification that they made the lab more
effective in their NRC role. This greatly helped the NWREL in their other
dissemination activities (such as the Regional Exchange), and also helped the
project office by keeping the NWREL sufficiently informed about overall
objectives so they could monitor certain activities at the linker and site
levels. For, example, the NWREL could warn linkers and schools about the
danger of adopting too many new activities at the same tiMe which would make
it difficult to measure the impact of each. Thus, the NWREL tookson a
broader perspective than just trying to maximize use of their specific
rbsporibibility--i.e., the knowledge base. In a sense, the NWREL beCame a
to-manager of the intervention -- largely because of their access to resources
and information that the project director did not have.

,

The second part of the relationship between the NWREL and the project
office concerned link supeort and training. The NWREL initially had a
.separate contract wit NIE to provide training assistance to educational

ilinkers in RDU and ether programs. Due to.its physical proximity, the NRC
quickly became the focal client. Thb original project director felt cm-

,

fortoble letting the NWREL "do their thing" with the NRC linkers. However,
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the new project director felt uncomfortable with both the.lab approach, which
stressed abstract orghnization development theory, and with the group process
focus of the training. The linke? reinforced this uneasiness by their
reactions (e.g., "This is all Very in eresting, but it hag nothing to co with
What Pm doing in my job").

411WREL's desire to e a their training activities to include project
mana9ement staff as well as 1 nkers increased the project director's concern
about linker training. NWREL began to initiate activities with the project
staff -- without any invitation. or request from the Project. The project
director, in a linker training sessidn that he was monitoring, finally
..stated: "You're -here to trait' linkersnot mei" o ff

During the second year of the project, the training activities were
made ".a. part of the knowledge base subcontract with the NWREL. This"gave the
project director more contr o'er the training activities, and built in more
accountability. The direr r requested that the NtiREL provide a formal scope
and 'sequence for the prop sed trainingforcing the trainers to plan, organ-
ize and deliver targeted training. In time, trust was established in this

.part of the relatomahip as well, and the training became quite responsive to
expressed linker needs. .

6
. 0--

During6.the last year of the project, formal training was replaced by
technical assidOnce to end professional developMent activities with indi-
vidual linkers. .'/This wasrve4 c mOatible with changes in the linkers' needs
over the life thooftp t.' Os'point, they wanted specific answers to
solution-seledt and'. nta(ion issues and more information about how
they might f4,f in legiona °and state dissemination efforts. Similsr
changes in interest occkrrpct within NWREL, as formal individuallinker
training was dii-rphasized nd.increased emphas.is was placed on dissemination
planning and sbpodOrt'af'a e and regional:ievel.

. In summStyy the ' relationship $066 very intense and underwent major
changekin tercs,lbf met was expected. Initially a source of conflict and
contern, thrpOgh 'hard work spent in exploring clarifying and negotiating,
the relationship later became need-fulfilling and rewarding to each partici-
pant. The. qualify of this relationship greatly affected the outcomes of the
whold project, since the project office and the NWREL had ongoing contact
witii most other membeis or the'eaire NRC network. Figure 3-2 presents,
in sumnlbry form, a list'obf key events in thi$ relationship and highlights its
evolving nature.v

NWREL aid the Linkers.
.

4 f

The relationship betweeq.NWREL end the linkers .also consisted of two
main pa sp One partinvolvedr interactions>kleen linkers and the NWREL
concerning the knowledge base. The interactions focused on (1) dOomission *
by the linkei of a statement summ zing thel."problem" 4 each of the linker
sits; (2) screening one-page summaries of products; and (3) review of
complete product packages and requests for technical assistance or consultant
help for elther product selec'ion or implementation. ,

se. .

. . . .

The .very paturia--dt these interactions, typical of a resource pro-
viaer-client relation6hi5, led to some' conflict. The resource provider
(RWREL) wanted clear.and specific statements of need, An an orderly fashion,

'''''. Y

r
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figure 3-2'

"KEY EVENTS IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TUir-NWREL
AND THE NORTHWEST READING CONSORTIUM

. .

Initial exploratory contact. occurs in Washington,,D.C.
at.RDU Directors' Meeting between NWREL training staff
and NRC staff.

' Jul}' 1976 to Mardi 1978

July 1976.

August 1976

September 1976

October 1976

December:1476

January 1977

February 1977.

April 1977

May 1977

NIE directive to focus the NWREL on program activi ties
and service to RDU.and RDx clients, including tailored
training services for the NRC.-4\

Conti Lion of exploratory discussion of relationship
between and NWREL.

Agreement re hed to conduct first'lraining session in
December.

Initial linker training conducted December 13-17. Pre-
pared 3-5 year plan for NIE.

Agreement to conduct one day of training atnext Advj-
sory Meeting in February. Provided on-site consultation
to Alaska linker.

Linker training,' February 9. NIE asks NWREL for a scope
of work statement to provide tailored linker training.

Prepaired a Collaborative Planning Document for Training
to NRC. Secured agreements to access project data.
Cbntinued building a collaborative relationship.

Site visits to each linker in Alaska, Washington,'
Oregon, Idaho: Lifer Training Workshop, June 6-10.
NRC director resigns.

Provided staff development/training workshop to Maywood
Junior High, Issaquah. Developed Operabzonal Plan for
.FY ',78. Confirmed a continuing relationship with new
project director, including greater integration of
management, evaluation, knowledge-base and training
support systems.

September 1977 Linker Training Session, S tember 15 and 16.

October 1977 Linker Training Session, Octo er 24. .

December 1977 Management, coordination a arming for project budget
sions and subcontrac additions for training. Eval-

. uati Planning and Cdbrdindiog Session.

January 1978 Conceptualization Conference.-linker Role, January 375.
Linker Training. Session, January 18-20.

February 1978 Evaluation Planning Sessions and training contribution
to site cue studies.. Set up monthly planning sessions
for training.

March 1978 NWREL announces redirection of Dissemination Program to
a regional focus.
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with enough time to appropriately determine an effective solution. The

linkers and schools wanted tt)e widest choice of resources to solve a unique

problem immed;ately. Thus, the NWREL was continvilly requesting that linkers
write better problem stataments'and use validated products from the existing

knowledge base. And linkers were' contjnually complaining that the knowledge

base was, too cOnfining (only, NIE products, few choices for secondary schools,

etc.), and that the,NWREL was very slow in considering adding additional
,field4nominated products.

The second part of the relationship between linkers and the NWREL
consi ted of interactions concerned with linker training. ror the first

projdc year, this relationship was relatively direct with little influence

or med ation by the pioject office. In fact, there is some evidence that

t linkers and the, NWREL trainers worked together against the project office--
especially by providing unauthbri2ed team-building activities to project
schools using project funds. During the first year, a number of people' from

the NWREL,. conducted the training sessions. These sessions were. "off the

shelf" in nnure and emphasized group and organizational processes and human

relations.

There was a general feeling among linkers and project-level personnel
that this first year did not work very well; therefore a number of changes

were made. However, despite efforts by the project girector and NWREL to
arrive at a more satisfactory and project-tailored training program, the
NRC linkers continued to express considerable dissatisfaction with their
formal training (see Spencer and Louis, 1980). 0

. In.summery, this relationship was in constant flux, both concerning

li
1 ividuals involve as well as expectations and activities. It was affected

i not only by the neral, ambiguity which characterized the relationship
betw en the NWRE and th4pkoject, but also by the fact that the wide differ-

ences in age- and experience among the linking agents had a great impact on
their perceived need for the types of services offered to them by the lab.
The overall relationship varied by linker as well as by function (knowledge

base versus linker support), and by year; thus, the variety and type of
services provided by NWREL evolved

.
overtime. .

,
'

NRC Project Office and Linkers.
.,

The tension An the project office-linkersrelatiohship emerged from, several
sources. One of the major sources of concern stemmed from the linkers' sense
of strain between the service delivery functions they performed in the
schools and the demands for data imposed by the project office. The office

was concerned both with the research component of the project, and with the

..docymentation of activities for management purposes.

Unlike any of the other twojects, the NRC linkers were involved in
writing case studies of individual salools. Each linker served 98 a "fold

researcher," attachedjo another linker's schools. While some of the cases
they produced were quite good, the 'stress of simultaneously learning, the
roles of the linker and the field resear'cher was great. f

Project documentation requirements at the site level were also part
of the linkee's role., These idcluded.ac ivities ('such as writing site\
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evaluation reports) that were typically delegated to project office staff

members in other projects. Other reporting requirements included:

A .

week* communlcatknilogs, listing all phone calls and
conversations;

,
: . /

r

monthly reports discussing major activities, problem
areas, expenditures Qnd "learnings "; gnd

..

, .

various check-point reports related to stages in the

. school improvement process (these were in 'addition to
similar reports that were designed for use by the

-external project evaluations).

While the reporting structure was perceived to be burdensome, these reports
provided a framework For activity andra source of formative evaluation
information for the project office.

Even this massive amount of documentation was not sufficient tb keep
the project director from feeling uninformed about linker activities and to'
keep 1m6kers from feeling a sense of isolation from the projebt. Ak.first,

the project director attempted an ambitious computer-maintained ledg7r system

for all gioject-related documents. This system was discontinued when the
hiring freezevented it from being staffed. After, the first year, a weekly
phone call was made from the project office to each linker. Depending upon
the-, week of the month, a different checklist was used to guide this phone
call. Also, quarterly project meetings were held with all staff. One of the -,

linkers would poll all the linker;] prior to each meeting for agenda items.
These meetings were participatory in nature: all agenda items were discussed

and jointly resolved, and all meeting participants contributed to problem
resolutiohs.

The second project director summarized by stating: "There A no easy
way of keeping in touch with linkers. To do so bffectively would require me
to be out in the field all of the time. am always accused ,of not under-

standing the real world by the linkers. I can't talk about meetings they
have attended, people they have met or conditions they are working under;''
thus I am put in a position of administrator." He felt unwilling to trade
the "big picture" for one necessarily more narrow by becoming more intensely
familiar with a few sites.

Dissatisfaction withithe long-distance supervisory and support
arrangements was reciprocated by the linking agents, who rated the general
usefulness of the support provided by the central office during the second
year of the project well below the ratings of the other projects with full-
time linking agents. Their general ambivalence toward the kind of supervi-
sion and services received from the project is contradicted, however, by the
fact that on several survey questions regarding specific services provided by,
the project office, the NRC linkers' responses were right at the average of
all projects; further, on a question that asked the extent to which the
central project staff "understands my needs," NRC received the top rating
(Spencer and Louis, 1980)'.
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The Relationship between the Project Office and the Linker's "Host"

a.

The relationship between the NRC Project Office and the linkers'
supervisors was typically minimal, primarily emphasizing contractual and,

budgetary matters. The project directoretried to keep,the host supervisors_
involved in the Rroject, but this proved difficult. T e fact that the NRC
project office Wes located in the Washington State De artment of Education
resuRed in some resentment by the host supervisor in the three other
states. Idaho specifically was concerned about andther state "meddling" in
Idaho's 4d6cational activities.. Thus, the linker host superviaora selected
and hired the linkers, set their salary level, and provided ongoing supervi-
sion; but they did not consult:the project about these decisions.

.

The host organizations ,typically felt-that they "owned"- the project
and the linker,,st the local levqa. The fact that they provided substantial
contributions to the project only served to increase this sentiment. For
example, Idaho proN;ided free office space to the linker during the first two
Jeers of the project, while other hosts charged minimal overhead rates,

.effectively subsidizing the use of space .
The conflict between the hosts and the project largely concerned the

allocation of linker time. sinkers reported that there was a considerable
degree of stress associated with the-fact that the project director expected
them .to spend 100% of their time on NRC-related activities, while their
immediate supervisor often expected them to contribute to other organization-
al activities.

The NRC project director had to threat one host supervisor with
contract non-compliance in order to msintain this narrow service perspegtive.
However, this problem eased during the last year at the project director
encouraged the linkers, through their supervisors, to work with any anckall
who needed them, whether project school or not, in order to try to institu-
tionalize linker functions.

Poor articulation between the linkers' host organization and the NRC
made the linkers' jobs more stressful in other ways, particularly toward- the
end of the project All of the NRC linkers had been hired specifically
for the project. Because of the special privileges of their project status
(autonomy, out-of-state travel budgets, freedom to work with a limited
number of schools, etc.), they were sometimes isolated from their peers. All.

linkers %ade special efforts to "chip in" and help their colleagues, and did N
establish working relationships mil the host organization. However, none pf
the linkers were asked to remain after the termination of federal funding,
and many linkers felt very detached from the organizations that had been _.:.

0,

expected to nurture them.

OPERATION OF THE PROJEC4
, ,

,

iP
THE NETWORK'SERVES,THE SCHOOLS

. 46. ...

Many of the strains in the NRC network,wire felt as the project
deliVered services to schools, but many were hidden from the school personnel
who were invol ed in implementing new programs. Like most of the RDU pro-

.
jects, the NRC school sites were usually able to locate and Implement appro- /'''
priate products rom the pool developed by the NWREL. However,, in many cases

N._ /
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they felt that the NRC placed conatrain s on the types of 'innovations and
development activities in which they wan d to enga0. For example, a number
of sites wished to mount extensive org ization development activities which
would involve staff training rather / hen implement R&D-based products in
reading. In addition, a number of the schools were annoyed that they had
little control over the linker, whom they would have preferred to use as an
adjunct staff member.

Thus, the overall report card of the NRC at the school level wassot
one of the highest among he projects. Satisfaction with the linkers-ail-Ong
principals and teachers lower in the NRC project than in any of the otherwin

'RDU projects, despite th linkers' high level of professionalism, their
extensive training, and t relatively intensive services they could prnvide
as compared with such pr jects as Michigan). In general teachers were less
positive about the outc s bf the NRC proglIbm in the schools than were
principals; they reported less impact on pupils than most other RDU projects,
and they noted little sense of personal or professional growth as a direct
result, of their involVement.

The reasons for this are only partially explicable. The project got,
off to a slow start at the school level, but in this it did-not differ from
other RDU project schools. The initial definition of the linker role in the
schools was poor, and, the linkers- -three of whom were quite young -- became
embroiled in early controversy as a result. .Yet, in the firms analysis, the
main sense at the schdbl level--as at other levels in the networkwas of
mild tension btween the agendas of the locals and.those of Vhe linkers, and
other project staff members. This tension was, however, ex5cerbated by a

'variety of specific and identifiablF problems in the relationship. These

Included:

definition of.the projectlas a research endeavor;

the choice of schools to be involved in the program
tat were less "ready" for change than had been anti
cipated; and

client dissatisfaction with the knowledge. base, both

./
in terms of its quality and timeliness.

These sourpes of tension will be highlighted Iplivw as the basic features
of the re tionship between the project and its client schools are described.

veryone in the NRC project - -from the Washington State Department of-.

Educat down to the participatingL schools -- perceived this to be primarily
a res rch endeavor. This assumption had implications ranging from the
placefient of the project in the Research and Evaluation Section of the
hosting state department to the perception by some principals that "I don't
have to worry about this project in myschool and make sure that it works.
It is a research project that should succeed or fail on. its own merits."

This assumption is summarized _in the NRC Project Interim Report as
follbws:

43
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Each district agreed to involvtfrqm three tp six specific
byildings in the study, making )t possible for the Linkers
to get the data necessary in order to study the linkage
function in an adequate, way. In return, the project agreed
to provide the services of the Linker to guide the school
personnel through the problem-spfving process involved in
the proper utilization of Research and Development out-

comesand to provide relepsed Lime., consultant help and
Startup materials as these seemed necessary'to the utili-
zation of the. R&D outcomes selected.

The first months of activetx revealed one of the unanticipated
problems of the NRE project: .the generally low readiness of the sehools for
the activities proposed by the NRC. During the first few months of the
project, each linker contacted the curriculum or language arts director
two participating districts in theirtstates. During the previous school
year, this individual had\pubmitted a brief proposal to be invo ed the
NRC project, and had desiOrated three to six schools i ict as
likely 'sites. The linker confirms ct the site selection and made arrangements
to meet with the school.principal bf 'each site--ukqilly in conjunction with
the district representative. Some principals remembered that they were to be
involved in a research project, if funded. Most schools did not know of the
NRC, until a. briefing by the linker pnd the district representative. All
participating schbols were supposed to be Right to Read schools, having
completed a needs assessment as part of that program. However, most schools
had vbt done a needs assessment, had not idempfied a problem, and thus a
presumed uniqueness of the NRC (building on 'at: existing problem-solving
process) was usually not evident.

--Even more disturbing to Some of the linking agents was the fact that
a few of the schools designated in the proposal as clients' were actually
neutral or not interested in the program. However, in most cases the linking
agents did not feel free to suggest that another school (or district)
be nominated, even when the site did not appear "promising" as a test of the
efficacy of the projectq'services.

During a preliminary Meeting with the principal, the Casic ingre-
dients of the .RUU program were explained. These included:

A
41 the use of a'problem-solvipg process, including a needs

assessment, problem statement and systematic solution,
selection;

the'emphasis on reading as'S problem area;

.
the use of the NWREL as a resource concerning appropri-

. ate research and development outcomes;

the facilitating role of a linking agent, and of some
minimale7unds to be used at each school; and )

the research nature of the project, and the documenta-
tion requirements.
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Typically, the next step was a" presentation by the linker, district
representative and principal to the entire school staff and a request for
volunteers foe the school task force. Througt volunteer responses ,and
through special invitation by the principal, four or five teachers, along
With the school reading aide (if one existed), joined with the principal
to form the task force. In a, few cases, the district rcpreseptative was
an active participant' in all task force meetings. Usually the district
representative rarely attended meetings, relying on periodic updates from
to linker and participating principals.

Following a series of monthlf task force meetings, ustially with
periodic sharing--both upward to the district level and dowrsa!d to the
entire school faculty and staff - -a, needs assessment was conducted by the task
force members, and a problem was identified. The program descriptions
were then reviewed to determine whether any knowledge -base programs seemed CO
have potential for addressing the prioritized needs in the problem state-
ment. "The methods used for this activity have varied among the linkers.
At'times all the relevant description sheets (10-15) have been shared with

.task force members and e group decision reached as to which ones to pursue
further. In other instances the linker Has served as an initial scoeener
and has shared only the descriptions which were thought to have potential
for addressing the defined problem (usually, 3-5)." (Campbell, 1979)

Following a review of the program descriptions, task forces generally
decided to investigate several programs further. The linker then submitted
a request for the packet of materials' for each program in which the task
force had expressed an interest. The materials ere reviewed by the group;
-and some type of action decision was made. Following this review, the
'packets of materials were returned to NWREL.

Most of the programs contained in the knpwledge base were reviewed at
'the schools. It should be noted, how r, that fewer, than 15 of the 59
really caught the attention of the sitak In terms of actual adoptions,
the number was even smaller. There were several programs in the knowledge
bpse which have enjoyed regional and national attention, and-these were the
ones which also attracted interest within the NRC

In several instances LEA task forces rejected all of the programs
reviewed and requested further searching for programs or materials more
appropriate fOr their schools. These reqUests baucally followed two pat-
terns. The most common was a general request to seek other programs designed
to address a particular problem. A decond approach was to request io
investigate one or more specific programs about which task force members had
already heard. In one or two cases, schools selected a product that was not
approved by NWREL. Rather than not support the effort (as was origioally
anticipated), these schools were given permission to use project &drift-Z.4e
long as the school conducted some type of local validation.

A,.

A serious time problem ,plagued the special search effort from the
beginning. The NRC establistiedtpa 'set of criteria which had to be met by any
program to be incorporated into the knowledge base. Locating develop-

. ers, obtaining materials, and convening a reading review panel was a time-
consuming effort. Meanwhile, LEA task force members were ready to make
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deciaws and were frustrated by the tip.--lagsbetween then request for

'further exploration and the delivery ofdaaitional programs.

The NRC project was, designed to inVolve a variety ofigroups- and
individuals, as well as R&D products, as resources, with particular attention
focused on colleges and universities. It was sumed that local schools
would benefit from opportunities to .work with reads educators from higher

education institutions and would desire to do so. In actual practice, there

was much less interest on the dart of the focal school people to work with
college ot; university people than had been anticipated. What occurred
instead wa a consistent pattern of using program developers or users of
,programs as consultants. These requests for consultant assistance related
mare-to-adoption and implementation than to assessment or selection activi=--

ties. While the project received some criticism for this, it must be noted
that the project was.designed to allow LEAs to make such decisions, and the
LEAs' choice was, generally, to request program people as consultants.

During the third (and last) project year, the linkers slightly
reducla their site- level.activity. At some sites, new probfems were iden-
tified and the process was repeated. A small number of new sites (1 or 2 per
linker) had 'pen added during the second year, kut they went through the
entire process more rapidly and were also winding down during the third
year. The linkers' emphasis expanded to include more networking at the state
level--both in response to NIE's interest.in inst -Ltutionalization and in
terms of their own need to find new jobs soon.

At project termination in June 1979, all, project contact with school

sites ended.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE KEY PROJECT COMPONENTS

Institutionalization emerged as an isiue of importance and caused
particular problems for the NRC, wh1Ch had always proclaimed itself to be a
temporary_..research project._ In reviewing the institutionalization-status of
the NRC,, the intent is not to be critical of the project, but rather to
provide a basis for learning shore about institutionalization of federally
supported school-improvement efforts at the local level.

The project knowag the Northwest Reading Consortium disappeared.
from thd Washington State Department of Education at the termination of
federal funding. The department had intended to designate someone to respond
to any NRC schools if they should,call and need help, but no one was assigned

;'(and, as far as is known, no schools have called). A copy of the knowledge-

base descriptions and all of the project documentation, are archived in
the state department as a "resource to the state." Some materials.were also
duplicated in quantity and given to linkers for distribution to schoolgsites
and other interested parties..

Reasons for the lack of visible continuation of project activities
within the project host agency include the following:.

Unlike some federally supported projects in the state
agency where some funds are used to complement state
activities, few NRC funds were used within the'agency.
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Because of the multi-state natUre of th&project,
ir
the

statetuperintendent felt "we could not direct any :re-
souices or interest to the project.":

At the time the NRC proposal was writtenrit was not
an outgrow(h of the state superihtendent'srpriorities;
thus, .its ties to the state agency -were tenuous at the
outset and remained undeveloped. .

e Since tfie second project director waSsnotjh part of the
civil service strycture within tjie agency, institution-
alizing project learnings and pradticeal-within the"
agency was limited.

Finally, there is %evidence that the Washington State Department
of Education had some organizational problems. ; For example, half of the
way through each two-year budget cycle,tthe ageicy started to run out of
funds. This required emergency guidelines, such as no new hiring and no
out-of-state travel (both of which impacted heavily on the NRC project).
The agency's first proposal to NIE for a State Capacity Building Grant
was rejected, even though such funding is relatively automatic. Finally,
the state was just changing over -(rom district bond support of local educe.:
tam to state support -- increasing the legitimacy and need for state-directed
support services in areas such as dissemination- -yet the administration did

,not build on the experience available from_tbaNBCproject.

The management problems are, of course, in no way unique to the
Washington State Department of Education. However, the host organization's
difficulties in transferring expertise developed during thp RDU program to
other SEA-sponsored activities were the most severe of the state-based
projects.

The state department did make use of the NRC project director to
head the task'force for submission of second State Capacity Building Grant
proposal. This proposal was successful, and the NRC project director was
offered the job to begin this state dissemination effort. He requested that
the job report directly to an associate superintendent (to minimize the

problem faced by the NRC project), but the request Was refused. He therefore
took a job with the linker host organization in Washington, working on a
program for the gifted and talented and has since moved Into a dean's posi-
tion at a local university. After a year of amplementatiqn, the State Capa-
city Building Project in Washington showed little evidence of making any use
of NRC strafegies or findings.

All other project office staff also left the agency by June 30, 1979
(project termination) except for the evaluation darector, who returned to
the state agency as a regular employee} working on migrant worker testing
procedures.

.None of the four linker host organizations continued their roles at
project termination, nor did the linkers stay on in other capacities. The

Alaska linker moved to that state's department of education, working on
dissemination programs. The Idaho linker is currently employed as a reading
specialist in the Anchorage, 'Alaska school district. The Washington_linker

r
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retired,as 'planned. :The Oregon linker became a part-time faculty me at

the University of 'Oregon and ,a part time consultant with the NWREL. Three of
the host agency supervisors 'stated that for the linker role to continue,
additional funding would be necessary. Intensive work with a subset of
districts did not justify the use of existing scarce resources. The fourth
host agency went out of'existence at the same Or as the NRC pro,ject, making
the continuation question moot. I

Due to the regional nature of the NWREL's activities ,and its use of
permanent staff members to work on the NRC,, NWREL was best tble to use the
RDU progran for lOng-term gain.. In many ways, the NWREL was already looking
for ways to expand. The NRC project was similar to the National Diffusion
Network and the Regional Exchange Program,, allowing the NWREL .to creatively
combine internal dissemination efforts synergistically to make the best use
of available funds. The fact that the Regional Exchange Knowledge Base took
the same form as the NRC knowledge base, and that state networks'developed
for the NRC were later incorporated into other lab activities, are :two
examples of this synergistic activity. .

{ter J

t
The 'knowledge -base materials and the, regional technical assistance

thrust of the NWREL resulting from the NRC project have been merged with the
ongoing' Regional Exchange efforts in the lab. The staff 9r the NWREL who
worked on the NRC project have also bkome involved in the /Regional Exchange.
The NWREL -Ls also currently trying to capitalize on contact's gen ated

ill

through NRC with higher education agencies and institutions, pnd ssess-

ing means of more effectively involving_them in the educational impr ement

process in the northwest. In fact, this merging of many aspects of the NRC
project into ongoing, lab activities represents an Important form of institu-
tionalization: . _ .-

.\
At the local school level, the effects of participation in the NRC

project as perceived by teachers and principals were minimal. Most task
forces created for the problem-solving process in each participating school .

faded away, with the close of the project and were not reconstituted for new
problem-soljing efforts. While most schools wily' continue with the product

adoptions that were initiated, no new product adoptions_ are anticipated.
In general, tbacheirs did not 'believe that the prdblem-solving process
used in NRC activities was significantly different from what normally
occurred in their schools, and they anticipated little impact an future
problem-solving activities.

LESSONS ABOUT THE MANAGEMENT OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS

Orr the surface, thi NRC ws4 a well - designed and well-managed project.

The .members of the project typically demonstrated a thoughtful awareness
of their own strengths and wpakneltes. In the end, though, as,judged
by many outcome criteria (e.g., institutionalization and clief satisfac-

tion), ,the project wds not an overwhelming success. However, we may also
assess the value of the NRC through the contributions it made to the under-
standing of school change, linking agents,. and networks. Since the NRC
defined itself in terms of ita research objectives throughout the life of the
project, the lessons about project management are particularly important,
and there are many to be found.

ib
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Re ionaliseas an As5roach to Networkin

... ":41,

..4.. ihe.NRC as th only project that adopted the approach to networ
.... is 'currently favo ed atrehe National Institute of. Education: ' r poll-

alism.-- The NRC cam indicates somegiof the difficulties of maintainwg 0
regional network which involves serious and equal, olaboration among strges.
..Whi.10-,it is clearly inappropriate to .use a single case...to discredit an
approach, it is "varth enpmerating some of the dilemmas of regionalidm reveal-

10-7' qd by th;ORC:- ,

4

%.1 0 .
The9e lereluotamg within state.gove'rnments to commit

.'resoUrces:to projects that operate outbide of..gate.
. boLndaries. In many cases this reluctance is compounded

4 . by stata.trsvel and hiring, regulations that make coop-.

f - eration difficult.
. ..,

''. -
,.

1

Regionalism was maintained during the first year throu
a strong interpersonal network. However., it proved tO.be
difficult-to sustain when 'Using More 'typical (interorgan-

.

izational) management strategies in the second and third
-

years. . . .

S

. .

-Institutional zing cross -state cooperative syste6gMay .

be extremely difficultvat least if the f Bang comes
from contribuelions by the individual st es, each of
rich Is inbreasingli pressed to fc existing within-
state seeilice.kograms.:

,,
.

6 .
-

. . , '

Perhaps some.of the dilemmas associated with regioriallsm in the NRC might '
have been avoided if the host organization had been an independent regional

Since
such as the NWREL, rather than an office in the state government.

S'ince regionalism of services was more consistent with tht overall, objectives
4,- of the NWREL, the program would have been synchronized with the organiz tion,

rather than working by itself. .

. . -
, .

. . , 1
However, it should be pointed out that the regional service approach

adopted by the NWREL and other NIE-funded regional laboratories does not
{as did Cille NRC) involve collabbrat4on betveen states.ARather, regionalism

:tends to be defined as the provi4oti*of services to, andividual states,
located within a physical region. Cross-state fertilization tends to take, %.

. place through the synthesis of idea; and activities among the service pro-
viaers (such as lab pervolhql , ,a40 somewhat less frequently as a result
of- cross -state conferienceb..,,

.

. .ia-
1'

Turnover: Temporary Organaltiond and Temporary Leaders
. 4- l'-1-4*11-

,
Tug MS"; , ItT, pr000Arectors/ was. an iteue for several of the RDU

projects (Gerrit. and, the NETWORK had project director turnover, and both
Micifigantnd Florida had .staffing reconfigtirations at thetoo), While
turnovelt is a 7lormbk vitteal event" in any Or6anizatIon, it is particulacly
problematic in,a'neio. interorganizationavocl For one founded initially
on interpersonal ties'. In the cane ofsNR 1 the replacement oLthe PArs.0.b..
threctorr,with the evaluation directorgelready on staff,. must hace appeared

,.....

0
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eminently logilij. However, little consideration was given to the mechanisms
for interor9anizational coordination that had been included in the project
design, and to whether the "corrpetencies an management preferences of the
second project director would match those of thE Hirst., As was pointed out,
the first project director was able to achi ve regional, involvement due to
her strong interpersonal ties with other Righ to Read personnel. The second
project director lacked these ties, and attempted to compensate with tighter
and more formal central management of the project. ,,

. s
.

One of the curious features of the RDU program was the lack of
attention at any level, including NIE, to the consequences of change in the
project director, although as new organizations the projects were extremely
s nsitive to leadership shifts and capabilities. In the case of NRC the

-.)

c ange was, at least in part, responsible for the lessening of Right to Read
/(involvement, minimizing, the potential for active integration among program

4
activities in the four state departments, and creating a corresponding focus
on project documentation and research and evaluation efforts. We do not wish
to judge the value of this change in focus, but merely point out that. the
change was unplanned and unanticipated at all levels.

Temporary'Otganizations in Permanent OrgLnizations

The unusual feature of -the tpporary organizations (projects) in the
ROU progimiwes.that it involve() multiple sponsoring "hosts." Like several
of the other projects, there was an uneasy relationship in the NRC between
the project structure and the permanent organizational structures. This
relationship was made more difficult by the fact that the communications
network ft the project focused on the relationship between project personnel
(interpersonal networks) and did notAtypically include high levels of inter-

/

action rith other parties who tyeresnot involved in designing or delivering
NRC sealces (as might be the case in a more formal interorganizational
network). In particular, we have noted that relationships between the NRC
project office and the other components of theWashington'State Department of
Education were low in intensity, and that the project made only a few (un- t
successful) efforts to increase the closeness of this relationship. In

addition, the relationship between the project and the host organizations
that hcWsed the linkers was largely contractual. In neither of these cases,
were the hosts sufficiently involved to develop a sense of "local ownership"
of the project; in fact, the few attempts that the linker hosts made to
control the work of the linker met with negatiiie reactions on the part of the
central office..

Thhe is, of course, a very thin linef between encouraging local
ow liership of network components, and co-optation of those components to the
goals of the host. Because the NRC was viewed as a "research" (i.e., demon-
stration) project, the potential for co-optation was viewed as by far the
greater-of Aheetwo evils. However, the desire to maintain the "purity" of
the NRt model clearly mitigated against the possibility of institutionaliza-
tion at both the project office and linker host rexel. Only within the NWREL
did the agendas of the permanent and temporary organizations mix, and this
mixing occurred despite the concerns expressed by the project director that
the NBC funds were being diverted to goal hat were only partially fitted to
those. of the project.
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The main lesson that pby be extrapolated from the NRC experience
concerns the need to establish a better understlinding of the various organi-
zatzional goals and agendas, both at the beginning of the project' and at
intervals throug

tl)ru

t. The need to mesh the goals of the temporary project
organization` wit those of-the hosts increases as the desire For institu-
tionalization becomes stronger, but it is essential even in a pure demonstra-
tion. If the match between temporary and permanent orglauation goals is
not well understood by all parties, the potential for recurrent stress and
misunderstandings is increased. . .

.

Temporary Organizations and the Need for Support

Bpcause the NRC was defined as a demonstration project that was
weakly attached to its sponsoring hosts, the individuals within the NRC were
less able than those in other RDU projects to draw upon the resources of
their host organizations for support. This was an issye for both the staff
in the project office and the linkers, all of whom complained about feeling
isolated and out of communication. The problem of low affect and need for
support was exacerbated by the turnover in personnel, both in tht project
direCtor's offide and in the Idaho linker's office. The project lacked an
adequate interpersonal support system for most of the first year and a plf,
and therefore tested the linkers' capabilities to,develop adequately\in their
roles. The fact that three of the linkers were young and inexperienced in
field-based roles increased the deleterious impact of the poor support
system. No amount of formal training or written communication could compen-
sate for the fact that the linkers had no ona.to turn to easily for advice.
The need for affpct in temporary, dispersed organizations has been extensive-
ly discussed by Louis and Sieber (1979), and its importance is reaffirmed in
this cohtext.

SUMMARY

The NiC wa`s among the .most' ambitious projects of the RDU program,
calling 'for The establishment of cooperative relationships among state
governments actd independent organizations spread over a wide geographic
area. Furthermore, the NRC was serious in its attempt to.develop an action-
research program that would allow it to test the efficacytof linker roles and
R&D products in local. schools. More than any of the other projects, the NRC
represented an attempt to emphasize the demonstration goals of RDU, as
opposed to the service delivery pystem. Because of this emphasis, the formal
structure and goalkof the NRC changed less than any of the other RDU pro-
jects over the course pf its three-year existence. While this permanence was
an admirable attempt. to achieve perceived HIE and project objectives, the
modest adaptations that were made in the project were not, in the long run,
sufficient to allow it to Meet all of the stresses and strains both within
the project st ucture and those which accrued as a result of changing ob-
jectives within IE. There were some notable project successes within local
schools (see, f example, the case studies of Sunrise Elementary School and
Galaxy High School in Louis, Kell and Chabotar, forthcoming), but overall the
project made its greatest contributions as a demonstration project, rather
than as an enduring action program.

Pr
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CHAPTER 4

.THE FLORIDA LINKAGE SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
.

In 'many 'respects, the Florida RDU project can be seen as a success.
Its design was perhaps the most ambitious of the RDU prOjects, coming closest
to the original program concept Of "linkage" or networking, whereby a multi-
plicity of organizations and specialized egencies would 911 provide their
unique Services tR.schools in need of help. -he perspective of the
Florida State Department of education in which it was located, the RDU
.project was clearly intendep taddress knotty policy issues that were
mandated by the legislature, but difficult to implement, most particularly
the development of dissemination stroctures and activities and an increase in
the role of state universities and colleges in providing technical assistance
to schools. Despite the fact thdt most of the participating Schools haOnot
Chosen to join the Rapgram--they were "volunteered" by 'len superinten-
dentsthe project felt upon fertile soil. Its success is demonstrated both
by internal evaluation clbta and by independent surveys of local school
participants, who rated the services and,impactsofithe program very highly.
Moreover, artifacts of the demonstration semain in evidence in the state:
booklets describing curriculum products, produced under the program, are

still,being circulated by the Florida Department of Educati9o; the emphasis
on training that was a mark of the program is tieing implemented in a number
of university settings. The Florida Linkage System, as the project was
called, still exists within the department in a newly created office which
reports directly to the Bureau Chief the Public Stool Division, while
other components'or spinoffs from the program reside elsewhere in the same.
Bureau. By any standards, the Florida piroject achieved significant impacts
on the host, clients and other agencies involved, in the project.

Beside the evidences of a successful demonstration, however, lies

another story, characterized by the disappointment of many of the significant
actors involved with the project. In fact, among knowledgeable respondents
inethe department of education, minimizing the project's impacts rather than
touting its successes appears to be the nom. Without, in any way discregit-
ing the major achievempts of the Florida project, tt is an understanding of
why the project aid not, achieve .one of the objectives that it most vigorously

sought--a permanent linkage system--that can best illuminate the dilemmas
involved in managing interorganizationarnetworks.

Two features of the Florida RDU project'emerge in accounting for the
disappointment felt by major participante: First, there IS a question of
a balance between ambitious plans and organizational realities in demonStra-
tion projects that are intended to have an enduring impact. Like -the other
RDU projects, the intent in Florida'was to test, through thevdemonstration, a
new system of delivering technical assistance and information services tor
schools. Its unique vislotwas.to stimulate and meld the efforts of institu-
tions that had previously played limited service roles in relation to
schools--namely unaversitied and the derarkment of education staff.
addition, however, it hoped to put the new system into effect on a permanent
self-sustaining basis: In marry cases, the program planners and administra
tors at all levels appeared to have limited understanding of the resources
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that would be needed to fully Implement such a changer much less-to convinc-
ingly demonstrate its robustness to an often skeptical audience. In the end,

the project was criticized because its vision was too sweeping, and the parts
of the vision that were continued were informally connected members of the
originally conceived whole. 0

In addition, a' theme of organizational leadership and tension per- *
meates the history of the implementation of the project. The Florida pro-
ject, unlike many demonstrations, had strong initial sponsorship in its host
organization, as well as strong external support. Rather than getting "lost"
in the bureaucracy, the project wAs 4..sufficently significant feature of
educational activities in the state that it engender competition with other
powerful elements of the organization in which it was

1
located. An atmosphere

of tension deflected attention from continuation both An the state department
and various subcontracting agencies.

..I

ORIGINS AND DESIGN OF THE FLORIDA RDU PROJECT

The Policy Context

The Florida project was proposed and implemented in a state context
which ppeared ripe for a significant attempt to marry dissemination and
school improvement. Florida has traditionally been a state of only modest
educational resources. Major Improvements in the 1960s came slowly because
of the basically conservative nature of the population and the relatively
low proportion of households with children. In a state whose growth stemmed
from a burgeoning vacation and retirement industry, the development of
services for children was not of the highest priority in many districts.

A new period of concern for the quality of schooling has character-
ized the Florida Department of Education since the early 1970s. This trend

was reinforced by, the appointment'In 1975 of a new Commissioner of Educe-
,tion who emphasized the need for regionalization of educational policy and
resources and who believed deeply in the importance of local initiative in
problem solving. Shoitly afterward, the state legislature passed an act
inspired by the "accountability movement," the Program Audit and Account-
ability Act. This 1976 act linked the notion that local schools were ac-
countable for their students' performance with a problem-solving approach.*
It established an annual 20% "audit" of Florida districts to be conducted
by the. staff of the Florida Department of ,Education. Schools found to be
educationally ineffective would be provided with technical assistance
and referred to special Improvemenf_programs. It should be pointed out that
this act, while very.supportIve of the "technical assistance and information
for Problem solving" approach espoused by RDU, was passed after the design
,of the Florida RDU project. Althctugh the audit was congruent with project
goals, it also posed a. possible challenger since some of its junctions
.overlapped with those of the project. As it turned out, implementation of
the audit legislatickkcame too slowly to pause conflicts in the field,
although, according to some, relatively low levels of coordination between
the two efforts created conflicts between the RDU and audit activities within

the department. .

*For a more extensive discussion of thd legislative and policy,
context, and design history, see McCutchan, 1980.
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The Florida Dissemination Context: Structures and Activities

The networking and linkageloneepts underlying the ROO projects were *

already embedded n Florida's educational.structure, in theory if not typi-
cally in practice. legislative act of 1973 established a statewide system

rif Teacher Education enters, or.JECs, Whose primary purpose was the coordi-
nation of resources among universities,, school districts and teachers in
preser.vice and inservice education programs. A TEC was set up to serve one
or more of Florida's school districts, and its operation was partially
duetted by one or more ,polleges and. universities located within the catch-
ment area. School districts provided facilities and some of the staff Cm.
TECs (most of which were minimally staffed). The state gontributed five
dollars per student to districts for inservice training, and at least three.
dollars of that had to be spent though-the TEC. This funding level repre-
sented the most ambitious"state-based support system for inservice in the
country.- Colleges and universities were required to contribute to TEC

.
activities, although the mechanisms for involvement were not clearly de-
lineated,

In fact, the TECs served as the one impetus for Florida's response to
the RDU Request for Prdposals. In). the sprfrigNpf 1975 a staff' member from
the National 'Institute of Eduq'ation infnfted the-rcduncil-nf fEC directors
about the upcoming W. The directors decided as a group, to respond, and
initially planned to be the "host./." However, during the process of writing
the proposal it was determined that the council could not contract with NIE
because it was not alegal agency. Since no single TEC could represent the
group without causing friction, it was decided that the Florida Department of
Education, which had offered to support the proposal, should become the
offerer and direct the proposal effort.

The ...department was carable of taking on this task on relatively
short notice because it too had been preparing for major of in dissem-

ination. In August 19/5 the Office of Dissemination and Diffusion (ODD)
was established in the departmerk!: under the control of the Associate Deputy,
Comoussioner for Educational Management. ',The Associate Deputy Commissioner
described the function of the ODD. as the coordination of several existing
dissemination and diffusion funo-tions withlnythe department. Re stated that
the purpose of dissemination and diffusion was to aid in making schools the
centers of educational problem solving. The ODD was also designel to prepare
the department Tor partic,kpation in the National-Institute of Education's RDd
program, which was anticipated to emerge within the near future.

.

The ODD )had a solid basis-on which to rflan.' In the early 1970s,
Florida State Uraversity had developed a model for an assessment and dif-
fusion. system. During 1973-74, a staff member of the departitent's Bureau
of Research and Information, who was later to become the director of the
Office of Dissemination and Diffusion, developed still an9ther model for the
diffusion of validated products and practices developed with federal sup-
port. When ODD was established id Aujiwst 1975, the director invited repre-
sentatives from school districts, unihrsities, TECs, and various divisions
within the department,

m
to a conference for the purpose of designing a dis-

seminatIon/diffusion model for ODD. The conference, held in September 1975,
exapiped these and other diffusion models. The director of ODD then develop-
ed a model using the TECs as the Intermediate Service Agencies. This model,
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generally approved of by the TEC directors, was further refined during a
"Working .Forum on Dissemination/Diffusiar.attended by many of the partici-
pants in the opening conference. The result was the Florida Linkage System
CFLS), which became the basis for the RDU project. The extended creation and
modification of FLS indicates thatea linkage system fot research and develOp-
ment ut4lizaticin had been of considerable idterest to certain staff members
in the department and TECs well beftre the RDU project existed.

Finally, Florida was alreaa4cObrating another NIE-funded dissemi-
nation program. In response to an RFP under NIE's State Capacity Building
Grant Program, the ODD proposed the creation of the Florida Resources
in Education Exchange (FREE, whose purpose was to enhance the department's
capacity to provide information needed for user problem-solving activities.
The director of ODD, who prepared both the proposal for FREE and RDU classi-
fied FREE as focusing on material resources while FLS focused on human
resources. In her design, FREE was intended as a component of FLS, and would
provide .Q&D data for use in the schools; she viewed the two as an integrated
program. /

The Initial Design:. Ambitious Goals and4ICUmplex Structures

The Florida proposal was w ritten largely- by the director' of ODD
and other associates from the Florida Department of Education, together with
two professors from Florida State University. .based on the newly created
structure, the proposal provided a very bare skeletoril with regard to the
operations of the program. Nevertheless% the goals and the structures of the
emerging demonstration remained almost constant throughout its 36-month life,
affected neither by major staff turnover nor by structural realignments.

The' proposal contained six rryajor objectives for the RDU project:

o to improve basic readir and langudgp skills of stu-
dents from kindergarten through grade'six in selected
Florida schodis;

o to increase the frequency and effectiveness of needs /1
and problem identiracation at the local school level;-

o to provide a system for responding to locally identi-
fied needs and for increasing awareness and knowledge
of existing R&D outcomes;

o to increase the awareness of local school personnel
about existing, proven R& programs, products,'and
practices;

o to increase the utililation of R&D outcomes in solving
bodally identified problems; and

o to integrate the services of Florida's educational agen-
cies to sustain and support utilization of R&D outcomes
at the local school level.

One aspect of the Florida RDU project's goal structure which sep-
arated it from most of the other projects was' its initial commitment to the
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ultimate institutionalization of ti 6 FLS upon which the project was based.
Institutionalization was not explicitly written into the proposal, but it
was strongly implied in dest'riptions of many aspects of the project. For
example, the proposal stated that "the project can provide the new Depart-
ment of Education Office of Dissemination/Diffusion with. the system and
stimulus it needs to integrate and focus the many existing capabilities in
Florida on R&D utilization" (pp. ii & iii). Providing ODD with a system of
operation is certainly a form of institutionalization, The (act that "the
organizational structure to successfully IMplement this project will fit

well into Florida's existing agency interaction Pattern,..(and) key person-
nel, are already members of Florida's Department of Education" Cp. v) further
suggest that the designers of the project expected that it would meld on a
permanent basis with other department activities. 'Most of all, the project
Was based on the Florida Linkage System, which had been developed with much
effdrt by many individuals in the department, TECs, and univqrsities. .

According to the project director, FLS Was; nal intended only as a
demonsEration which would stimulate other organizations to4take on its
functions; it was intended to be a permanent entity in the Florida education
system. Her belief in the enduring importance of FLS activities was confirm-
ed by some in the department of education, Who urged the proposal teamto
focus on adding "another building block in our plan" (Mctutchan, p. 53).

However, others involved in the project and some Senior staff membprs in the
-department do not agree. They state that the projectlwaS a demoratration or
research effort Whicb ceased when the federal funding ended. The reasons for
this disagreement will be dealt with in a later section of this chapter.
However, it is appropriate to point out that institutionalization, though a
significant goal in the minds of those who wrote the proposal and directed
the project, was not planned in any detail at the outset of the project.

The oRDU roject which was proposed was based on five functions of
the Florida Li age System, displayed in Figure 4-1._ These five functional
subsyst6ms were not intended to correspond directly with different organ-
izational responsibilities within the system. Rather, the functional sub-
systems involved multiple organizations working together to achieve the
stated purposes. The formal organization chart, which is useful to illu-
minate issues related to the management of interorganizational networks,
i exhibited in Figure 4-2. Each of the organizational roles will be briefly
described below.

Florida Department of Education. Management of the RDU project was
specified in the proposal as coming from the Office of Dissemination and
Diffusion, with the ODD director serving as the project directo40 She would
be assisted by an associate director for management and evaluation. The
proposal gave the project director the responsibility for "the integration of
all operation) components of the project...the preparation of all reports
and deliverables... and the liaison with NIE" (p. 126). The Associate
DirectOr for Management and Evaluation was given "a key role in the facili-
tation of communication between the Teacher Education Centers" and the ODD
units.. The Associate Deputy Commissioner for Educational Management, who was
in many ways the mentor of the project, was the senior staff member of the
department to whom the project would report.

v
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Figure 4-1

t
THE FIVE FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS OF THE FLORIDA LINKAGE SYSTEM
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The project director, who ,holds a Nib-. in philosophy, had been on
the department's staff for several' years. A dynamic and visionary plantier,

she was the primary force in the designing of .the Florida Linkage System and
placed a high priority on spreading FLS throughout the state., She had
confidence in the effectiveness of FLS, in part because of its being "re-
search-based." The project director stated that participation in the
project by other agencies and divisions of the of education.Wasiof

importance to her. Indeep, representatives of the e othek agencies and
divisions were invited to participate in planning conferences and advisory
councils and she made active efforts to, involve DOE ,consultants in FLS
training and service,delivery'structures. However, the project director's
relationship with several significant department staff members did ndt always
go smoothly. For example, the Deputy Director for Program $ervicek of the
Division of Public Schools (which took charge of FLS when,ibe RDU project
ended; has remarked that "she was always making a presentation of the way it
will be, never engaging in-a dialogue." The project director, on the other
hand, felt that her efforts to encoura icipation ,Were frequ.ently
rebuffed, and that her access to other depar . t members was limited.*
Most of the people involved in the project and department staff members
agreed that theproject had some "public relate s" problems, which were
often beyond thetontkol of the ODD, and reflected ore deep seated conflicts

and divisions at higher levels in the agency.

The Associate Director for Management and Evaluation was a woman from
the southern United Sttes who was seleCted for her Managerial abilities%
She had management responsibility for the entire program, while,the project
director retained conceptual coordination and planning responsibility, in
addition to her overall divisional management task. A graduate studeht worked
part-time with the associate director, and the project had a full-ti e
secretary. No specific descriptions of the roles of the director and as
ciate director were given' in the proposal, and once the project commenced
there was some continuing confusion as to their specific responsibilities.
Much of this confusion revolved around the degree to which the division of
labor between the two was a hierarchical or a functional one. As the project
-evolved, the Associate Director did take on most day-to-day responsibility
for management of relationships with subcontractors, field agents** and
sites.4

Oversight of the entire project was to be provided by a Policy
Advisory Council. The council had 17 members, 011 from within the state.
These were composed primarily of potential "stakeholders," includi4school
board members, representatives from school districts and individual schools,
parent and teacher organizations, state legislative bodies, state universi-
ties, TECs, and the department of educatp

d
n. The one representative appoint-

ed from the state department was the Supervisor of Early Childhood and Ele-
mentary. Education in the Division of Public Schools, which was responsible
for program auditsond school accountability.) This supervisor was appointed
because her responsibilities included the administration_of the accountability

*The project director's view is confirmed by McCutchan (1980), who
states that there was an "observable detatchment among DOE administrators"
(p. 155). 4

**Field agents-in the project were known as '"linkers."
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program in the elementary schools that were used as "Ceit".Sitesiii F4 .
This minimal representation of key departMent parties may have reflect-
ed lack of support or conflict between the Division of Public Schools and
other divisions within the state department, but was viewed - -at least in
retrospect--with enormous suspicion by various agen y officials. On the

51whole, diiiii, of 'those whose own interests ware affe ed by the ROU project
felt that they7bad been ignored by the project. As one senior person in the
department commented, "The project director did a great job with the project
itself, but you have to sell what you are doing to other bureaucrats, and she
never did that." The project management, h wever, indicated that they found
it very difficult to "sell" the project to di ion chiefs who believed that:
the program should have been placed under their risdiction in the first
place.

University Involvement. The Florida project was unique in its
attempt to involve universities at all leveli in the structure and func-
tioning ofr the system. Rather than developing a marginal role for univer-
sities (such as "synthesis of the research literature_papers" or ad hoc
consulting;, the Florida Linkage System was barred on heavy university in-
volvement. Three major components in'the organization chart *reflected
university involvement: training development; operation of the knowledge
base; and participation of university consultants in direct service to
schools.

The proposal /ongly emphasized that FLS was a process, and that
it requieed extensive training in needs assessment and selection and imple-
mentation of solutions:

FLS is built on the assumption that the diffusion of ,

solutions to identified educational problems is a con-
.

tinuous, cyclical process leading from the user's per-
ception of a need, through the incorporation of a
solution into the user's systein, to the documentation
of the process. (p. 34)'

The emphasis on training was reflected in a subcontract to the University of
Florida in GainesVille to operate a major project component: the Diffusion
and Training Unit (DTU). The professor who directed these functions was a
widely-known expert in teacher training. Hislbackground was in organization-
al development, and he had wide knowledge of the materials produced by the

IIIP

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. e viewed the Florida RDU project
as an opportunity to develop fnd package ateriall that would be of use to
the training of local change. agent after the project. Since
the training unit's headquarters were at some distance from the project
office, it retained considerable autonomy. A Diffusion Review Panel of
five national experts in Communications or teacher education provided guid-
ance to this unit.

The role of the DTU was to train local school staff members 'as
change agents (facilitators), orient the school district personnel, organ-
ize a network of consultants to contribute to RS, help the schools ample-

.` ment solutions, and assist the 1Znwledge-base personnel in developing
improved awareness of R&D produces %al utilization strategies. This defi-
nition of activities fell considerably short of the preferences of the unit's
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director, who believed that training was a key to achieving the organization-
al and role changes implicit in the Florida proposal.

,*

At the beginning of the projecti the director of the unit attempted,
to persuade the Project Ad'v'isory Council that extensive teaming was requzred
for externalaange agents (linkers and uniptrsity consultants) to enable
them to undetstandt the specific situation in -each school and to provide
bppropriate atsistance in needs assessment, solution selection and Implemen-
tation procedures. He expresbed doubts that theyroposed strategy, of
providing most of the training directly to school personnel would result in
long-term payoffs. The request for additional training resources to provide
specialized training for the: external change agents was initially turned
down) and it was not until the RDO project was nearly at an end that the
project director as able to find funding to provide a small group of J5
university professors and TEC personnel with 'training to help them become
more useful in providing technical assistance to schools.

The debate over who should receive training was only One of many
disagreements that accred between the training unit and the central project
management. In paeticular, theJe was conflict eetween the projectlftirector
and the unit director over the subStance'of training. The unit diiebtor, a
widely recognized expert in training, 'had firm ideas about the components of
a-suaressful training program. These ideas typically did not conform toJthe
equally firm views of the project director. The unit director described the
disagreement as a conflict between the project director's conviction that
rationally planned systems would function rationally in practice and fits own
belief that "when youwork in a school building, you have to, work with the
people who are there and start by following their agenda.", The project
director, on the other hand, described the disagreement as an opposition
between her own d(and the Diffusion Review Panel's) preference for skills
training, and the DTU preference 'for broader "organization development"
training, The project director responded to the conflict by commissioning
several external reViews'of the training program and materials, which she
believed that she fully responded to. The disagreements, however, became so
pronounced that at times the project director asked the associate director to
carry out all communication with the training unit.

A second stbcontract vas let to Florida State University, in this
case to pursue a second major activity of the project: the development and
°pail-Ion of a knowledge base. This component of the prOeCt, which was
directed by one of the nation's foremost curriculum experts, was originally
called the Solution Services Unit, although its title was soon changed to
Options from Research and Development, presumably to reduce the impression
that "a solution," rather than a range of possible solutions, Would be
provided to client schools. ,,,e1/4,

The options, unit was to develop a resource base of R&D products in
basic skills, prepare descriptions of.these products, search for R&Dapro-
ducts in response to regUests, review and demonstrate specific products, and
provide technical assistance and consultant experts to schools involved in
the groject. A solution review panel associated wzth the options unit
included foUr in-state elementary' reading and mathematics specialists and
two California-based professors in,education and communidations.

.13 v,
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one, feature of these.,,tfio major subcontracts 144 important to note,
: for,, it refieuls the significance ,placed upon the "politics" of university.

InuolvemenCwin the project. .he original proposal called for both the
itaining and options serW;cest to be subcontracted to_Florida tat . How-

ev41,% because the *other major state university, located i Gain vi e,,

was:,s strong c6opetitor-with Florida Stake, early in the Impleme ion

,of thE project it was decided to involve the University o?' Floc da as well.
. '. .

University ,involvement was not limited, however, the

for tr

ajor

subcontracts for and knowledge-base development. MuchEN sis

,was placed in the pr osal on the participation of university consultants
in direct .contact with schools. This tos in accord with the movement in
Florida to generate more collaboration between schools and:uhivvsities.
It -was never made clear an the proposal, hdwever,,exactly hog the,rbles of
thb university consultants and others would, be coordinated., The 'question

41 of providing incentues for the university pfofessors to,pasficipate was
also-not addresseg.* .

/
-

..
.

.t -j,

-.,,, ,

However, despi0
.

the ambiguity of the roles the'university consul-
taptb would play, the proposal placed considerable emphasis upon thy* pairing.
foolvAisities with project catchment areas. Six major universities were
ed ins the propbsal ;as. providing services to dkor more of the Ortici-

pating districts. These universities Here nominated largtly-on the Basis of
their state-mandated affiliations with the district Teacher(Education Cen-
ters. Under the proposed implementation of the Florida Linkage System, Each
university listed,,in Figure 4-3 could supply technical- assistance where
appropriate to eachvschool site in the TECS they served. he*TEC could act
as -the linkage agent, identifying the, appropriate university consultant at)d

.arranging for that person to come to the school ,site and provide technical ...,t
assistance. The project plan did -not, however, provide, a structure for :0

incentives and rewards for university consultants to participate in the
program. Without these incentives or rewarq, participation by universitS,
consultants turned out to..be difficult to arrange. 'This was to create a .

substantial probj.em as the project evolved, reading to comparatively little .'

and often not especially successful participation by university personnel.

0,Teacher Education Centers (TECs). A' total of eight TECs (out of 14
in the state) participated in the project. The project was designed in two
phases to allow for a more gradual startup In the initial year,,five0TECs
were to be involved, with the remaining three TECs joining in the second'

4 '

year. , The TECs nominated in the proposal were chosen in order to. ensure
geographic div6rsity and differences in_population density. The department
chose TECs on the basis of a questionnaire sent to all TECs,, which asked for
information about their interest, current activities, and capabilities Tor'
implementing, evaluating and maintaining the WU activities both during and
after .federal funding - c

.

, * ,
.

The final ix of TECs included' four sind/e-district TECs, two in
.

the southirn part f the: state and two in the north, and four multi-district
TECs, again 4qua y divided between the southern and northern arts of the

or'

50/

*This problem goes farileyond the scope ofthe project.
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Figure 4-3*

PARTICIPATING TECs AND AFFILIATED U4IVERSITIES**
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Leon County
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4
University of SoUth:Florida

Uhiversity of West 4orida

0

*COOMUAity colleges affil/ipted
identified here, Their invdlveme
tivities for the ROU-orojeet,has

**From AcCutchan, 1960.
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Figure 4-4

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATliNtE4157STIAND II TEACHER EDUCATION CENTERS
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state. (S6e Figures 4-3 and 4-5 fo a list of the TECs involved, and Figure
4=4 for their geographic location. The TECs serving a single district
tended to be very small staff units in the central offices of the school
district. The TECs serving multi-district gptchment areas were generally
more independent of the school district administrations and employed larger
staffs.

Each TEC employed a formal linker to'work for the RDU project on a

. full-time basis during the first year. The proposal intended to have the
TECs engage ih cost-sharing by paying for,half of the ,l.nker's salary dur-
ing the second year, and three-quarters during the third year, assuming full
costs by the end of the project. This intent,. however, was not carried out
by the TECs, and the department negotiated changes in their budget to allow
them to support the linkers on a full-time basis at most of the TECs during
the third year.

*-%The..,TECs were to_be both linkage agencies and providers of support
. .

services. The TEC in the school district where the palticipating school was
located would provide a linker to train the school staff in problem identi-
fication and offer technical assistance in solution selection. The TEC
linkage agent would also obtain consultants from universities Oen needed.
Once the problem had been identified, the information processing subisystu
would produce a set or suitable solutions from which 4he site staff would
choose what it believectto be most appropriate in their setting. The linker '

and university consultants could also aid the school-based change agents,
or site facilitators, in-introducing the R&D product to the school, training
the staff in its utilization, and arranging for the evaluation of its ef-
fectiveness.

. 4.. .

Jt

Linkers were hired b the TECs specifically for the new Jposition:
none of the linkers had bee previously employed as staff members prior to -..

the beginning of the RDU program. Hiring methods differed between TEC%
Some advertised the position, while inApthers the TEC director simply ap-
pointed a known (presumgbly qualified) candidate. ,gri_aal, cases, lin r

appointments had to be reviewed by the-TEC advisory council, which w
composed of representatives From the associated universities, teachers nd
local administrators. Linkers tended to report ailovectly to the TEC direct

Initially it had been hoped that several of the linkers would b
associated with universities, such as professors oci.leake. In fact, becaus
of the very short startup time allowed by NIE, only one of the linkers waa
anraversity professor, while the others had varying amounts of experience
ranging from a few years of classroom teaching, to some background as a
curriculum or reading specialist.

. .

despite the facts that the initial impetus for the Florida project
had come from the TECs and they were expected to play a substantial coordi-
nating role, the specific functions to be performed by TECs and the linkers
were poorly defined, both in the proposal and to some extent throughoUt the
project\ This situation created tension between the TEC directors and the
Office of Dissemination and Diffusion within the department education.
Some of the TEC directors felt that they had emerged from thelloject with
new obligations, but with little visibility and credit for the success of the
projeet. This tension was exacerbated by the fact that only about 32% of the
1.16 million dollar budget was allocated for direct services to schools such
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as site facilitator training and support for TEC linkers and university
consultants. This was contrary to what had been expected,by many TEC direc-
Mrs who had been involved in the original desigo of the Florida Link-
ge.System in anticipation of the R&D Utilization project. Several of them
have said that they believed that a much larger percentage of the, budget
would' be allocated to the fECs for staff support and schoor site activities.

Schools and facilitators. In Phase I, 20,elementary schools were
selected by the superintendents and the TEC in the districts
participating in the project. The selection of school sites in the project
was designed to be based on the presence of students who were deficient in
basic skills and who also represented a cross section of Florida's student
population. Although some of the selected schoolg also demonstrated an
interest in participation in the RDU project, otherS were directed by the
district superintendent to participate, even thooVhey were not intervsted
io'doing so. Two of the 20 schools in Phase Ipped out of the waject
before its completion as a result of events in the school district not
directly related to the project. fill nine of the school sites which joined
the project. in Phase II tompleted a full problem solving cycle during the
project. This brings to 27 the norther of schools that participated in the
project through to the end of Phase III (the third year). (See Figure 4-5,
for a luting of these schools.)

One of the distinctive 'Features of the Florida RDU project was the
active participatioo of at least one, and generally three, "site facilita-
tors." These were teachers directly nvolvedwin the areas where the problems
existed and the R&D products would be utilized. The principal o other

administrator was also often..a member of the site facilitator team. The
facilitatoss.did not have the entire responsibility for the local pr ect.

In general during the three-year project toe entire faculty in most of the
participating schools was involved in the decision- making process.

Evaluation and research. As in other stat with RDU prof ts, the
Florida project staff lipd a very vague notion of at the rese ch com-
Fitment of an,actibt.research project meant. In t e original p oposal, ,a
separate evaluation\subcontract was_to be negotia.-. h Far West
Laboratory, a non-profit educational R&D agency in San Fr: c sco. The
proposal stated that "alt ugh this selection runs counter to a general
preference to develo an use in -state capabilities, this pref ence was
outweighed by Far West aborato6's record in performing res rc Ilevelop

ment, evaluation and technical, assistance in the entire range activi es
to be undertaken in the proposed Florida R&D Utilization program." pp.

74-75) An Evaluation Review Panel, composed of in- and out- of -st: e con-
sultants, would review the evaluation activities. The Associate Di ctor for
Management and Evaluation would be the person at ODD entirely res onsible for
6e coordination' of all program evaluations. This subcontract was .in effect
for only a year, at which point the Far West activities were replaced by the
hiring of an independent consultant (recommended by Far West) to prepare a
case study /evaluation of the project. Another c9ntract was signed with a
professor to, prepare the case studies of individual sites and linkers that
were required by NIE of all the projects. Given the preference for the use '

of in-state resources, an additional subcontract was negotiated with the
Educational Research and Evaluation Program at Florida State ,University
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PARTICIPATING TECs AND THEIR SCHOOL DISTRICTS .,.\

PHASE TEACHER EDUCATION
CENTER (TEC)'

SCHOOL DISTRICT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
COMPLETIAG PROJECT -

I

(August

1976 to

June d979)

. NL.

Leon County TEC
((Tallahassee)

Leon County Bond
Caroline Brevard
Leonard Wesson

PAEC (Panhandle
Area Education
Cooperative) TEC
(Chipley) o

Calhobn County

Gulf County

Blountstown

Port St. Joe

Jackson County Cottondale
Graceville

Washington -6ounty Vernon

Polk County TEC
(Bartow)

Polk County

-

Polk Avenue"'
Rochelle

SarSsota County
TEC

(Sarasota)

Sarasbta County Booker-Bay Haven
Gocio

Tuttle

Southwest Florida
TEC

(SWFTEC)
(Fort- Meyers)

Charlotte County

DeSoto County

Glades County

Hendry County

Lee County

East

NocaJee

Moore Haven

Clewiston

Heights

II Bay County TEC
(Panama City)

Bay County . Callaway
Cove
Southport

(August Okaloosa County
1977 to TEC

June 1979) (Fort Walton)

Okaloosa County Florosa
,Mary Estt1er

Southside

Tri -County 'TEC

(Sebring)
Hardee-County Zolfo 4 Ar
Highlands County Avon Park

Okeechobee County . Qkaechobee South

*From McCutchanti 1980.
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to conduct an impact assessment of the project. The associate director
continued to be officially responsible for evaluation, and supervised all of
these research activities. Overall, the Florida Project received one of the
most extensive external' evaluations of any of the projects.

e.

DELIVERING SERVICES TO SCHOOLS: THE NETWORK IN OPERATION

Initial School,Site Involvement'in the Project

During the first few months of the project, the school sites were
given ;Attie guidance as to the purpose and the components of the Florida
Linkage System. An introductory conference was held by the training unit for
site facilitators and,, linkers early in October 1976, but it failed to clarify
the project in most participants' webs. In several TECs, the linkers did
not take on their roles until as late as December 1976. During the first few
months of the project, site facilitators and administrators held meetings
that were more concerned with trying to gain an understanding of FLS rather
than with discussing what they would do to address the identified problem in
the school site. At the project-managemeht level, the advisory and review
panelg were organized and asked for suggestions in implementing the project.
The options unit was perhaps the most productive of the project components
during the opening stages. It was collecting R&D products in basic skills as
well as organizing a system for performing data parches in response to
school requests.

The initial involvement of schools that joined the project in Phase
II was generally. more rapidi and organized, with the schools gaining from
Phase I participants a cleSree understanding of what to expect frOm FLS
"before began.

Training for Sites

The booklet, A Description of the-Florida Large System Training
Prng 'N V II' I . I 0 N. .s.i_stant_clitector- of the-
trainAdg unit, described the overall training program as placing,emphasis on
"communication techniques, data gathering, problem analysis, decision making,
goal identification and Adapting solutions to a school's own situation....A
central purpose of the training is to enable participants to become more
effective group members." (p. 1).

The first substantial training session in ehe project occurred in
January 1977 in Orlando, Florida. Orlando was chosen because of its ceh-'
tral location and becausg it would remove the participating site facilita-
tors from the immediate environment of their scqools. A similar training
session was held in August 1977. at the beginthng of Phase II for site
facilitators and linkers connected with the newly participating schools.

The week-long training session focused on teams consisting of site
facilitators, site administrators, and TEC Linkers. In addition, proxi-
mately 25 university, consultants and staff members. of the depa ment of

education'i Division of Public Schools attended the training session.

A training unit.. report on the sessions concluded that the partici
pants had regarded the training as potentially quite useful and intended to



apply on-site the {processes they had learned at this "Workshop on Facili7
tating and Linking." 'Members of the Diffusion Review Panel also gave:the
training sessions a relatively positive rating. The,Associate Dire tor For

1Management and Evaluation has said that the training sessions were v luable,,
but that the training unit ,did not perform the folloy-up investigation and
training which had been agreed on at the beginning of On project,

In addition, the linkers who attended t e workshops were ..generally
pleased with the quality and appropriateness of the training that they

----received, despite the fact that it was not tailored specifically to meet
their needs. Florida linkers reported higher levels of overall satisfaction
with training than did thOse from other projects that trained linkers sepa-
rately. In addition, the Florida linkers reported the highest level of
satisfaction with the amount of training received j5pencer and Louis, 1980,
p. 34). This fj.nding supports the project director's contention that sepa-
rate linkbr training was not necessary, even though the current wisdom at the
time the project was .designed suggested otherwise.

T5e Problem Solving Process

Problem identification. The problem identification process tended
to be somewhat more centralized in the Florida project than in most of the
other RDU projects, which placed heavy emphasis upon broad needs assessments
or other participatory techniques. The primary individuals involved in

problem identification were the TEC linker and the site facilitators. At
some sites school administrators were involved; at others university consul-
tants an&or project manageTent staff also participated. In more than a few
of the school sites, the "problem" in basic skills instruction had been
identified and a solution tentatively chosen before the RDU project,beg6.

. In these schools, the problem identification procpss was largely a formality.
to justify the school's participation in the project.

Solution search and selection: Once the problem had been identified)
the site facilatators and the linker would submit, at least one request for a
solution search to the options unit. The response, given to the linker who
passed it on to the site facilitators or entire site faculty and administra-
tion, was usually produced in two or three weeks. The response included a
writttn review of the identified problem and a description of the available'
R&D solutions. The. package also often included samples of the recommended
solutions and names of suppliers and in-state school users. University
consultants were more. active in aiding the school staff in selecting solu-
tions than in any other aspect of the program. When attempting to evaluate,
the solutions gathered in the search, Site facilitators or administratl.s
would often contact a university professor whom they learned was acquainted
with the product. They requested that he or she come to the school, describe
the product, and help analyze its applicability.. Professors responded to
these requests fairly frequently, probably because they required at most one
day to present their expertise on a spebificsubject.

One third of the school sites selected a solution Which had not. been
provided by the options onit. In somd cases, several teachers in the school
owere familiar with such a product and preferred it to those recommended by
the options unit.
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The flip:nide project was one of the few that allowed, but attempted to

control the selection of non-validated or approved products. In one instance,
a school site was actually discontinued because it insisted on adopting a
product that the options unit claimed was not approved. .HOwever, in most
instances school sites were encouraged to adopt another approved product,
either in place of the one they preferred, or in addition to it.

One of the surprising features of the Florida project was the degree
to which schools tended to adopt similar, products. Six R&D products in basic
skills were selected by 14 school sites as their only solution, and by ten
additional sites as one oE a combination of new programs to be Implemented.
The most popular adopted products included:

Wisconsin Design (reading);

Project MARC (reading);

Open Court (reading);'

Eirevah County LAgiir tmath);

SRA (math); and

SRA (reading).

It should,be emphasized that, while all of thest products had passed through
the'option units review procedures, official "#alidation" by such groups as
the NICOE Joint Dissemination Review Panel was not a criterion for recoanen-

.

dation by the options unit and did not appear to be a matter of concern to
the site staff: ver three-quarters of the adoptions in Flo5,ida involved
products that had of passed through a federally sponsored validation proce-
dure.

Solotion impleentation. In many schOols, the implementation of the
solution, once it had been selected, was aided by representatives of the
product deveyper or by in-state school personnel who had experience in using
it. The linkers aideOin arranging presentations by developers, experienced
users, and university consultants, in ordering and distributing materials,
and in doing th paperwork required by the implementation process. The
Linkers also wro e monthly reports to project management and attended monthly
meetings at pro ect headquarters. they did not, however, usually provide
substantive tec 7ical assistance in the Implementation of the product; they
functioned more s organizers and brokers. The site facilitators, once they
had become acqu ntedwith the 'product and method kof implementation, did
much of the trai ng of the rest of the site staff in its use. In most of
the school sites, roduct implementation did ;lot begin until the second year
of the proj-ect; in many school sites, it did not begin until the thi d
year.;

1
j

I

%

Evaluation . S

The two-year evsluatiom of the Florida RDU project performed by the
Educational Research and EvaluatiOn Program at Florida State University,
based on field-tested evaluation instruments administered at the state,
school district, and school site levels, reached the following conclu-
sions:

The results c early indicate that the FLS problem-solving
process was e fectively employed with considerable parti-
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cipation and satisfaction on the part of the school per-
sonnel in the great majority of project schools.- .

The options unit was effective in finding appropriate
solutions for all project schools, and provided valued
support for school personnel in their tasks of deter-

, _mining solution requirements and analyzing alternatives.-

Linkers were not always able to bring the support of
other outside personnel (district-level staff, depart-
ment and university, consultants, etc.) to bear on local
school needs, partly because the role of these personnel
remains ill-defined 'in the FLS model. Despite these
areas of unfulfilled potential, there was extensive sat-
isfaction with the service of the linkers, and their work
may be judged as one of the most successful aspects of

it FLS.

The evidence showi that the FLS model was effective -

in bringing about satisfactory implementation of inno-
vative projects, except in those schools where prior
conditions posed strong obstacles to change. Vlore.
Importantly, the 'implementation results achieved 4y

FLS seem clearly superior to those albtained in other
major educational R&D utilization programs initiated ,
with federal aid. . . .

14

,
he evaluation identified the following implications:

.

.

FLS has demonstrated that, a well-organized, participa-.

. tory problem-solving approach holds considerable po-
tential for (1) involving school personnel'in the
change process, (2) promoting the use of validated
methods-andimatepials, and(3) facilitating the im-
plementation of new methods and materials.

The joint role of the linker ari facilitating team
appears LO be critical to a.participatory approach
to problbflisolving at the local' schodl level.

'Optimal utilizatiOn of consultan t services in school im-
provement efforts such as FLS seems to require redefiniL

'tion of the consultant's role.
1-

These Internal findings are corroborated by o serve ions and surveys con-
ducted for, this research study.* These data revea ed that the Florida
project had the following outstanding character's ics:

it ranked highest of all projects in the deg ee to which
teachets felt that the problem their school dentified

had been.usolvea4;

--------FrEFFrare discussed in Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor, (1981).
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it ranked highest OR the degree to which teachers re-

- ported that they would continpe to use,new piodUcts in.
theiroclassroom; r

1

it ranked highest on reported pupil impacts;

it tied for highest rank-on general satisfaction with
the services an4 support provides by the linleers; and

o it, ranked second bighest on the` quality ofthe prOblem-
solving process that the schools engaged in.

In summary, whatever its problems in resource mob lization and netwolk
management over the course of the project, the de ivery.of services to
schools operated with greitiTTiZMiness.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE NETWORK AND 15 COMPONENTS

When :tie NIE-funded Florida RN project officially ended in June
1979, the Office of'Disseminatioh and Diffusion was moved to the Bureau of
Curriculum Services in the Division of Public Schools and has become 1:0100

Public School Resource Center and the Office for FLS. The associate direr*
tor completed her duties and left the state. The prbject director-still
retains the official title of director of FLS and is responsible for what

f
remains of FLS.

The center still administers FREE, which is the the State Capacity
Building Grant Program, has also taken over adsiinistration of the State .

Facilititor Project in the National Diffusion Network. The position of
associate director of FLS was eliminated. The acting associate director of

' FREE* described the transfer of ODD into the Division of Public Schools as a ,

largely political mover designed to connect FLS with public schools on an
integrated, onioing basis, and "free it from+the image of a federal project,
that will disappear." He explained that ODD still performs the function of
R&D project information distribution on request from schools. When given a
request for a solution search, the associate director provides a package
resulting from a computer search and also provides approptiate booklets on

.R&D products which were prepared and distributed under the RDU project. In

delddition, he notifies appropriate offices of the Division of Public Schools
when he feels they could be of assistance. The associate director's contact
with people acting as "linkers", in the school districts is informal and
unscheduled. He explaihed that many of these "linkers" are librarians or
media specialists, and that none of the linkers involved in the RDU project
are still active. He expressed the belief that informal, individual contacts
with linkers are more effective than organized relationships between linkers
and a resource information center. ,

,The associate director of FREE reflected the opinion of some in the
department when he gpowsentedg-ithat the training under the RDU projectNas
extremely cOstlr'Snd could have been carried out more quickly and cheaply.
He stated that many school districts resisted involvement in FLS because they
felt it would require too much time in training, needs assessment, and
solution selection before any positive changes could be Implemented. He said

.
*He now serves as a consultant to'FREE.
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"cooperation nd coordination are key words in the department now, and I want
to project th image of a service agency... I want to ask, 'What are your
needs, and -ho can we help?'" The associate director felt that FLS intro-

. duced -itself b desEribing what it could, do fOr the client. He also ,de-
scribed the de artment as "the primary client" of ODD, in that a principal
function of ODD is to distribute informatiqn and products to other offices
within the departme t. This opinion is also reflected in the comments of an
external observer FLS.transition into its tew setting:

Within the agency, ODD's identity with.FLS was being
diminished. The scope of ODD activity was "redefined"
to focus on information processing services...ODD was
to promote. FLS as ajproblem solving.approach, but
primarily for purpodes of staff development within the
DPS. (McCutchan,.p. 160)

9

The Associate Deputy Commissi ner for Management, who was oneeof the
strongest supporters of FLS and the fficer to whom its director reported,
explained that there was a stronger c itmeht 'than existed in FLS to link
universities and school districts. The Commissioner of Education," he
stated, '"has begun an innovation to for five4major regions of the state for
coordination of school district and c unit; college and university col-
laboration." The Board of Regents of Higher Education in the state was said
to be enthusiastic about this emphasis on collaboration, as were university
staff members. As for the role of linkers in these five regions, the assoc-
iate deputy commissioner said that they no longer wish to hire people in
school districts, TECs, and univergities simply to function as linkers. "We
want linkage to become part of the routine of business." This attitude
appears to derive both from the cost or linkers and the perceived political
need to have the classroom teacher be the force behiVid seeking technical
assistance from university consultants.* The associate deputy commiCsioner
also stated that one of the problems with formal linkers is that "it creates
a new profession within theprofession."

.
The associate deputy commissioner speaks in glowing terms of the

gOali in educatiOn in Florida for the next decade. The focus will be
-on the improvement. of ,all schools, and not just elementary schools with
insufficient perfotmance records as was true with .the RDU project. The
official target is to have the average high school graduate in the 75th
national usformance percentilq (the figure is now just above thegOth
percentile7 Testing for teacher certification will be initiateci. plother
of the goals of these plsnned6changes is that the best students who graduate
from Druids high schools wilr reilain in the state for post-secondsry4educa-,
tion.- . ^

,
6

Thougt), the new collaboration mechanism between university consul-
tants and teachers was,not designed to require linkers, it requiryp training
of university consultants to allow them to deal effectively with the practi-
cal aspects of school"site situations. The,department apparently was
aware of this need fOr training of teaching consultants. It hired the
director of he training unit in the RDU project, employed; from September

*The FLS case study attributed much of FLS success in local schools
to the use of full time linkers, who were not perceived as outsiders (McCut-
chan,,1980).
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1979 through August 1980, to study the question of how universities Can
give technical assistance to public schools in Florida. I3 also statted

a technical assistgiije, project in May 1980 with the aim of developing groups
of university consultants 4Who will perform organization development trainr

s'ing, A training session to prepare a small number of educational training
6nsultants wasconducted at South Florida University in the summer of 1979
under FLS/RDU funding. A second session, conducted by many of those trained
in the first session, was held in the summer of 1980. Approximately 18 of
the those trained in these sessions have formed an organization called the
School ,improvement Network with the goal of aiding each other to train and '
increase the number of qualified trainers.

The training unit director felt that, though time-consuming and
expensive, this training of education consultants is the only way to signifi-
cantly improve Florida schools through, technical assistance. He stated that

350 trained consultants are needed to serve the needs of the Florida Saboll
system, but wondered if the state will provide the funds for their training
and if the universities and/or the state ,will provide-the rewards for their
work as consultants. 'While these training activities were sponsored'by the
department, there was by no means ,a consensus as to whether the training of
university consultants should, in ract, be the wave of the future. One

senior OepartMent. member commented that, while the Board of Regents was
"enthusiastically committed" to policies for coordinating schools with
community colleges and universities, they did not support the develop-
ment of "professor linker" roles:

VP
,We'want'to become part Nof the routine business of edu-'
cation. Therefore, we will not, continue to support the
linkers. Politically, we need to put someone in the
classroom.

Another senior department, administrator expressed deep concern ab,Sut an

approach to technical assistance that did pot e4hasiie the use of department
staff, and indicated that there, was and would be some competition between
university and department interests:

A,(technical.assistance) model without the DeArtment of
Education leadsllo,duplications. I have just looked at
the list of sediot trainers in thecurrent Technical As-

o sistence Project,61Lsee no one from thaepartment of
Education.

I

This remark must be viewed against the backdrop of FLS, which ac-
tively sought to pFomote the involvement of department staff as trainers and
consultants at_the dchool level. Department staff attended the first train-
ing sessions, but.did not participate actively ,at the site, level (McCutchan,
1980:161). This on the one hand, department AminiStrators judged FLS and
its 4Tain;ng activities because it failed to show high levels of DOE parti-
cipation. On the other'hand, little attempt was made by senior officials to
mandate or encourage this.new service role for DOE consultants.

The original linkage approach, which was Lased on the concerns and
,initiative of the TECs, hap largely disappeared. Despite the proposed,effort
to have,JECs "institutionalile" field agent roles by the end of the project,
none of the FLS agents is cdtrently employed as such. At least one observer

in the department indicated that he believed that TECs had been unsuccessful

("
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in the department indiated that hd believed that TCs had been unsuccessful
in improving the Lhvolvement of university professors'as consultants.
As an ind&cator of .this, he pointed to the very lowilevel of requests--
for information assistance from university professors throwgh the Florida
Resources i4 Education Exchange. Ihdeed, the RDU project director herself
,i;ditated that, in retrospect, one of the major weaknesses of the structure
of the program was the low level of involvement of TEC directors in project
management and decision Taking:

If 'a summary is made of the actual remnants of the Florida project,
one feature is striking: trhile many of the _activities and components of
the project remained in some form or another, and its impacts on both the
department'and other organizations could be clearly traced, the formal
etwork had disappeared*. For example, the substantial efforts to train and
eploy linking agents in universities would clearly not have come about

,ithout the stimulus of the project. These efforts operated through the
TECs after the.-Project's end, but were poorly integrated with the depart- -
jtent's knowledge base.. Similarly, the knowledge base, and many of the
materials that were dexelOped under the ADU project, was still utilized
within the ODD, although its operations we e divorced from any backup tech-
nical assistance system in the department or Itewhere.

In addition, the project did not appear to have as much impacton,,,,or
int ration with, other school im$Tovement thrusts that were occurr1ng.
sidu aneously1-14bich some in the department originally desired. For ex-
ample, he Program Audit and Accountability'Act might well have served as an
obvious vehicle for fusing RDU riith existing state legislation. However,
this did not occur in large measure because the School Improt,ement Network of

trainers recommended against such an allianceuand also because of the
residue of distrust of the project. Similarly, tRe new state facilitator in
the department was more interested in discussing how his activities would
differ from those of FLS (which he described as costly, restrictive, and

Adisliked by schools, despte positive evaluation evidence to the contrary)
than in show.ing how he would take off from it.
.J,

Thus, although site -level changes may continue, one of the major
problems for FLS was not showing a lasting impact upon state activities.
Rather, the pieces,of FLS appe4r to have broken ap6iNtand will continue to
reside and be adapted separately in their new offices an locations, *-

According to some who were involved with, or observed the project,
this result was not surprising, because the network was always fragile.
It operate5 s othly frmost times, but was unable to muster significant
organization resources in any of the major institutions involved. On
average, TEC were too small and financially weak to divert resources to
support FLS. Universities had a-clear mandate from the legislature to become
more involved'with schools, but had not developed a mechanism for restructure /-
ing the professional role to respond to school needs. Finally, the depart-
ment of education was making a slow transition from a regulatory stance in
relation to schools, to a greater service orientation. FLS, however,
appears to have represented too dramatic a shift to have been acceptable, and
despite its centrality to the objectives of the commissioner, it was not',
supported by the potentially significant actors of,the Public School Divi-
sion..
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tory.of the Florida project illuminates bothC-the'stresses that

itecctlean the management of networks for school itprieement, an also some of '

the design features and management sfratedies that amear to Taciliibte

network,opeptions. 'While, as. with other netwofk cases, many implications

for managementcould,he drawn,, several apRear to emerge as Articularly.
l'significant,in/the Florida case. ."' ' 4 .'

:-Act- ' &
.Voccessful Involvement of Universities in School - Improvement' Networks

'.. _ . .

. -
The hiptog off' dissemination' has been filled with ocaplaints about

or the difficulty"tif bringing together "knowledge prOdueers" (university people)

and "knowledge users" (teachers and adminLstiators) (Louis and Sieber,

1979). In most i
publicly funded universities remain a set of un-

tapped resources for school improvement, with the exception d a 'few in-

dividual profess s who are involved either in drganizational development
the occasional development 'and sponsorship of new cur;
What isslacking is not interest (Q:lark and Lotto, 1980),

structures that permit universities. to become effectively

4

9

. LESSONS MOUT NEAORkING

AV'

activities, or in
riculum oractices.

but organizational
involved.

. .
(he Florida problems demonstrated two 'different models for .how to

, ,Involve universities in knowledgerutiliation networks, one of whicq was

extremely successful, and the other o5twhich was not. -

4
. .,

.176 major subpontraceb of the project 'With, Florida State University
t)

and the'; University of/ Florida (to design theitraining anedevelop a.knowl-

/ledge tease -.,and retrievaVservice, respectively J, opeptedwfth'.great'effec-
tiveness as posluatied by all participants.' In both cases, Ciniversity-based

`personnel hadsigAificant, direct contacts with pep e in schOols, 994

.provided valued servj.ces whiCh 2plped-to accountefor he positive± school

outcorus that were *served in iThe project (Foster an Rxthardson,j980).

On tHE- otter hand,4

*served
&quail; impalot strategy of,getting signp.iCant

iinvolvement f university ccindUltill6R-to Pflivide more ad hoc techna"Cal

assistance and additional :training in implementing 'schools was,, with only .a

few exceptions, unsuccetsful in revamping the traditional 'relationships
between aforessortand practrtioper, or in increasing the commitment of the

universities to provide'services to schools. a , t , k.'
1

vol

"s"......."'.
...4 , e.,

.

,
- , . Severa' basic,design and management featurei help to account for the-

mixed results. We ,may summarize the differences between the design' of the
two, strategies by Ipting that the ipvolvement of universities in options and.
traininmservice delivery ihvolved well-defined key roles, which Were visibly

rewarded:. Each of the two universities had a subcontracted position, line
,)>""--!6-i.E,17.a1__Ilments, ands-eonsiderable autonomy for the pgticipating profes-

. sorsand graduate students to carry out their own prefered approbches to.

Service delivery, 4hile service to schools is not typically a.key feature'of'

+
uhivkrsities, in toth case bebause of the scope of the subs tract, service)

deliveo could beemelderi with more traditional uniyersaty activAies--in the
,

alsocase of traiql.ng, de development of publishbble rAters.als, and in the
Case, of the *ions unit, 'the than& to implement some curriculum _quality,,
contra coaceptaoffkhe subcontract project director, and the'opptrtynity to

. ptoyidiateltyamt employment experiences for ,graduate students. .
'
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In contrast, the attempt to increase university consultant contacts
with local schools in order to carry ,out state-mandated changes was not
effective. The design for mechanisms-to involve professors through the 'ECs
VMS ss well thought out originally than the need tq develop significant
train g and knowledge-base components. Several factors account for this
.imp of which were out4f the direct control of the project manage-
ment. vertheless, they might 'have been' anticipated in ±he design or the
project'so that R&D utilization activities could have tbntinued smoothly and
Become institutionalized,after the project ceased.

.

One Aoblem revolved aroun d the simple question of scheduling. Most
profegeors need considerable advance notice before daking.commitmeas for
extensive field work, since these obligations may conflict with those to the
university. School sites, once they, had selected a product and needed advice
on its implementation, did not want tO wait for expert consuleation, so
often they simply decided to do without it. Moreover, it requires considera-
ble time foi an outside expert to become acquainted with the school and its
partincular problem, and then st.mulate and guide it in its own problem
solving. This takes training, advanced planning, and time, which were not
provided by FLS.

A far more powerful deterrent against university consultant partici-
pation in the project was the fact that professors were generally not given
sufficient incentives or reArds for their. participation. Under the state

,11t legislation calling for university technical assistance to public schools,
fund, come to the university (generally through the TEC as the agent) for
then consul'tant's planning time, transportation, and on -site time. However,
xn many cases, these funds never filtered through the unAersity strboture.
into.khe hands of the consultant, either, in the form of payment. or workload
modification, so the rewards were perceived to be inadequate. This is ,the
reason why many of the assignmelits of professors to school sites in FLS
"never materialized."

'In" summary; the attempt to involve,consdltanfS differed completely
frot'the universities' involvement in thedptions and training units: the
expectation for increased consultant roAes was poorly defined both at the
individual, and organizational level, and \as based on no significant incen-
tives for participation. Perhaps it will be possible to make the signifi-
cant changes in the del-in-Awn of professorial responsibilities that are

6
Inherent in the Florida legislation. However, such transitions,, without,
kjbe appropriate support*structures, will tie- extremely slow. More effec-4,

Ave, clearl9, is.the use of mechanisms that provide rewards for univer-
sity participants consistent rtith traditional academic expectations. The
tasks carried out, moreovero.must be professionally creditable as well.

. as of direct use to schools. The success.of the.pther components of the
, Florida proje1t indicles that this recipe i' not at all difficult

achieve. ' .4., . 6

4 ', .

.
Organizational Leflership and Accommodation -

2
A

.
. . ,

'A new prOject -that isweaklk ties to its host orffinizat ion day
`... , clearly recognize the need to build'tzes with potential sponsors if it

wishes to become institutionalized. Perhaps more difficult for marrager4
to recognize is that even where a new program ,appears to be central to -
-4
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the organizatio n,public relations and constituency building are critical.
leadership activities. Ones of the major dilemmas of the RDU program was
that the rapid startup of services often precluded equal attention to
building important relationships.

4- 4

The-Florida project initially appeared to be in a very favorable
position withid the department: it was visible, was operating under the
sponsorship of one of the department's most respected and senior officials,
and had considerable political salience because it was trying to bring
together several mandated activities and structures. Despite this promise,

Alts impact within the department was limited. The reasons%fpr:this adcordi
'To many, can be attributeq to disagreements between the department's div

sions. These were on occasion intensified by the ,project management whz h_
found it difficult tolipalance the need to maintain leadership and direction

4
of the demonstration and build external constituencies on the.one hand, with
the need to create ties within the host organization on the other.

There was also a 'strong perception of overlap between the activities
that were undertaken under the RDU project and other projects or activities
within the departmenV-most significantly, the State Capacity Building Grant
\Program LProject FREE andithe accountability and auditing functions of the
Division of Public Schools. The project director of ODD had worked hard
to establish the notion of these activities --as complimentary ratherthen-
redundant..However, due to tensions within the department and the press of
other administrative responsibilities, she was not able to build upod-the
potential for cooperation with bother department .leaders. Rather, she was
viewed by some colleagues it the department as engaging in relatively limited
and formal communications with other significant department actors. As has-
been noted, the project staff believed zn'tpe FLS model that the project
director had developed and was understandably coinmittelg to testing the model
in the course of the RDU demunstrationopariod. Jo some observers, however,
she appeared unwilling to accommodate alternative objectives or strategies.
FLS became identified with per, rather than with departmental objectives and

. structures.

The FLS experience svggests.several.managemeQt lessons for network-.
ink projects of this Npe. First, vision, visibility., salience and success
are not enough. In addition, there is a need to develop networks and const
tuencies within the host organization. The need for accommodation an
service within the agency was clearly 4rticulated by Cke associate directo
who headed the Florida State Capacity Building Grant Program (FREE). Instea
of protec.ing Project FREE from other departments," thg director explained
thaX he and;the project director had taken ad,"internal orientation," where
the department was viewed as the primary client and wpm) for their func-
tions as his main mission:. This strategy has had a ps.peyayoff in Insti-
tutionalization.* a

This might be caned the Tcartical Dimension olleSdaistip which is
laessary in order to guide a nevi programmatic thruteto a permanent, resting

.place. Its Yih (1979) and Patton (1978) have.n5ed, there is a
sponsorship componknt to any successful innovation in a bureaucratic tidg:

/
- . .

(411. *1i should be eAhsizedithat: the basic strategy,lor.FREE was develoii-
edbytheODDdirector,whoretairiedsupervisory authority over it, as
geject director.

;
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someone in a positiolt of influence has to .care and also has to be in a
position to push the new ideas or practices. While some have attributed many
of the problems in the project-agency relationship tti the leadership and
style of the project director, it is important to consiber the larger issue
of the organizational context. Others involved with the project claimed that

40, much of tfte.conflict appeared to reflect deep-seated tensions of division
leadership and control between other individuals in the department. What we
find in Florida is that caring and nurturing must be coupled with: the negotia-

tion of understandings and minimization of bogndary disputes within the

agency. Conflict is an inherent part of any major innovation and implementa-
tiorr process, for .change 2P :always potentially threatening to those who.

profit most from the status quo, and conflict resolution skills are therefore
a key attribute of the successf01 sponsor.

The dyth df the."Basic_Flaw"

In settings where a successful new prograci appears 10 vary from or
to threaten other powerful divisions, consensus may quickly develop about
the "fatal flaw" in the.innovation which prevents it from being taken seri-
pusly. In the department kg education the consensus arose among most of
the civil. servants that the RDU project was disliked by schools because it
was too complicated and sophisticated. Despite considerable evidence that
schools that participated in the project actually 120d FLS, and appreciated
the "sophisticated" process and support services, this conviction was used
as a justification for the fragmented institutionalization that occurred.

' Since organizational myths bre bound to surround any set of activi-
ties that develop in a new program, one of the leadership skills that may be
most important 2S a sensitive ear for signs that a coherent myth is develop-
ing.- Once a myth 2S as widely diffused as the one concerning the-low accept-
ability of RSA° schbols, the use of data to counteract this opinion 2S
unlikelo to be of use. Rather,'project management must listen attentively
for myth formation, and counteract myths with more explicit and targeted
public relations activities.

Building Network Support: Generating Interpersonal Ties
4

4 0
. A major problem in the management of knowledge utilization netwo ks

involves breaking down the barriers to communication that aEe pose _by
physical distance. When the distance barrier 2S compounded,by eno mous
differences between actors in status, perspectives and organizational set-
ting, deveroping meaningful ties can be particularly difficult. Yet, except

in the most routine of interorganizational cooperative activities (such as
inter-library loans), the effectiveness of kriowledge utilization networks is
totqlly dependent on the willingness of participants tti\contact others in the

' network for apsistance and information. . ' .. '

The Florida project 2S an example of the Pact that a state-based
network Tor knowledge utilization may effectively invplve a number of very
diffentt types of organizations and actors in providing services LO schools.
An additional feature of the project was the relatively high morale of ,the
active network members, which stands in sharp contrast to the dissatisfaction
of host agency staff with.the project. Schools, linkers, and the staff of
the pptioril and training units all felt good about their. work and about their

1
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relationships with one another and with project management. Given the
diversity of actors, ranging from teachers 4:rn rural school districtsto a
nationally famous prOfessor, how did this come about?

One feature of the strategy that seems to havi,oecn particularly
imp)tant is the frequency of contact between all members of the network.
For example, linkers' reports of 'where .they somgrit advice and assistance
indicate that they drew upon all components of the network, including the
assistant projett director, their own TEC supervisor, Other linkers, and
the unit stpff members. The pattern of drawing upon multiple sources
of information and support stands in some contrast to many of the projects,
where communication patterns ,between some components of the intended net-

_

work were very truncated.

A t
Patterns of frequent communication. and information exchange occurred

in large measure because of the training strategies of the pr rap, which
brought together most significant actors for an intensive groullmexperience
early in the project. At this time, local school personnel, linkers, op-
tions and training unit staff, and central project staff were in close
contact for a five-day period. This clearly created interpersonal ties which
reduced reluctance to draw upon parts of.-the network at other points later
on. Schools, in particular, felt much-freer td call various parties in the
network for assistance and help. In fact, the development ofd interpersonal
networks during the training, experience may well have been more ihgortant
than the actual cognitive component in determining the success of the pro-
ject.

,

SUMMARY

The Florida project was a great success in terms of orgipizing a
network and delivering services to schools. Its achievements in finding

significant roles for universities in knowledge utilization and dissemination
programs are clear. The ambitious design of the project -- largely a product
of the project director's vision- -was confirmed by most observers, and thus,
is a model which deserves to be studied and Adapted by otherstates.

. The major flaw of the project, which` accounts for the largely, frag-
mented institutionalfzation of the structures and strategies of the FLS,
stImmed from difficulties found both in thg host otopnization and by'project
ledbership to the harsh realities of survival in attending the host organiza-
tion setting. It its worth noting that what came to be referred to as "the
public relations problem"Apas observed very early in the program by 'both
project. management and NIE but was never adeqAtely overcome. Thus, while in
the short run the project was successful, the long-term impacts are more °Inn
to question. .

I
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CHAPTER 5

# THE :MICHIGAN RDU PROJECT

INTRODUCTICN

The RDO project in Michigan was called the CEDISS ("See-dis") project
(Career Education dissemination). It was administered by the Michigan
Department of Educatloh and operated from July 1976 to December 19/9. Of all
the RDU projects, the CEDISS project had three distmcti.vefeaturqs: ,..1? the
relevant educational practices dealt solely with career education (and otin
any way with basic skills);,() the project network attempted to involve
the largest nymber (50) of field agents of any'RDU project; md (3) the field
agents spent a small percentage of their working time on 70 ROO project.

4

Throughout the life.ef the RDU program, the CEDISS project tended to
be considered a laggard. For instance, an NA gonsultant team visited the
project in October 1977 after about a year of the program -operation and
arrived at two general conclusions (Consultant Site Report, 1977):

f!'

Unless there av significant changes- and an almost miracu-
lous turn around, CEDISS yill not be a fair test of the
strategies set forth in the RFP.

We do not know horsoperatio9s can be improved short of a
complete overhaul. We thidk this should be of major con-
cern to NIE.

.4.-

t
Fuithermore,.the summary- descriptions of career education products were

unavailable throughout such of the life of the project.* The descriptions,

which were to be the basis for sites' choosing a product to tek ,implemented
, and therefore needed to be available almost at the outset oftthe project),

first began to be produced 1 June 1978 and were completed in April 1979 (the
final year of the project) In comparison to most of the other RDU projects,

the CEDISS prof red to be accomplishing little andAtended to be left
to itself by at least in the eyes of its.project director. 0.

L.

In contrast to this general perception of the project, CEDISS in fadt
produced some startling results by the time of its termination. At'the site

level, a series of surveys had been conducted.by CEQISS's evaluator (HT
Scope .Educational Research Foundation) on a quarterly basis. The final

survey, conducted in May 1979, was based on an 8,0 response rate of all key
partAcipants at each site (N = 47). About half 07 these 89 respondents.were
site coordinators, and the other half wive the field agents. . From this
survey, three findings emefged (High/Scope, 19'79):

0

93% of the respondents indicated,t4stwas a result of
CEDISS, the site would be continuing to use a new educa-
tional product in the following year.

b a. .

*For a
.,

flyll,description of the use of prOducts ih.all the RDU pro-
je cts, see Yin, GwaltnTy pnd.louis (1980) ' .. 1

.
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s 85% of the respondents indicated that CEDISS had af-

fected the problem-solving process in such a manner
that new procedures would be followed in the future.

68% of the respondents indicated that CEDISS had pro-
duced other desirable spin off effects, such as diffu-

sion of the product, increasdd`awareness of career edu-

cation, and unproved school climate.

These generally positive results at the site level are corroborated by

another survey of principals and teachers in the CEDISS schools, conducted by

Abt Associates in the fall of 1979, although the CEDISS schotls did not rate

as high as those in five of the other projects. At the CEDISS headquarters,

Unit level, there was also.am initially positive outcome: the CEDISS project'

staff became a permsgent pa'rt of the state department's Office of...Career

Education.

These two views of the CEDISS project are not contradictory. We may

temper the early negative impressions by noting that. CEDISS had many startup
difficulties and continually operated as if it were one to two years younger

than the other qou projects. In addition, the CEDISS project did not fulftill
--the -networking-preconceptions_ 6f_NIE, the CEDISS project staff._or even_the

original CEDISS proposal--hence the project continually drew suspicion from

a fidelity perspective. At the same -time; we may also temper thelater
positive results by noting that they were mainly based on surveys of partici-

pants and some direct observation and interviewing. At the project direc-

tor's level, the initial success can also be tempered by the observation

that, as. of spring 1980, the goirernor's recommended budget for FY 1981
eliminated support for the Office of Career Educaton and the Career Educaton

jrCommissibn estabIrthed by Publib Act 97 of 1974.

The truth regarding the success of the CEDISS project, as always,

lies somewhere between the two extremes. The objective of the present case

study is to analyze the project's history, with a view toward developing some

generalizable policy lessons for federal and state 'agencies that support

improvements in local educational pradtice. The case study covers four

,topics: (1) the importance.of career *cation in Michigan and its concomi-
tant problems within the RDO context; X) the intended and actual design of

the CEO1SS linkage system; (3) the relative effects of the process and
product innovations as emphasized by CEDISS; and (4) overall faCtors involv-

ing the management of complex networking system.

As a brief summary of the project's history, Figure 5-1 presents a

chronology of the key events that occurred in relation to the CEDISS project.

CAREER ENCATION IN MICHIGAN

As a particliant in the RDO program, Michigan was committed to career .,

education from the very beginning. In fact, from the Michigan perspective,

the RDU program was an opportunity to obtain federal fun for an educatignal

area of increasing importance, and for which only mi al state or local

funds had been made available. This potential overl between the ROO-
mandate and Michigan's agenda or priorities broughlt. both benefits and costs

0
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to the CEDISS project. The man'benefit was that CEDISS would probably Trot
have existed had career education not been an eligible topic; the main cost

was that carter education nevertheless did not represent an optimal topic for

ROU'Ispurposes.

Passage of Public Act 97 . .

TI4 most significant sign of Michigan's commitment to career educa-

tion was its eassage.of Public Act 97 in 1974. Until that time., Michigan had

rapidly expanded its.vocational education programd, which went from a funding

level of $2 million in 1968 to $47 million in 1973. In 1972, a career

education pidgram, viewed as a further broadening of vocational education

objectives, was initiated on a demonstration. basis in Pontiac as one of six'

pilot sites across the country (High/Scope, 1979a). In the same year, the

/State Department of Education began to 'request that Intermediate School'

I./District (ISO) vocational education staff elso serve as career education

coordinators. These coordinators, located in 53 of Michigan's 58 ISOs, came. V

to represent Career Education Planning District's or CEPDs (called "See-

pids").

Public Act 97 was in part the result of intensive efforts by the

director of vocational education to establish career education as a Curricu-

lum in all ofIlfachiganri- seEbbls (High/Shope,- 1979a).- hr addrtionto the

mandate, the ISe also formalized the CEPD structure and established a Career

Education.Commissicn and an Office of Career Education in-the state depart-

ment to support it. TheCEPD structure coincided closely with that of the

Intermediate Service Districts; thus, the boundaries of the 53' CEPDs were

covered by the same areas as those of the 58 intermediate districts. The

CEPD coordinator was designated as a staff person to the DEPD planning

council, which was responsible for all career education programs in the CEPD,.,

while the Office of Career Education was to play the same role vis a via the

Career Education Commission at the state level. Overall, career eduction

was seen as to philosophy and technique for infusing a.perspective into all

educational programming that would provide:
.

. the knowledge, skills, end atti tudes that Peoplesneect,

to explore, understand, and perform in the life role, they

can be expected to play.

Publib Act 97, however, did not authorize funds for these activities.

The CEPD coordinators retained their responsibilities in vocational 'educe-

421 tion; 40% oftheir salaries were reimbursed by state vocational education

funds and 60% by the intermediate school districts' budgets. Thd initial

staff of the Office of Career Education was supported by state funds appro-

priated for the Commission's staff a9d, not surprisingly, there were

only four staff memberq. It is within this context that the newly-appointed

director of the Office of Career Education first learned_in.1975 about NW's

plann" activities for the RDU program. RDU tin represented the first

opportunity to obtain substantial funds for.careet education, and because the

\initial contact had been made by the target education director, there was

heve; any consideration given to using, RDU for other curriculum epics, even

though such topics were eligible.,....4,pgoposal wan prepared bt thh direbior
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Table 5-1

/.4

CEDISS PROQECT CHRONOLOGYIt
.

1974. Summer Public Acb 97 signed; militates planning for career
education programming Jaren Micerigan,schools;
establishes Career Education Commission in department .

4 of education; provides no funds.

4. . :.

,1976 January Proposal submitted to NIE. mot

0 '

'97

"4'

"4

Hay Notification of award froi NIE. Trip to Reston,
) Virginia to meet, other RDU projects and NIE staff

July . Project officially starts.

Summer Project Director (Office of Planning) and acting
Project Manager (Office of Career Education) meet
three times with CEPD coordinators to inform them of
the project and to develop site nomination,and
selection procedures.- CEPD coordinators given until
9/76 to ,nominate sites for participation.,

October Project director and 'acting manager'select sites
from tIose nominatedrby CEPD coordinators. Sites

in 49 of 53 CEPDs selected.

December Sites notified of selection.

JanOry . CEPD coordinators and local CEDISS staffs convene .

ti in Lansing to introduce theproject.

February Four, regional "awareness workshops" for CEPD,
Coordinators and jocal teams are initiated.

March . Professional Developmen ordinator becomes first
. paid CEDISS staff memb . state level (at this '

time the project manager was."acting" and pot paid
out of CEDISS funds.).

.
'High/Scope Foundation Awarded evaluation subcontrabt..

,

,Negigirector of the Office of Career Education named.

Wayne Intermediate Scho61 District awarded subcontract
'for aning in the probleiD-solving process.

August .- Acting CEDISS Project Manager named permanent manager
(delay caused by civil,service probedures gbvernjbg

. ptactions).

11 4
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Table 5-1 (d(Toqinued)

,

October First Atorkshop f r local site teams held by Wayne ISD
on develoOing als and assessing needs. Other
workshopsThel periodically until March 1979. * -

.c

November Kalamaz Valley ISD awarded subcontract for produc-
tion of product fact sheets.

1978 January First product review/solution selection workshop
held by Wayne ISD.

June FIrstsfiact sheets produced by Kalamazoo Valley ISO.
Tentative schedule agreed upon for production of
remaining fact, sheets. t

November Aboub /24 of 48 sites implementing solutions (the re-
/ maindrr still in earlier stages).

1979 ,March . ilastiworkshgp held on problem - solving process by

Wayne ISD.

,

April -Product fact sheets completed (N = 150).

June

1980 Spring

March

-'

Original .end date of project.

. -

Final' documents and,reloorts issued by project.

Project officially ended:

4.

I

4

I

b
5

4 p

-so

SOURCE: Adapted from High /Scope, 1 9a .t
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Of the state department's Office of Planning, and following some feedback and

negotiations with HIE, an. award was made in May 1976, with Object activities

to begin inJuly.

It

I

The initiative by the Office of Planning seemed appropriate for at

least three reas s. Firit, the potential project fit one of the office's
general abjectly s--to plpn and initiate new programs that might later become

a regular part r Michigan's educational Offerings. Second, the potential

project matched very well yet another, programmatic thrust in Michigan at the

time--an emphasis} on knowlege dissemination and utilization. Thus, during

the same period of time, the Office of Planning submitted a.proposal to
NIE's State Capacity-Building Grant (SCBG) program. This proposal was to

bolster the use of the state department's library as a dissemination agent,
and the proposal was approved in 1976; the planning office was assigned to
coordinate bah the RDU and SCBG projects. Third, the director orthe
planning office was probably the best suited individual for preparing both
proposals.

.

,

. .

The State of Knowledge about Career Educatibn Practices

While the origins of the CEDISS project are readily discerned from
the preceding description of the priorities in Michigan at the time, the

selection of career education as the educational topic to be covered created
potential problems that were only to be understood in retrospect. The RDU

program, it should be remembered, was, formally based on the assumption that

R&D products could improve school prictice if: (1) such products were more A5

widely disseminated and (2)1 external assistance was provided to schools,
.

implementing such products. A key characteristic _of the RDU program web
therefore an emphasis on building a lin1age network, whereby appropriate

information and assistance could be provided to schools.

Implicit in the RDU plan was then assumption that sufficient R&D

products already existed and could be readily located (Corwin, 1980; Yin,

Gwaltney and Louis, 1980). Acceptable R&D products were those for which
some empirical evidence could be presented regarding the products' impacts..

Because the RDU program was only planned as a three- to five-year demon!

stration, no provision was made for developing new prodgcts to meet site
needs. With regard to career education, this plan Proved'to be faulty in two

respects. Fitst,iycareer educatio0 had only achieved prominence as an educa-
tional area during the early 1970s and a vigorous effort to .develop new
products was relatively recent. In addition, federal funding for demonstra-
tion projects.and the development of career education'curricula has histor-
ically been very low when compared to funding for basic skills areas:
Finally,,collectingL empirical evidence on the impact of career education
products ris fraught with measurement difficulties. Unlike educational
practices in the core curriculgm, which can be validated by the relevant
basic sills achievement tests, few speciaridt-6-have devised ways of asses -
ping th, appropriate outcome of career education practices, which by their'

very nature are diffuse, and largely attitudinal (orio if behavioral, imiolve
student choices that will occui long after exposure to the material)... As a
result, the pool of products that had undergone extensive 'evaluation0(or,
even systematic field ,testing) was very small. ( Y : $4,
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Neither the Mlchig'an team nor NIE anticipated these problems. Not,

surprisingly, the CEDISS project therefore began on a weak foundation,
proposing to deliver resources and information that were really insufficient
to meet the RDU mandate of implementing R&D based validated products. Be-
cause the CEDISS" project took this mandate seriously, the choice of career
education meant that the CEDISS project .would have difficulty in mounting a
basic component of the project's services - -a knowledge base.

THE CEDISS LINKAGE SYSTEM

The CEDISS project nevertheless began building the linkag e system
needed to produce and transmit the information and assistance to sites. The

system was-based on the presumed coordination of three major parties:' W
the communication base for the system, and the overall project.administrator,
was the Michigan State DeTrartmerat of Education; (2) CEPD coordinators, .

located in 50 intermediate service districts, were to Serve as the linkers or
brokers--t e

x
linkage role was to assist in communicati. project-related

informatio to the sites, in monitoring their progress, and in helping to
match exte nal assistance f1om other sources to each site's'needs; ),and (3
site coordinating~ teams, located in the 50 districts.that were selected as
the client population, were, to provide local leadership the adoption and
implementation of new career education Products. Finally, the work of the
project would be assisted by several outside groups. The original proposal
(and early planning meetings) nominated a variety of groups to serve as
providers of support and resources to the system:, //

s The Career Education Consortium, consisting of eight
universities in thb state system. Funded by the depart-_
ment, Ihis Consortium had already been involved in as-

' sisting districts to c ly with the career educatiori
legislation.*

s An external contractor to provide evaluation assistance
and support. The Educational Foundation was
eventually selected to perforp these functions. --

, .

0 An external contractor to assist the department in
the development of a knowledge base. The functionelpf
this subcontractor wdreettsreview products nominated by
project office staff for bias and evaluation data, to ab,-

.., stract products that met CEDISS-defined criteria, and to
provide the depaAment with printed copies. The Kalama-

zoo Valley ISD vasselected to perform this function.,

The initial proposal did not speCify who viould provide training to 'CUD
dinators and sites: Hdwever, early in the project it was decided to add
additional subcontractor o carry out these activities. This contract was

awarded to the Wayne Coun y ISO. The basic linage system, as originally
designed,-is depicted in Fi re 5-2.

*The role specified for the University-based Consortium was quite
vague in the original proposal. Although the project director intended to
imolve them, they did not: become active. The long startup period, and.
the project's genelal difficulties in coordinating its activities account
for_this lack.

1
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Figure 5-2
A

BASIC LINKAGE SYtTEM, AS ORIGINALLY
DESIGNED BY THE CEDISS PROJECT

Michigan Department
of Edutat ion
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The-'04erall objectLve of this linkage system, as de bed by the
project director in an interview approximately 15 months after f ding, wa's

to assist local site teams in carrying out a planning process th would

enable them to implement an R&D outcome in career education. The project

idirector also ,dentified 8:-Variety of significant sub-objectives, which

focused on the,development of capacities for dissemination and the provision
of assistance within the state.department. In particular, from its ince7tion
the project was viewed as a permanent system for developing structures and
processes that could spread from the original RDWCEDISS 1:itstricts to.a11
districts within the state. Because of the focus on inst utionalization,

the project emphasized the utilization of e*isting structures, cadtbilities
and roles within the educational Aystep, rather than the development of new
roles and structures, The samelogid didtated the volvement of a large

number Of Michigan's districts, lb order to increase visibility and immediate
statewide impact. Finally, the objective of designing a permanent system,,
to be fully supported by the, state and local agencies after federal funding
zeased,° dictated a strategy of mioR "overhear costs per site served. In

summary,'the,CEDISS,project Ras intended tp be a Model I and not a Cadillac.

A Fitful Startup: 1976-1979
r

In thebry, the ,linkage system was supposed to work from the bottom

up. Site teams were supposed to initiate CEDISS activities, calling, upon the

CEPD coordinators for assistance, WC) in turn were supposed to serve as
brulkers w19 would identify the appropriate resouites from the external
consultants and organizations. , rn fact, such initiatives did not occur with

sufficient speed or intensity. The linkage system did not produce the
intended results for several reasons. First, the site team had only a
limited understanding of the CEDISS project and received little training or
orientation from either the project or the CEPD coordinator who served as the

field agent. Although CEDISS funds were made available at the site level to

support .release time and related activities, few sites took the expected

initiatives.

Second, the CEPD coordinators were also unclear about their responsi-
bilities. Earay training sessions (paid for by thetareer Education Office,
not CEDISS) were conducted by thelNorthwest Regional Education Lab, but the
level of activity at the CEDISS project (coMpared to the CEPD coordinators'
ongoing responsibilities,for vocational education)-was osolow for the CEPD

coordinators to'give CEDISS sufficient attention. In ret pest, the CEDISS
evaluator (HighiScope) later noted that the design of t e CEDISS network,

which involved one coordinator for every site, might have een flav/ed. A far

different situation might have been created if there been fewer CEPD coordi-
nators in the project,, and if each coordinator had been responsible for three

or'four sites. Under the latter arrangement, the CEDISS project might have.
been able to provide funds to support-Nome of /the CEPD coordinators' sala-
ries, and thereby provide a better justification for diverting thp coordina-
tors from their ongoing duties. As it was, CEDISS provided each coordinator
with about $300 per. school.yepr to defray expenses, which was insufficient to
divert a Meaningful amount of effortin most cases. - .

Third, the external, resources were litrgely unavailable or inappropri-

ate. The development, of a product cellection*--i.e., a banrof validated
. practices or products in career education=-proceeded slowly

I
because of the
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difficulty of identifying suitable products. Other assistance and support to

,the field agents yes extremely limited in the beginning of the program. The

department attempted to analyze the training needs of 'the CEPD coordinatorti
and an early report (Farace, 1976) indicated that the latter desired assis-' ..-

tance in sharpening their facilitator and linkage skills. Typically, how-

, ever, the initial training offerings focused on the relevant curriculum
topics, in this case career education, along with a general orientation

i
toward the project as a whole.. Finally, all external assistance was .delayed

because of a lag in Michigan's subcontracting procedurgs. Although the basic

award had been made in July 1976, state budgeting regulations regared that
soliCitations for subcontracts only be developed after the basic award. (The

subtontracts could not be incorporated, even tentptively, id the proposal for
the basic award.) . Thus, Michigan's subcontractors only began to function in
1977, with, the first subcontract being awarded to High/Scope to conduct. the
project's research and evaluation fundtions. - 1 . .

All of these coriditiong led to a celEical situation by May ,1977. The

CEDI55 project managers noted that few sites were getting started and that
the project funds were not being used at the site level. In short, few of

the persons in the Sinkage system were carrying out CEDISS activities.

Redesign of the Linkage System

At this time the CEDISS project altWrea the original design of the
Linkage system. The basic changes involved worts to encourage site pro-
gress and to hai,e more direct contacts between external sources of informa-

%tion and the 'sites. These new activities were to'be coordinated by the
- Rroject Office, in tacit recognition of the low level of effort being devoted
to the project (and the sites) by the typical CEP0.coordinator.

4

The direct ties were facilitated by encouraging communication between
the sites and the,CEDISS project staff engaged in assembling the product
bank. r (There was also an external subcontract94 to a!sist in this role,

' Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate School District, but it did not begin activi-

4.--" ties until October 1977 and It did not have 'direct site contacks!) .The

projbct staff thus began to contact sites and to discuss issues related to
problem identification 9nd prodkt selection. Although the project staff dad

not have a complete product bank, the available intormativ gOs,helpful, to
i- sites. The direct tps,welke also facilitated by an alteration in the trllin-

ing plan. Originally, the training subcontractor (Wayne County Intermediate
School District) was to help train the CEPD coordinators. This plan was now

changed.so.that, when aubcontrIcting activities began in May 1977, Wayne
provided training W, site team" and not to CEPD coprdinatqrs. The, site

teams were given instructions on4how to implement the CEDISS process, and how

to use the external resources where needed. CEPD coordinators were invited
to attend the treping sessions, but since the materials were, riot designed

primarily to fill their needs, their attendance was errgtac. Most CEPD
coordinators attended one or moke of the training sessions sponsored by Ilayne

r

ISD. ,

These changes in the linkage system mill required tame to stiow any
impact. -A full year later, in November 1978, the original_sites had been
reduced from 50 to 48," and only 24 of the 48 sites were actually engdged in
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i product implemeltation. . The other 4 Sites were still dealing with either
' the roblem identificatign or .solution pelection stages bf the CEDISS pro-
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,44:the Full CEDISS Linkaga-System
4%, 000 o p

Theful4 linkage system is shown in Figure 5-3. .This figure also
displays 'the fragmentation at the CEDISS project director's level, which 'we
now discu4s P6rEher. .

AP

It will be recalled that the EDISS proposal was developed by thq
director of the Office of Planning n the Michigan Statd Department of
Ed6tation. Because of this initiat ve and the desire to coordinate the
CEDISS project with the 5tate Capaci y Building Grant program initiated at
about the same'time, the planning dire for was appointeb the project director
of CEDISS. The project manager had b en in the Office, of Career Education.
since,November 1975, and began working on the CEDISS project at is beginning
in duly 1976. (However, it was not until August 1977 that state Civil
service finally approved this position.) Eventually, four he nine staff
in the-Office of Career Education were to be supported by the CEDISS project.

A third group in the state department.was also involved in the CEDISS
project--Research, 'Evaluation and Assessment Services. During the first
year of the project, staff members of this group helped to initiate the
product bank and to plan for the evaluation subcontract, eventually awarded
to'Higb,"Supe (Abt site visit, spring 1978). This third group also monitored
subcontrac ts with High /Scope and the Kalamazoo Valley ISO:

.

This f.pagmentation at the project-director levelof the CEDISS
project' meant that, throughout the ,life of the project, a mixed style of
leadership was iprpvided. Though the project director .and, project manager
worked clbselyj their loyalties were to two different organizational units
and communications with NIE or the CEDISS subcontractots were not always
efficiently conducted. '

In.opmary, the full linkage system of the CEDISS project involved
one major deviation from the original plan. The CEPD coordinators originally
proposed as an integral part of the network did not typically become heavily
involvedfin CEDISS activities and were largely bypassed after the first year
of the project. This change had two effects. First, the CEDI59 project was
further delayed in getting its sites to implement career education practices.
Second, the development:of the linkage system diverged from that of the other
ROO projects, where field agents external to the implementing sites played
increasingly influential roles in facilitating site progress. In the
words of the project evaluator(Farace, 1979):

. . thp network analysis results suggest that:CEPD coor-
dinators lack an emergent structure of linkagesthat would
make efficient 'introduction and dissemination c4 znforma-.
tics possible. At present, there do not appear to be key
"entry points," i.e., individuals who offer rapid access
td others'by% virtue of the connections the individual has.

fb
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' It should be emphaiized that one of the consequences of the lessened
project emphasis on involving the CEPD coordinators was an increase in the
variability of leve fort by the field agents. In many cases, the CEPD.
'coordinators were happy to be rid of the pressure to carry out additional
Obligations that were foreign to them (most of the CUP coordinators had only
limited experi,ence, in and oommitmentsto.career educAtion, haying been Bp-)
pointed to tFle job from positions in the vocational education program).
However, ,other CEPD coordinators who were interested in career education and

0 rKinkage roles became quite involved in helping their sites{ The average CEPD
oodeainator spent' much less of hid or her time as a field agent than coordi-
nators at other prpjects (7.2%), but all of ttfis time was.devoted to only one
site. Thus, the field agent who spent 10% or more time working with a

school or d strict comittee was devoting an intensity of effort that may
have been gr ater than that of some other projects. which employed field
igehts at 50% re time.

Data from CEPD coordinator interviews, and case studies written by
ifigh/Seope indicate that their voluntary Involvevent could pay off.* One of
the majbr differencei between the involved CEPD coordinator, and the full-

403"r trine field agent in other projects was the absence a...-dual loyalties to
project and client; the Involved, CEPD coordinator sought only to maximize
his or her relationships with clients, and cared little about project objec-
tives and -project. proced. res, many of which had been poorly explained and
occasionally seemed arcd .

f

The minimal linking role, while not necessarily dysfunctional ot
illegitimate (e.g., the original RDU solicitation had only specified a-
"linkage,:system" and had not explicitly called for the use of field or
"linking agents"), probably accounts for some of the negatkve impressions.of
the CEDISS ploject on the part of NIE. - Thus, it should be recalled that
NIE's'consultant team happened to visit the CEDISS project in October 1977- -'
at the very time that the p.roject was didergoing this critical transition in
its linage system.: The consultants implicitly assumed that the CEPD coot-
dinatbr8 would be working as field agents and were disappointed to find that
these coordinators had received little guidance and were Ole/ giving little
attentro to the CEDISS project (Consultant Site Report, 1977). Without
inendin any malice, the consultants' expectations, at least Tni this one
instance, were unwarranted: Of course, the consultants_also noted the lack
of progress at the site level, as well as the delay in'the production
of usable career education products, judgments that weje warranted but
for 'other reasons. The followinli section of this case study now turns to the
other faaors related to thesedelaye.

SS AND PRODUCT INNOVATION IN THE CEDISS PROJECT

From tpq outset, the RDU progr m int ended awarddes to apply both
process' and prbduct innovations. The ,roduct innovations, alluded to pre-
viously, involved,the use of new practices; for CEDISS, these fell into.the
area of career education. The process innovations called for sites to follow

"*See, in particular, the Elayfield case study in Louis, Kell, Cgabotar
and Sieber (1981).
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some sort of logical sequerice of aceOties--a "problem-soling" process - -in
participating in fhe linkage system Cafe the original RDU,aolicitation). For
the CEDISS project, the process innovaticn derived from a complex theoretical
framework that will'now be described:

The Procbss Innovation
s
e .

. The basic problem -' 'solving sequence:intolves four stages: foi) problem.
identification; (2) solution or product selection; (3) implementation and
monitoring; and (4) evaluation. Each RDU project elabofated these fourjaasic
stages into a series of operational steps (see Louis,et al., 19794 the
assumption being that if.such a rational sequ9nce of activities was followed,
the ultimate product innovation was,more likely to;be successful., ..

c-4le . .

For th e-CEDISS project, the original -plan was based on an eight-stpp
. process, which arr turn derived from a_ problem-solving matrix (see Figure

5-4). The matrix assumed that a site could identify its needs and the
appropriate solution in an interactive manner. ThOs, the two dimensions of
the matrix in Figure 5-4 represent the problem identification and solution
selection aspects of the process, but indicate, in S'51ore refined manner,. the
combihation of substeps that was possible. The CEDISS' project assumed,
moreover, that existing sites could be at different steps in the process at
the time that they entered the CEDISS project,, and that sites further along
in the process could be expected to progress more quitkry and with less
assistance to the final step, "evaluation."

Sites were selected for the CEDISS project after the initial award in
July 1976. In the fall of 1976, the CEPD coordinators were asked try nominate

, sites for, the project, and the nominations included the submission of
information regarding (1) site eligibility' and (2) site placement in the
matrix. (Figure 5-5 contains the description of the site nomination criteria
that we e

k
used.) Because the CEDISS project, like most other RDU projects,

called y the piovision of a small amoOnt of funds directly to sites, those
sites p cing in the earlier steps in the matrix were deemed eligible for
larger amounts of funds (a maximum of about $9,500), while those sites

_ placing in the latex step were only eligible for lesser amounts (a minimum
of about $3,000). TheseTghds were to be used by sites to pay for teacher
release time, materials rUated to product innovation, and other related
expenses (the purpose of these funds was quite similar- to ESEA Title IVC's
"adoption" grants admihastered in each state). Furthermore, the funds were
to be diaboxsed.on.a step-by-step basis. Thus, sites would receive incremen-
tal amounts as they formally reported progress from one step to' anottiei.

.

4 This original plan was logical and in'accordaAce pith the full spirit
of the MU program. HareyeT, the matrix was difficult for school personnel
=to ohderstand, and led to at least two types of misconceptions (High/Scope,
1979a).* First, most sites were unable to infer the basic rationale for the
process, i.e., thg they were being helped through a problem-solving se-
quence. Second, some site& interpreted the nominating criteria in reverse
fashion, i.e., they beliemed.thet larger amounts of funds would be available

,

-

*The; most confusing part of the matrix appears to evolve Qom the
fact that siteb may,conductAwo activities/tasks at the same time (e.g.,

jollow the arrows from Step ito'Step.4 to Step 6 in Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-5

SITE NOMINATION CRITERIA USED BY CEDISS PROJECT,
FALL 1,976

C
Questions to Determine Eligibility for CEDISS

1. Did the LEA submit a le ter of interest in CEDISS?

2. Did*the LEA submit Local School District Career Education Plan
for 1976-77?

I

A

3. Does the LEA's Career Education,Plan for 1976-77 demonstrate any
progresaiegardang the planning, development, or implementation or
Career Education from the plan submitted for 1975-76?

a. Have all sections of the plan been responded to?

b. Was the plan submitted by Juno 20, 1976, or in the time frame
suggested by the CUD coordinator, but not later than August 1,

'1976?

,

c. Is there any correspondence between the state's "priority areas"
'of instruction, guidance, placement and those or theLEA as
shown in its 1976-77 plan?

Does the LEA currently have or does its 1976-77 career education
plan show its intent to establish a formal mechanism for ongoing
community involvement in career_education?

e. Does the LEA currently have or does its 1976-37 career education
plan show its intent to establish a career education Steering
Comjittee essentially composed of teachers, counselors, curriculum
specialists and building level administrators?

Ifkthe answer to all or the above questions is "yes" the following questions
apply.

Questions to Determine Placement in the Problem-Solving/Implementation
Matrix

.-A. Are there indications an the,plan that statements of expectations
have been developed in (answer for each of the following): Instruc-

tion? Guidance? Placement?

a. Are there indications in the career educatiori plan that the LEA
has carried out assessments in regard to the stated expectations
in: Instruction? Guidance? Placement?

C. Are there indications in the career educatiot plan that the LEA
Sias investigated available research and, development products as

, potential approaches to meeting identified needs in: Instruction?

Guidance? Placement?
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Figure 5-5 (continued)

D., Are there indicatioin the plan that the LEA has decided to
adopt one or more existing research and development products to meet
assessed needs in: Instruction? Guidance? Placement?

Placement of the site in the problem solving/implementation matrix was
determined from the answers to each Of the above questions as follows:

Is

Placement Questions '

A B. C

1. No Y/N Y/N Y/N
a

2. Yes No ' No
i

Y/N
.4

u 3. -Yes Yes No Y/N,
x
-4
sr 4. Yes No Yes Y/N

Jo., a
.

5. Yes Yes Yes No

6. Yes Yes Yes Yes.

a

el

I
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if more progress along the matrix could be shown before entering the CEDISS
project, Under this interpretation, some sites are likely to have repbrted
being at a more advanced stage than they really were., Because the CEDISS

'project in its first year did not call for intensive training or orientation
-EIT-site personnel, these misconceptions were not necessarily corrected, nor
were the CEDISS project directors necessarily aware that such misconceptions
existed in the first place.

The cumbersome nature of the matrix was fAnally realized in 1977,
when the CEDISS linkage system was redesigned. At:thattime, the use of the
matrix wog assumed, in part,' to have created the delays in site progress.
As a result, the redesign of_the linkage system was accompanied by modifica-
tions in the problem-solving matrix. _A simple linear sequence of seven steps
was created, and funds were allowed to flow more easily even if a site did
not rigidly adhere to the tight reporting requirements of noting its progress
from step to step. In spite of this modification, one of the High/Scope
evaluators later noted that "many sites did not follow even this simplified
problem-solving process" (High/Scope, 1979a, p. 41).

4
Regardless of this observation, a survey of site staff mempers made

by Abt Astociates in the fall of 11979 (after the termination of federal
funding) revealed that a large percentage of the respondents rated the impact
of CEDISS on ,the problem-solving process used in their schools quite high.
Forty-five percent of the principals who responded to the survey indicated,
for example, that "the way in which problems are solved in (my) school" was
either very much better or somewhat better as a'result of CEDISS, while fully
93% indicated that they would definitely or probably use "the (CEDISS)
approach to the process of identifying problems and improving (my) school."*

There are several possible interpretations of these disjunctive

-findings. The simplest one is that the respondents were presenting unin-
formed testimonials.to "outsider evaluators." We are inclined to reject_this
explanation since intensive site visits to a variety of Michigan schools
confirm the generally positive attitude of many local participants toward the
program, and the fact that they actually believed that they were doing
something different from what,they typically did.

Another explanation, consistent with the above, is that the local

schools imbued their., activities in CEDISS with a symbolic quality of success.
This may have stemmed from the fact that this was the first opportunity that
most of them had to deal with a state-mandated change program that represen-
ted a great burden and that would, under most circumstances, have been buried
at the bottom of each school's priority list. CEDISS allowed schools to put

a new program into effect with greater support and more resources than

tbgy would normally have had. Even though these process reso4rces may not
have been up to the level of other RDU projects, they.still)fOpesented a
significant difference.

*With a 65. response rate to the survey of principals, we may expect
some positive response bias. Follow-up phone calls indicated that non-res-

pondents were largely1,4nbppropriate respondents--e.g.1 someone other than

the principal had taken responsibility for leading site team activities.
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Finally, the local rtes did, on the whole, like the training.that.
they received from the W ne ISD subcontractor, although it came very late in
the life of the prof Thus, while the process in most Michigan sites may
have been disjoi dnd far from perfect, participants may indeed have-
learned a great

c..t en these outcomes, a summary interpretation of the entire pattern
of event in Michigan is that, although the CEDISS project did get off to a
slo start and had to undertake a major midstream correction, the project was

its way toward accomplishing one of the basic RDU goals by the end of its
life history. We may speculate_that, had.theCEDISS project continued
operations for another year or two, the process innovation might have become
more fixed and might have had a more substantial impact. A more articulated
evaluafidn, based on observations of school activities and a detailed del
scription of the behaular followed in the problem-solving process, could then
have confirmed the degree to.which school practice was actually following the
desired approach. Because the CEDISS project ended in December 1979, a full
test does not seem possible, and in this respect the CEDISS project may be
considered to have ended prematurely.

Product Innovations

The product innovations called for the implementation of new curricu-
lum practices. In theory, the CEDISS project intended to establish a bank of
usable products at the outset of the project. Such products would then have
initially been made available to sites in the form of product descriptions,
A site wishing to consider a new product would fitst be given a group of such
descriptions from which a final, selection would be made (the full process is
described in Yin; Gwaltney and Louis, 1980).

Because career education had been selected as.the curriculum topic_
for CEDISS, the existing banks of validated .productsot the outset of the
CEDISS project were inadequate. Whereas the NDN catalog (Programs that Work)
and the NIE catalog contained ample choices for the basic skills, and whereas
these choices were a major source for the product banks of most of the other
RDU projects, the CEDISS project had to assemble its product bank largely
from stretch. This involved canvassing a variety, of contacts, identifying
potential products, -screening them for their acceptability, and finally
writing the product descriptions.' Not surprisingly,...these-activities re-
quired an extensive period or time and, for the bulk of the CEDIS4 project's
life history, the full set of product descriptions was unavailable to sites.
The final bank was completed in April 1979, and contained 150 products.

Most of the sites therefore had to proceed without the benefit of
product descriptions. .However, this did not mean that sites could not make
any progress. For instance, some sites had identified the products to be
adopted before they entered the CEDISS project. Other sites undertook their
own informal search and selection prodedure and were often aided by the field
agent (i.e,, the CEPD coordinator) in thrs search. --(Searching for products
was one task in which the CEPD coordinatorh were often active, since they. had
contacts beyond those available to the` site from project staff.) Thoughan
unnecessary delay had been created by the lack of 3 project-wide product
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bank, and though,site-specIfic;seaEolles'were in the aggregate, less efficient

than the use c4f a general procedure for the project as a whole, most sites
had adopted some product by the fall of 1979. Unfortunately, the, site

should have arrived 4 this point about 18 months earlier. Neverbhelbss, a
survey of sites conducted by High/Scope (1979) included an analysis of the-
variety of products eveAtually,impIelAnted, and these characteristics perit a

brief review.* ,

First, the site survey covered 40 of the CEDISS sites-1-6o of the
sites dropped out before the CEDISS project ended, and six did not respond to
the survey). Second, it should be understood that it was possible for asite
to implement mire than adt product simultaneously, and in fact the 40 site's
reported having made a total of 51 adoptions. However, these 51 adoptions
only involved 30 different products, and the characteristics noted below are
of these 30 products. ,

-....

, ,

.
.

The most important characteristic has to do, with the source of the

..-
product because of the ,presumed low `frequency of validated career education

..
products noted earlier. * The results do corroborate this suspicion that few
R&D products were used; 20 of the 30 came. from commercial publishing com-
panies, only six came through the state validation process and only four came
from federal sources. In interpreting these results, the, project evaluator

noted that:
.

. . .

Although all'of the products met the project's Criteria r
''

gardrng oaluation history and freedom from bias, the n

/thebtrouqh federal and state programs are consi red .,

/the result of research and development efforts'. igh/Scope,

1979)' ,

- t These results suggest an impottant factor with regard to prdducts in ,,

the CEDISS project., .(Another important factor was the progress of site
activities even though the product bank had npt been completed.) Although a

basic goal of the RDU program was to promote_tfie utilization of R&D-based or
. validated products, the evident lack of such products in career education did

not, deter site em implementi,ng new practices. The sites simply drew from
e*isting non-R&D sources add proceeded with non-R&D products.** from the

fidelity perspective, the, CEDISS project did not represent a .true tesedf,)
this.portion of the RDU ,mandate. From a site-accomplishment perspettili
however, the CEDISS project provided an unprecedented opportunity to insta

new career education practices. Because career education was consideted an
Important and new curriculum area, this opportunity was highly significant '''
from the local perspective? ., . ' Z

4
w'

The career education
.

products' that were implemented typically in-
.

volved
.

changes in teacher instruction or,classroom o5ganization ,(High/Scope,
.

1979). In a0dition, the :products tended tb: ,....-

. . , -
,., )

The results are similar to those reported in an independent analy2
sis conducted by Abt'AssOciates,(see Yin, Gwaltniyparid Louis, 1980 .

**The distinipon between R&D and ,non-R&D products, and twoverag
levels ,of use of these two types of products in the,RD4 program be 'a whole,
is fully desotibed in /in, Gwaltney and Louis {1980).r , ,

.s. . .
v . .
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address the riled& pf students 1~n grades 6-8;

.+ .

ba implemented at,the building level, defined'as
involving more than one 51aseroorin the building;

_ focus on.self-jawaren ess, awareness of others, and
interpersonal skills; ana

'

.
.1

..)

be used for 12,meeks of less on'Esche'dule pf one
di* a week f priMarily.by a single teacher., (High/ 1.1

, .
. , . Scope, 979) . "S . ' / .

- ---41 s . ' .. l
'L. }'A Tall

s

I979 survey of teacherso.who were eligibilb to implement 46
.

chOsen

_, -c06er.education programs indicated that,aost teachers rated the quality of
the 'products that.thh,tittdopted quite highly--teachers, were, in fact, more
pleased with the quality of the innovations than were other projects that
had adhered more closely to the 504'ideel: in additivil the rrincipals
surveyed at that tiii%e' repoted substantial-early.institvtionaliiation of the
new practices: 59% indicated that "some or all of the .teachegp will use
the materjali oe'metheds, and they will generdlly be used quite eZtensively";
65% of those who bad implemented the products, stated that "the program .

or matepals have been tormally incorporated into curriculum plan4." \Abain,.
while the level of early institutionalization in CEDISS sitea'was,nbt the
highest in thp RDU progrOp, neathe was it the lowest. . r°

. A
o

o

.

/ , 4
In summary, the product -innovation, experience presents a mixed

picture for the CEDISS project. Because oG the delays in assembling and
,mounting ,product descriktions, the 'final inventory of 150 products was not
completed until the springof 1979. Nevertheless, sites were able to select
products to suit their needs with the completion of such descriptions and,
by the spring of 1979, 'sites hacradeted 31 of the 150 products and could
already report a positive response to their use. The products did not

. nece s rily represent th4 R&D products of priority-within the RDU mandate,
the products did create'a sufficiently positive reaction to expect that

.
. they would be used-again. s'

.

Summary

7..-/ The CEDISS project,called for proceds and ptodupt innovations, and
both were desCribpd-in the original CEDISS proposal toAIE. Both innovations
were accomplished,' though they were' different, Prom those originally planned,
The process innovation, was modified in'the early phase of the project, but it
still may have followed...the basic problem:solving sepance,rsought by NIE.
The product innovation die not represent a complete test of the RDU program's
desire Co use R&O products, but it did allow sites to select and implement

:
new (Don -R&D) imationa in career education practice. Although the CEDISS
Ptoject may have-WObsented Tajor, deviatAon from tha "RDU model" (espe-
sially when combined mith the deviations in uSes of "IinkOrs" in the linkage
systipm)r 'Thia a site acccomplishment perspective,. the CEOISSoproject may have
provided a critical opportunity to install new practices in a statdpidenti-
fled career_educatiod.

.7.\* *
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MANAGEMENT DF A COMPLEX NETWDRKING SYSTEM
41

The CEDISS project ,i nvolved the initiation and implementation of
several related activities. First, the prbject hddto organize the use of
external.consultants an resources, primarily in develoPilig a product bank
and appropriate thining for project partitipants. Second, the project
had to design and activate a linkage system, originally intending to use 'the
CEPD coordinators as a majdr point of contact. This'd, the project had to
have sites follow a problem-solving prates, in identifying their needs and
solutions. All were to be done, with measurable implementation -outcomes,
Within a three-year period.

According ito one observer, these three activities inighthave been
undertaken sequentially, and not simultaneously (High/Scope," 1979a). The

more perplexing question, however, is not the sequenti vs. simultaneous
.comparisbn, but the problem of why the CEDISS project p ogressed so slowly.
Dther RDU projects proposed their product, banks, for instance, as part. of
their original proposals or created these banks as Soon as the project
began. Similarly, other RDU projects were able to activate their linkage
systems within the first year of their awards. In. examining, the history of

the CEDISS project for possible answers, several lessons may be relevant for
the management of complex networking systems. These include the need, for:

(1) a feasible design; (2) ropld mobilization of resources; and (3) strong
.and'undivided leadership. Though these lessons may seem obvious, one common
lesson that is ,not on the list--the need'for adequate budgetary resources--
suggests'the potential subtlety of the problem.* .

A Feasible Design

There is no need to repeat t detail the design, roblems encountered
by the CEDISS project; tall of these have been described in the preceding
paggsand include: .9

.

, the selecti career education, a curriculum area that
J.-.

a '

do
1Fr4.

did riot mat. ...1/4 with theloals of the RDU program;,'.
',1r

. . Vi: ? . I t

the use of 41 . 1) coordinators as.linkers, in en isomor-

. phic fashion with sites (ryther than a pyramidal strut-
' ture where one coordinator might'serve three orfour

err
. sitesi; .

, . ..
i.

the initial use of an ov erly:complex probled-solving
matrix; and

. , . t .

" . , .

the genera/ expectation that, sites would be better pre-
."pared to Cake initiatives than they really were. '1

Nor is there any reason for the.CEDISS project to apologize for {helm
flaws. The RDU program ihyolved a' complex set of goals, and an efficient
project design would not Have been obvious at the outset. Furthetmore, as
the project director emphbOized, the project's initial commitment was to
make the legislativelmandatedistruptures work:, .

.

t :' , ,

The CEDISS project chronically underspent its funds throughout its
liNthistorY. Thus, the need for, adequate budget resources is not consideted
a critical factor in the operation of the CEDISS project. ot

r
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We conacioubly tested an ii-nstitutIonal structure for its
viability and endurance. We'found it insufficient to
meet our and NfE's.concerns and then "bypassed" it,by
treating the CEPD coordinators as.we treated the site
teams, i.e., as learner-participants.

The development of a feasible design, rather than being viewed as a
one-shot affair, may be more accurately depicted,as an incremental activity,
to be improved gradually on the basis of new information. Such new informa-
tion is exactly the sort'produced by pilot-testing, and in the absence of any
prior evtdenae of the feasibility of the CEDISS design, the CEDISS project
might.have benefiteefrom a brief pilot test before initiating project -wide
activities. Of course, if the pilot test showed the difficulty'bf dealing
with career education undey the RDU set of objectives, both Michigan and NIE
would have had to be willing to entertain changes in curriculum area.

As far as can be discerned, this type of pilot-testing was not
seriously consid6red by NIE (Cbrwan, 1984). NIE's own staff was anxious to
initiate ja program, -nd believed that field capacities were already in
_existence. However, while Michigan had some previous dissemination ex-
perience and was building on existing structures, their proposed network and
.Menagment team were new. We conclude, therefore, that the design of a
project snalT be considered a dynamic process; modifications should be
expected and should not be-considered deviations.

Rap id Mobilization of Resources

The de lays in the CEDISS project, as well as the project's effects,
have been described in detail in the preceding pages. What has been given
less attention are some of the reasons for these delays.

First, and.foremost, the plans for the CEDISS project could not have
anticipated the new Legislative procedure that was adopted in August -1976.
The state legislature had to vote. to accept federal awards not included in
the approved appropriation act before any expenditures could be incurred.
The CEDISS project was therefore unable to expend any funds until the appro-
pCiate budget account had been established, following the enactment of' a
supplemental appropriation, and this did not occur until DeoElmber 1976--fully
six months after the NIE award.

Because the Michigan procedure is not uncommon among the states,
federal agencies_may need_in the future to consider defining the start date
as the-fir-at date on which fundk can be obligated. From this viewpoint, the
CEDISS project' was algbys "younger" in actuality than the other RDU projects.
,Similarly, as has been previously noted, delays were also caused by other
state procedures regarding the award of subcontracts, Even if it had ,a
feasible plan,. the CEDISS project would have been unable to develop its
external resources until a year later. Along the same lines, psychological
delay was treated by the lag in the civil 'service's approval of the.project
.manager's position, which did not occur until August 1977.

The mobi14ation of resources car,} be facilitated by another step that
the CEDISS projedt delayed in accomplishing: an adequate description of
the roles and procedures for each party orh. the _network. Throughout the

;05
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first two years, the CEPO coordinators and siteip.ersdhnel expressed discom-

fort about their rages. They did not know what was expected or what proce-

dures fit, into
their_

CEOI S plan (e.g., Consultant Site Report, 1977). The

CEOISS project leaders bid iSSue some,procedures in written form (just prior
to the training that began latober 1977), but these were apparently

tinsufficient to miniMizethe trial- and-error learning that each CEOISS
participant was uodergoing on an individual basis, 'In ,tetrospect, some

'documents produced at the end of the CEOISS project (e.g., Schriner, 1980a
and 1980b) were prescisely the types of documents needed at the outset of the
project.., These documents describe how sites are expected to gb through the
problem - solving process arlii deal with'product selection.

All of these difficulties in mobilizing resources, whether ant:but-
ableto state adminiatraive procedures or not, suggest that further network=

ing activities require a specific theb44/2ation plan. Such a plan must be
reviewed at the same time 114 an initial proposal is reviewed for its substan-
tive matirial; if the mo6illzatrion plan.fails to meet the schedule of activi-
lies set by the federal agency, atleast the discrepancy will be recognized.
early and mutual expectator* can be made more congruent. To our knowledge,

the issue of mobilization, and of the peculiar constraints imposed by state
educational systems, is not given the full recognition it deserves.

Even ,in the case of "older" projects, however, a mohilization plan
may ;la be sufficient to support rapid startup' of the full system. As Louis
and Sieber (1979),hsveillostrated, the development of role expectations in

new organizational structures must always be, in,part, a matter of negotiat-
ing expectations through a trial-and-error process. When the role partners

(such as CEOISS project offs aft and their subcontractors or the school

site personnel) are fromrdifferen organizations, at least some time will be
needed to develop trust.; and iro.out appropriate role expectations, in
addition to the t,rme whrth would b required if a new set of procedures or a

new role were introduced into ante i ing organization. Each of the ROO
projects believed that their efficiency, particularly in the firsyear or
so, was lessened by their lack of experience and by the need to develop the

network. `

,

Stroneand Undivided

The CEDISSLankage system might have been improved at 'the CEPO level.
had there been fewer/CUD' coordinators and more sites per coordinator (al-
though the CEOISS" project director has noted that the awkward design had
notable political strengths given the goSlof institutionalization). The

linkage system might also haCce been improved had there been a single leader,
rather-then a tripartite division among .three offices within the Michigan

40 Department of education. Such undivided leadership -- independent of the
skills of any of the incumbents --;may he of particular importance when new

.
networks are to be.Started. ;34f.

44S
'. . : .4 .:1:k

In a pyramidal structure, the other role participants must be able to

, refer to a strong central staff for guidinve. This was not possible Under

the CEDISS'organiibtiqn, in bpitd: of the best of intentions of the incum-
bents. first, the ,incumbents clid not particiPa e equally ..4.9 communication

with N1E. Most of this.communication yap carried out by the ploject director,
'. .

A
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who would pass the necessary information to the project ndger. However,
because the project manager worked under the director of t Office of Career
Education, he operated in a different context th on occasion, not
have been Belly appreciated by the director of the'OFfice of Planning.

f Second, the relationship with the Research, Evaluatipn, and.Assessment
Services seems to halke,been an additional diversion created by state depart-
ment policy that called for this group to monitor all evaluation contracts.
The awkwardness of this arrangement was particularly apparent in the case of
the subcontract with the Kalamazoo Valley ISD. The.KVISD, whiCh was involved
in knowledge-base development,fwas monitored by the research office "For its.
"consolidation" _activities, which included final screening.and abstracting.
The Office of Career Education, however, had the primary interest in RVISO's
final prodytt (the knowledge base) and,had responsibility for the initial
screening of products that were then submitted to KVISD. While an informal .

"communication system was set up between the Office of Career Education and
KVISD, .the formal arrangemapts clearly did not mirror sound josganizational
designprinciplesv, Had the research and evaluation activities been,responsi-
bie to a single Monitor, the knowledge-base and evaluation activities-might
have been more easily adjusted to the project's needs.

Third; support for the CEDISS project within the Michigan Department
of/Education may have changed over time, ultimately affecting the potential
instytutionalizbtion of the project. In general, state support for careers
educatiOh (as distinct 'from CEDISS support) appears to have declined, for

reasons entirely independent of the accomplishments of the CEDISS project.
In the governor's office, intrerept in career education that was so vigorous
in 1974,-had recently waned. Although the CEDISS project staff began to be
supported by'state funds at the end of the NIE award, and were appropriately
named permanent members of the Office of Career Education, the governor
eliminated support for the Career Eduqation Commission (and career education)
in his final budget recommendation:` It is too early to determine how the '

staff will be reorganized, but until tt* new legislative cutback, .the CEDISS
project had been .operatic without federal support--i.e.Olad succeeded in
overcoming one of the maps barriers to institutionalization (see Yin,
1079). .

I SUMMARY

Overall, the RDU program called for the design and implementation of
complex, interorganizational networks.* The installation of a new education
practice required the coordinated efforts of five different types of organs
zations or individuals: v""V

A federal agency - - - providing support for the effort

and imposin§ certain monitoring and evaluation require -
ments;

*Michigan's severe fiscal problems, which'resuit from the recession
in the state's automotive industry, are the apparent cause for this change.
Since Michigan made strong attempts to achieve full institutionalization, we
must again be reminded of the importance of "normal critical events" as
predictors of outcomes in any change effort. (See Louis, 1980.)

eAP, '167
4.4
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A state &pertinent of education, operating as prime con-
tractor and overall project coordinator; '

Independent organizations, operating undei subcontract
and providing specific resources or assistance;

CEPD coordinators, serving as staff hers in interme-
diate school districts and operating s field agents be-

tween sites and all other ,organizations; and

Site staffoit both the school-district and school-build-
rs levels, Lanning and implementing new practices.

.

Independent of accomplishing. any educational changes, from a manage-
rial perspective suth,a comillex network musl. be seen as a difficult organiza-

tional arrangement. Throughout the RDU program, the network's manetement
needs appear to have been underestimated. Although NIE provided some initial

assistance thrqugh the-Far West Lab, and, although related assistance was

provided by the Northwest Lab, the CEDISS project had to rely on its own
resources and its own ability to learn--often on a trial-and-d1ror basisthe
relevant lessons for managing the network. Three particular shortcomings
throughout the.project's life history, however, seem to have been 'a delayed
process of evolvihg a workable organizational design, ,difficulty in rapidly

mobilizing resources, and a fragmentation of the leadership structure. The

potential lessons From these three problems have been discussed in the
preceding sections.

In spite of the enormi ty of the management` responsibilities, by 1979
the CEDISS p \oject nevertheless produced mahy new educational practices in
the planned area of career education in local sites. The practices were

communica -d to sites through a variety of connections, although not neces-
sarily thrh the intended CEPD linkage system. And the practices were
insehlled after aome type of modified problem-solving process had occurred.
The final survey.of sites seems to.have 10er,Itified a variety of positive site
outcomes, produced in.a larger array than malty observers would have predicted

after the first year of operation.

How one interprets this mixture of resells from the CEDISS project
depends on the viewpoint one adopts initially. For instance, from a federal

perbpective, thp project may not have tested the full configuration of RDU
Objectives. However, From a local perspective, some progress and desired

changes may have occurred. A90, finally, from the perspective of t4e Inde-
pendent research component of the RDU project (which was, after all; an
action-research program), the Michigan CEDISS project added a much desired
variability to organizatiodhl design. A word, too, should be said about the

problems from the federal le'vel of monitoring the development 0(a...complex
project such as CEDISS. If, as has bees shown, the fidelity Wispective
produces unrealistic expectations and an overly rigid view of a project, What
other criteria ahould be used for monitoring the progress being made? This

is one of the marsl issues that needs to be addressed in future federal-

local collaborative ventures.

4, / :
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I - CHAPTER 6

THE NETWORK CONSOliTIUNi PROJECT

'INTRODUCTION

What Anappsns when you bring together six "experientially compatible
but organizationally dissimilar, agencies" (Drew, 1979), 'whose leaders are
professional colleagues, Inez' contractual arrangement in which one "peer" .

views the rote of his agency as the leader of the other's? The answer to
this question is essentially the story of, the ConsortiUm RDO project, one
which illuminates a number of issues pertinent to the design and management

'N of tnterorganizational networks.

The Consortium pfoject was distinctive among the RDO projects in
three ways. First, it was the only network that brought together. organiza-
tions that were largely non-governmental, or "quasi-governmental" entrepre-
neurial serviceporganizations)* under the' leadership of one such organiza-
tion. (Indeed, one of the project director's motivations for participation
In the program was to demonstrate that organizations outside of the formal

, educational structure are'appropriate agencies for providing linkages in the
educational system, and that an independent organization can be. a, national
base for those linkages.) It was, furthermore, theonly project in Soh a
state department of education played no part.

Second, the 'project was a multi-state consortium, one that attempted
to serve schools in six states that were dispersed across the entire nation.

. In this regard it was one of two projects organized on S national basis, but
the other project ANEA) adhered less to the prototype RDlrmodel.

Third, it had the simplest organizational structure of any of the ROU
project networks, relying Melly on the field agents** located in the

i service agencies to provide assistance to the schools, and it did not.include
other technical assistance or resource agencies in the school improvement
process. the-Consortium strategy was to bring together, a group of linkage
organizations, with high levels of preexisting capacity and experience in
dissemination activ}tiesel in a newly created, though temporary, cooperative
endeavor.

. A major issue that is highlighted in the nsortium experience is
that of coordination and monitoring of a set of activities across autonomous
and geographically dispersed organizations, The Con rtium was characterized

by highly centralized management and decentralized activities. Difficulties
were encountered by .the central project leadership in managing a consortium

*Only one of the six agencies in the Consortium, the Yakima School 1

District, wee not predominantly a "soft-money" organization. However, even
in that case, the unit in the district okrated in a "quasi-independent" way

and had a,special status as a service organization in the state.

'* *field agents were called "linking agents" in this project, and this
term will be used throughout this chapter.

,
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created un the basis of strong interpersonal, informal relationships which
was changed to a contractual relationship with few formal mechanismA of
control.' Many okthese difficulties were exacerbated by conflicting expecta-
tions of what tOe relationship would be, and the issue of the formal division
of labor between the Consortium headquarters and the remotely located linkage
agencies was never fully Evolved. While a formal delineation of local site
activities and linking agents' responsibilities emanated from the central
project orfice and indeed was probably the most formal of any RDU project),
less attention was given to the Consortium. as an "organization," and what the
role.of the participating agencies would be in the management and direction
of,the project as a whole.

A Second and related issue that typified the Consortium experience
was that of adaptiveness, both in regard to the rples and relationships of
participating organizations and individuals, and in the perceptible shifts
in the goals and activities of the project's prime contractor atd host
orgaription. The Consortium project, represents a, clear example of how
coTehAatory mechanisms can develop to meet unanticipated needs and how
subtle shifts in goals and activities can occur, even within the framework of
a fairly stable set of project activities. ,

The Consortium is also a good example of the effect of readiness.as a
precursor to a successful demonstration. The organizitions and individuals
involved in the project had vast cumulative experience in dissemination
and school improvement activities, and inlworking on special and relatiJely
short-term projects. Despite some management problems in the coordination
of the dispersed arid- disparate organdations and individuals, the experience
bore fruit at the school level. The project developed.'and'used well-designed
school intervention strategies which were very effective. In.Abt Associates'

study of the RDU experience at the schools which were "served by the prbgram,
the Consortium schools consistkntly ranked among the highest on a variety of
measures of outcomes and ranked the highest, as a group, on more measures
than any other project.

THE ORIGINS AND DESIGN OF THE CONSORTIUM PROJECT

Organizations Involved

The basic organizati6n of the Consortium project was quite simple,

c:
consisting of

l
network of six educational service agencies,,, each located

in a different ate. The prime contractor and project headquarters ("Con-
sortium Central"i was an independent educational service organization
called the NETWORK, Inc. ,...

.

.The NETWORK, Inc., 'which is located in Andover, Massachdsetts, and
employed approximately 5 people at the beginning of the Consortium project,
is a rather unusual' organization. Its leaderlhave described it as "a mis-
plaed Cambridge think tank" and tend to perceive of themselves as involved
not only with the delivery of services, but alsb with the development and
analydis of demonstration activities in school improvement. Despite its
small, size and non-central location, the NETWORK has a national reputa-
tion, based largely on the forceful and charismatic personality of its

-4 executive director.
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The activities of the NETWORK were (and are) .based on short-term.
grants and contracts and, until recently, it specialized in technical assis-
tance to schools and service delivery in dissemination. .Iehas been involved

in almost every recent federal dissemination program, including the National
Diffusion Network. In the later stages of the RDU program, it began to
branch out and conduct research and evaluation projectsas well.

The Consortium included five additional diverse types, of linkage
agencies in a subcontract arrangement with the NeTWORK.* These agencies
'were:

,s The Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, in San Francisco, one'of 12 regional
laboratories and centers sponsored by NIE;

The Educational Resources Center (ERC) of the Area
Cooperative Education Service (ACES) of New Haven,
Connecticut, an intermediate service agency that pro-
vides contract services to schools zn Connecticut,
basically in the area or information; .

Projectlink_in the Kansas Educational Diffusion/Dis-
semination System (KEDOS), housed in the Wichita Public
Schools but a soft-money organization involved in
statewide dissemination projects;

The Exchange at the Minneapolis Public Schools/Univer-
sity of Minnesota Teacher Center; and

The federal grants office of the Yakima, Washington
Public Schools, a unit which housed a variety of cate-
gorical grant programs for. the State of Washington.. * *.

.

_Together, these organAations were divers6 not only in geographic
location,lbut also in organiiational structure, in the degree to'which they
subsisted on "sof -money' grants or had ongoing subsidies for organizational
activities,' and n size, with KEDdS/Link being the smallest 'and the Far
West Laboratory. t largest.

4441r
4

*The word "network" is used in this narrative in two ways. When
capitalized, it caters to the organization's name; when not cppitalized,
it refers to the concept.

4

' ' **The original proposal included a sixth additional agency in the
multi-state ,consortim--Research and Inforr9atipm._ Services for Education
(RISE), an information service center in Pennsylvagia. This organization
was later dropped from the proposal for budgetary reasons and because
it was also included as a technical assistance agency in another RDU
project, the Pennsylvania School Improvement Project (PSIP).
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A sixth subcontract with Communications Research Services existed
during the early stages of the Consortium project. This agency was to
provide assistance in project evaluation, particularly in the examination of
outcomes at the school level, and for the purpotes of fOrmative evaluation
and assistance to the linking agents. This subcontract never became fully
operational and was terminated early in the history of the project when it
became apparent that the organization did not have the capability to actually
provide those services. To the extent that the functions originally intended
for this subcontracted agency continued, they were incorporated into roles
and functions provided by Consortium Central ataff.

The Origins of the Consortium Project

. The origins of the linkages that became formalizeb in the Consor-
tium project can be traced back to a variety of sources. First and Pare -

most they stem from the entrepreneurship and the past,experience of the-
executive director of the NETWORK, as well as the NETWORK's experience and
capabilities as an organization. NETWORK staff had been involved in a number
of dissemination and school intervention efforts and were Cooking for an

opportunity 'both to integrate their leariungs from the past and to implement
more intensive, comprehensive school interventions than had been possible for
them earlier. They were anxious to combine their interests in providing an
Innovative service with their stated interest in research. The RDU program,

with its emphasis on action and research, would allow them not only to refine
a school intervention strategy, but to study it at the same time. The agency

was also particularly interested in developing its capability to provide
training and support services to linking agents, and to demonstrate that
independent organizations were appropriate alternatives, to state departments
of education for coordinating linkages in education.

`/E NETWORK staff were also anxious to expand their experience and
reputation beyond the state and the regioen in which they had been delivering
services and to establish the organization as a national base fgr dissemina-
tion efforts. additionally, the NETWORK wanted to develop a working rela-
ionship with NIE, an agency from which they had not previously received any
funding.

Furthermore, the director ockhe organization had strong tips snot
only with other leaders of service organizations similat to' the NETWORK,

but with researchers and policy isTakers involved ;in linkage and research
utilization in education. Aince-the early 1970s he, had been involved in
many formal and inform* discussions on the educational applications of
research, and was, in fact, a member of .the advisory group for the early
efforts to leucte> the RDU program at the National Institute of Education
(NIE). Thus,. he participated in the early planning for the RDU program
and was very prepared to respond once the Request for Proposals was an-
nounced.*

re

The interagency collaborative structure established in the Consortitsn
project can also be traced to earlier origins, including the desire to work

*Other potential contractors had similarly been informed by NIE
'of the upcoming program. '

N
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withparticular In vidUalS end organi42tions. It id important to .note
that all of the ag cies in the Consort1W; with the exception of the Far
West Laboratory, housed State Fa ?ilitator Projects in the National Diffusion

Network. Strong interpersonal ties had long been e$tablished by the indi-
viduals involved, primarily through attendance at national confgtences. Not

only were phey "drinking buddies" at these conferences, but they shared
personal 00 organizational orientations to the school improvement process.

Prior to the RDU program, many of these individuals had dealt with
each other informally and as peer colleagues. Although they had never
formally collaborated, they frequently talked about working collaboiatively
at some future time. The RFP for the RDU prOgrem provided just such an
opportunity, and a series of informal conversations led to the identification
of the six agencies, in afdition to the NETWORK, that would be included in
the Consortium. a

a

The one agency in the Consortium that had
1
not housed a State Facili-

tator Project, the Far West Laboratory, was approached because thg NETWORK
dirpctor had wanted to establish ties with the NIE-sponsored regional labs,
and since he had had an informal relationship with a key staff person In that
agency, the RDU program seemed an appropriate opportunity to establith
such a collaboration.

4

Each of the participating organizations was an entrepreneurial
organization that used, at least in part, external funding for activities
appropriate to the organization's goals and objectives. The specific motiva-

tions for joining the Consortium; while similar, varied somewhat. In the
case of ACES, the director of the Information Services Division had a major
sense ofl.wnership and commitment to the program; since he had also been
involved in early planning, and was interested in expanding the wabilitxes
of his unit from the provision of ,conformation- retrieval services to the

provision of more in-depth technical-assistance serv.ices. As for the
Exehange, the director perceived this. program as an experiment in the de-

, livery of services directly to schools as opposed to bringing teachers into
the Teacher Center. The director of KEDDS/Link viewed this program as an
appropriate fit with his overall plans-for the agency to provide in-depth
services to schools, particularly through the services of linking agents,
which he hoped to promote in his state. The Federal Pyograms Office at the
Yakima School District housed a number of 'special programs that extended
beyond the reach of its host district. RDU represented another opportunity
to do the dale.

Of.all the subcontraCting agencies in the Consortium, the Far West
Laboratory probably had the least organizational,comm4ment to the RDU-type
strategy% While all the agencies became linked together in large part
because of the interpersonal ties of key members of their staff&, in all but
the Far West Laboratory's case, the program did fit into its organizational
mission. The dissemination division of the Far West Laboratory' viewed
itself primarily as a research rather than a service-delivery program, and.in
some sense the RDU program was an aberration within the organization.
result, the Lab proved to be the least congenial "hosts' of all the age ies

involved in the Consortium project.
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The initiative leading to the Inclusion of these agencies was often'

mutual, especially in case's where regular communication existed between
particular .Individuals involved, but the final responsibility for selecting
partIcipatinb agencies, as well as for the preparation of the proposal, was
taken by the NETWORK as primetcontractor. This move from informal commun-
ication and collaboration of peers, to formal leadership and directfveness
undertaken by the NETWORK as prime contractor, typified the Consortium
relationship that yeas to unfold, particularly during the first year Exist-

ing'aatumptions about each others' ideas and intentions were never fully

*Atestpd. While' this situation was acceptable at ,the outset, subsequent
misyhdcrstandings-6bout project goals, management and activities did arise.
An important reason was that many individuals in the subcontract agencies
who had_Anted to work together in the Consortium came to play a smaller role
in the project's direction.

Goals of "the Consortium Prdject

As in any organizational venture, the Consor tium project had both

latent and manifest goals. Many of the latent goals of both the onganiza-
tions and individuals involved were desciibed in the previous section. The

Consortium proposal also, included stated goals and ambitious expected out-
comes regarding serviae to schools, research and dissemihation. These goals,

statedan the Executive Summary"are:

1. To help specifically identified local' education agencies
. solve locally defined problemp in the area of reading .

.

.--, through the adoption and.adaptation of reading programs
that have Oeen 'developed with federal, state and local
research and development monies.

...
.

2. To ttrget a major portion of the support to local educe-
._

tion agencies serving students of minority populations
and stuants Living in urban or,rural areas.

3. To disseminate knowledge ofthe Consortium's effects
througp cooperation with the coordination occntractor

anc the dissemination research contractor and through
the communication channels of the linkage system to
which each of the participating agencies belongs.

.

. 4: To conduct action research on the linkage functionlby

i "utilizing diverse types of linking agencies and by -

- using readinprograms Which vary in their potential
for adaptation by an adopting school.

.

5
.

The proposal also specified "expected outcomes":

.

,
1:1 An increased knowledge (on the part of schools) of the

existence of R&D products as a result of in-depth eX4
,

amination of such products. .

y

,

4 44.

2. The increased probabill that LEA4 will look to R&D
ay

. outcomes as a' future souree of help for other problems.

.1,
11410)
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3. The abatement or clearly identified curricular and/or_
Instructional problems, substantiated by improved
achievement or participating students (the equivalent
of successful installations or R&D products).

4. The development of patterns of interdependence between
the LEA and.the linking agency that will extend beyond
the terms of the contract and resit-in a model in_the

'states Air,other LEAs. _

5. An increased base or 'knowledge for researchers and-prac-
:

titioners in how the diffusion process works in educa-
tion. C

The proposal was highly variable in the degree to, which plans were
specified for achieving the pridject'a goals andxdesired outcomes. For
example, it identified the entire knoviedge base of 41 readirignproducts that
would constitute acceptable "solutions" for participating schools, and
'specified. the types of individudIs that should be involved in a "multi-
conitituent group" (ell 'problem-solving team) at the school level. It did
not, on the other hand, give.any details about ho0 the successful installa-
tion of new practices in schools would be achieved. Furt more Ile the
research emphasib of the project was widely apparent in the prof t's pro-
posal (which was the only formal planning document until the hird-year
planniniadroposal), no provision was made, for the testing or udents (to
assess expected outcome #3, for example), nor to translate ro e t documenta-
tion intoanalyzable insights agelearnings.

Project Structures, Roles and Strategies

Much more specific in the proposal was the delineate
structures, roles and strategies. The organizational structu
partying roles specified in the Consortium proposal emphasize
resources and decentralized linking activities. White links
were decentralized, it is important to note that management a
linking activities were specified as a Consortium Central acts
aspects that were described in detail in the proposal were lo

Irlivpietc1;:callyprgfr= c?erecac=itpirr Ars
project's

the selection of _IdEaloschool

The organizational structure had two layers. The Firs
project headquarters, housed in the NETWORK as the prime c
staff had project-wide responsibility, including linking
documentation and research, and general project management.
comprised six linking agenciesthe f ve subcontract orga
separate unit in the NETWORK itself- °using staff with pr
responsibilities focusing on school interventions.

n of project
e and accom-
centralized

g activities
control oft

ity. Other
al site ac- ,

ledge base"
level), and

was a central

ntractor, whose
agent suppoit,
he second layer
izations, and a

arily in-state

The, proposal specified five roles for the NETWORK :s prime con-
tractor;*

*Several of these roles were changed both in title and
the project ensued. These changes are discussed in a later sec
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t
1. A project director wouldne responsible" or overall
. Consortium management,deeldding iitudget monitoring and

control, project planning (with the Advisory Board),
supervision df-lhe.ceritral,staff liaison with NIE, and -

,communication Nith.subcbntract agency participants-.

2. A linking agent training and documentation coordinator
was to be the primary contact with linking agents, re=
sponsible for designing and conducting linker training,
for monitoring weekly linker reports and for lisirig these:

reports-to assist linkers in deveipping each school-
level intervention strategy.
.

-

3. An evaluation coordinator was to design all-project
evaluation instruments, train-linkers and target school
perionnel in the use of these listruments, and monitor
the collection ardinterpretatidh of date. Project

docipentstion,w uas to' conducted ,primarily by linking

agents. It was Intended to provide information for
lipker monitoring tind st'Ipportthe research efforts
(which` eventually included local site and linker case
studies and a project report) were to be based on
both linker documentation and additional data gathering.

4. A.usource-data management coordinator was assigned
the ---baak of consolidating the "knowledge base" and
-collecting, maintaining, and furnishing linkers with
instructional,evaluative, and other descriptive
information on each of the 41-reading programs
prescribed by the knowledge base and available for
adoption by target schools.

5. A project writer (a role lieted in the proposal but
not included in the final project staffing ad Year
I began) wig assigner' to prepare the Consortium
newsletter, to assist inkers in produding their own
statewide newsletterscand to offer similpr assis-
tance to target school-personnel. (Many of these
responsibilities were assumed by the person named,
in the second year ha the project's linking agent ,

coordinator and support specialist.)

In addition to the Consor tium,Cent;e1 management and support struc-
ture, each of the participating linking Agencies (the five subcontract
agencies and the separate 'unit within the KNOW) had two Consortium roles
pertinent to the 'school intervention strategy promoted by the Consortium.
Thesetwo roles com4,ped were equal to one full-kime,e9uivalent staff member.,

_

.1. A linking agent working at or near full time was to be
.

the manageriof the change process at the school level.
The linking agent would be the primary connection be-
tween the project, an ayprage,tif four target schoola
in the state, and the R&D resources. The linker was

, to serve as the on-site facilitator df the curriculum
improvement intervention.1.The linker was also to for0

-
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a scHooldecigpion-gating grays, take this group
through a specified problemrsolving proFess to
-identify curricular nqeds.49 reading, and facil- .

itat&the selection gild adoption'of an R&D pro.:
4ect fi4me pool of 41 approved programs. Follow-
ing program adoption, the linking agent was to pro-,
vidd'adegtingleachers with implementation assis-
tance and-resources. The linking agent would also
carry out documentation reporting as required and,.
serve.as a peer supporter and resource for other
linkihg agents.

2. ,An 14enc su ervisor was o serve in a part-time
10%20% time) to monitor and Support

e work of the linking agent, manage andcontrol
the agency's share of the Consortium budget, and
serve in an overall project planning capacity as
a member of the ansortiunfAdvisory Board.

The ganizations
FIe e 6-1.

and their tbnctions in the, Consortium ore

0

displayed in

A significant fe ure of the Consortium proposal was the (laming of
_ he local schogAAistrict that were to be served by the projett. 40he bites

were identified by the 11 ge agencies and were primarily chosen because
they had expressed some in erest lawbecoming involved in the State
t.ator Project through the NDN.* Thus, they were already identified as having
arkInterest in beconfilrillitved in an innovativewprogram. To some extent,
thp may be viewed as being somewhat more "inngvetive" than a typical' school
distpct, although many, wererural and had little previous experience with
innovative prOgrims., On the other hand, this selection procedure was viewed
as highly appropriate by the NETWORK staff, since they believed that a
program such as RDU was unlikely to work in a setting that was not already
open to the notibn of external assistance.

.

Another - significant feature of the structuring of roles in the
Consortium proposal, and one that was somewhat unique to the Consortium
project, was the ebtablishment of _the linker supervisor role,, and its for-

4 malszption to the degree that up t. 20% of the agency's share of the Con-
jprillium budget was to be allocat o this function.** This role was created

A
ilesOlte tJ'e face that the NETWORK's executive director conceptualized,one of
Corfsortiult Central's funct4ons to be the- supervision and support of linking
itgents not only In .a general poy, but also to the extent.of supervising each

the Afgr 1. interpersonal network) appears to.have been part of the
tervention atratagy.. The desire to work 4W1th particular individuals (those

, .

,

. *Oahe criteria of importance inded the RFP-stipulated criteria

,of having a disadvantaged school popularkon _and criteria of "readiness"
including prior successcimimplementation.

**Several of the agencies chose to,use RDU monied to fund the linking
. Ment for 100% of his or her time, and, to donate between 10%-20% Of the

supervi or's time from organizational oxerhead.
f . ,

a
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reason for creating the Agency supervisor role for sitcontract agencies in
all cases but the'Far West Laboratory It was this individual who was assigned
the role. Given the difficulties that'were stbsequently faced by the NETWORK
in carrying out the ',support and training role for linkers as envie-zoned, the
creation pf the linker supervisor role turned out to be a fortuitous one. In

retrospect, this role contributed greatlyto the success of the Consortium
effort.

Although the role,of supervisor was created, it must be pointed
out that the responsibiliNieslIkpociated with the role were never clearly
described. In gene?al, throughout the Consortium experience, much greater
specific:Ay was associated with skteAevel activities, and.to a lesser
degree with management and supervisory procedures. The activities of the
Consortium as an orggnization, and the responsibilitieb of the sthcontract
agencies; remained Nese and fllrdefined..

MANAGEMENT OF THE CONSORTIUM

The management of the Consortium project can be characterized by
cothbinations of rigidity and adaptiveness, formality and informality, cen-
tralized decision making and easy-going collaborbtiveness, egalitarianism
and stratified COmmunication patterns,'"

2 A nu mber of changes took place during the project's duration: e.g.,
some change; in project staff roles and titles from. those named in the
proposal; a change in project director (the position was assumed by the
person who was 'ors inally named the linking agent coordinator and docu-
mentor); a shift it of Consortium Central activities from linker
training to Pinker. por to "brokering" of resources and coordination
of organiiations; and cvslow but perceptible shift from centralized control
to., On inc rease in collallorption among sthcontract organizations. Through-
out all this,.hoWever, there sas little change from the formal proposal plan,
and there was little formal "planning."

The following discussion- focuses on the startup and resource mobili-
zation.of the project, the foci of project activities, management issues and
processes, changes in project roles and structures, leadership, communication
processes, and changes in goals. Several of the paradoxes noted above will
.be highlighted In the course of the following discOssion.

Startup and Mobilization

Thf CenSortium project had the fewest difficu lties in startup and
resource obilizAtion after the contract award in June of 1976. Because of
the "le work" completed in the preproposal and proposal stages, several
important activities thbt can delay the startup of a mew operation had
already been completed,: sites had been selected, linking agents had been
appointed or hired in ffi11 but one of the linking agencies, and the knowl-
edge base of 41 validated reading programs for elehentary schools had been
determined. Ceitatly, iris a number of areas, "reidiness" was high. The
Consortium prbject in this way benefited from past experience, both within
the NETWORK and within the linkage egencieb. At least,some aspects of the
RDU strategy were familiar to all, such as the use of validated products

1.
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and their dissemination, the problem-solving process, school ihterveni-

tion programs, and in several cases, the strategy of using linking agents

as facilitators in schools. All but. one of the organizations was philo-
sophically committed to the concept of "linkage." Furthermore, at least

three of the linking agents had served in similar roles before, and all

but one of the original six linking agents had previously been employed

by the host agency. As a result, neither the hiring process nor the adjust-
ment to the.host agency and/or supervisor posed obstaoles to startup.

In other significant ways, however, the project management staff

was not prepared. For example, a major objective of the NETWORK was to
provide training to linking agents. Although the attempt et training' be-

gan early,. at a startup, meeting held, in Gloucester, Massachusetts soon after

project, funding, the rWORK staff quickly learned that there had been
little consensus ab what should comprise linker training, and that
linker training was not as easy or straightforward (or, as later decided,.
not as critical) as had been initially thought. Nor were the linkers as
receptive to the attempts at training as the NETWORK staff had expected.

In part this ,was so because of the "deficit" approach to training
that characterized the NETWORK's effort. The NETWORK's assumption was that

the linkers did not have the skills that were needed and that they.had to be

taught those shills. .This attitude was revealed most clearly in a state-

ment made by the second project director that he had originally viewed the

provision of time for sharing experiences between linkers only as the oppof-

tunity for 5Bbling ighdrance." Linkers -- particularly the experienced ones- -

resented this:PresumPtior;%

The initial training strategy emphasized peer training by NETWORK

employees who had served as linkers in other projects. Training was carried

out at formal skips sessions. For these, Consortium centkal staff members
had identified training needs (on the basis of their -past experience) and
.determIned the format.and presentation. Ironically, while the Consortium's
prescribed problem-solving process for 'the schools involved participatory,
approaches to problem identification and solution selection, their design"for

linker training did not. Unfortunately, the RDU linkers did not necessarily

view the NETWORK staff as the legitimate providers of the training. In

addition they did not take to the planned "buddy system" of pairing with a

NETWORK Ainker who was not only physically distant, but who played a dif-

ferent role in another,project. Intsummary, both linkers and the Consortium

Central staff agreed that dthe initial training endeavors represented a major
setback 1p project startup, at least from a project managempnt perspective.
From the perspective of the subcontractors, however, the iiipact of delayed
and inappropriately designed training is less clear, The linkers, after all,

were in the schools, and were proving capable of giving adsistance on the

basis of their own experience, with the support of their colleagues and
supetvisors.in the subcontract organizations.

Another mobilizati9n effort which took longer than Consortium Central

staff anticipated was ttie develdpment of materials associated with the

knowledge base. As noted, 41 reading programs were identified as the'product

pool during the preparation of the proposal, Indeed, the pool changed very

little during the course of the project, exce t that it became necessary
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to add some secondary-level products when a few secondary schools unexpected-
ly joined the project. However, it became clear to the resource-data Manage-
ment coordinator that it would be necessary to prodJce a rather compre-
hensive, Cdnsortium-developed set of product descriptors. This effort took
place during the first year of 4he project and, like the linker training, did
notthamper the site-Jevel progress, since local sites typically were not
ready for selection until late in-that year.

.

Operating and Adapting the Consortium Project

The general thrust of the Consortium - project was. to support a school
intervention strategy iii which linking agents would manage a collaborative
problem - solving process. The result would be curriculum -improvement through
the implementation of R&D resources. There were three major foci in the
Consortium effort:

.r

school-lever activities assisted by linking agents
affiliated with a service agency within the state;

linking agent support activities coordinated by
Consortiul Central staff at the NETWORK; and

A documentation and research actsvities, also co-.
ordinated by Consortium Central.

It is important to emphasize that the Conportium project was always viewed by
its planners as a demonstration of the intended' approach. The pl
wished to prove that a linker-intensive school assistance strategy would be

' effective; they did not plan to develop continuing programs in the host
agency. Thus, the initial orientation on the part of Consortium Central was
to minimize adaptations, either of org2nizational structure, goals, or
strategies. Over the course of the project, however, some adaptation and
development necessarily took place.

The school-level focus. As in the other RDU projeCts, the focus of
activities at the school level was twoi-fold: engagement ih a problem- solving
grbcess, and the adoption and implementation of R&D-based products. In the
Consortium project, the linking awe was key and was viewed as the manager
of the change effort at the local school level. While other consultants were
occasionally called upon to assist the schools, they were primarily substan-
tive,specialists ;rho were brought in after an pc, product had been pelected
toossist with its implementation or to providNsubstantive training for its
implementation. With this exception, the sole program intervention visible
to the schools was the linking agent. Thos the personal style of the linking
agent was particularly critical An the Consortium project, and it was this
person who wag the node, of the linkage system created by the RDU program.

The general "problem" area that was addressed by the eohobls in the.
Consortium project was predefined by the project as reading. Each school
was required to convene a multi-constituent decision-making group (MCG)
which, with the assistance Of Ihe,linking agent, engaged in a problem-solv,
ing'process including the following general steps: needs assessment; prob-
lem definition; establishment ofcriterAa,by which to select an R&D product;

ti
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for. implementation (usually incting pre-implementatiom training); =-
selection of a reading program f the project's product pool;, planning

plementation; and monitoring and evaluation of the implemeptation procesq.

7. However, the structure and sequence of site-level activities and the
intensity of involvement of the linking agent with the'site was neither well
specified in the proposal nor totally within the control of the linking t
agent. In most dispersed organizations, this situation would have resulted $

in many localized adaptations of the linking agent roles and school assis-

tance process (Louis and Sieber,, 1979). However, because of the extensive
-documentation of activities that the project required of the linker, and
'because of the clearly expressed intent on the part or Consortium Central to
orchestrate the school intervention process, the project dir,ector and other
central office staff became deeply involved in.specifying school-level
activities.

Hot; on the list of operations thee 'required specification was the
series of steps the - Consortium expected a school,io go through as it moved

through the' probleltsolving prodess. During the first year of the project,

. the press fpr clarification of expectations resulted in defining the prob-

lem-saving process. in terms of 16 milestones. While these were defined as

16 linklop-agent objectives, almost all wore clearly tied to site-level

activities. (See Figure 6-2.)

Theimeilti-constituent group (MCG) that was inyolved in the process in

each school typically consisted of teachers, administrators, reading special-
ists, and occasionally a central office staff member and/Or parents. The

Linking agent played the role of facilitator for the group's meetings,
the "broker" of resources, and the. intetTediary between the school and the

project. For example, when a school's liacksionmaking group reached the
selection stage it was the 116king agent who revived potential solutions
From the project'p knowledge base, and provided descr'iptions of those pro-
ducts to the sites. The pnker also arranged for .assistance (often from
product develonis) to provide implementattlin training. The steps leading

Thpt-o-adoption of a curriguldn,product usually lasted 2/3 of a school year.

By Consortium directive, the linking agent .was expected to spend twd days
a month at each school, although there were often many phone contacts be-
tween the.linker and the leader of the MCG in-between site visits and group

meetings. The level of effort of the MCG was fairly high, requiring some
contribution, by participating schools of "release time" to subsidize group

Teetings or activities. Fxve thousand, dollars were allocated from each

subcontractor's Consortium budget for a targ40 school,.andipis money 'was

typically spent for travel associated with viewing curricurbr products at
her schools (during the selection phase) or for purchasing materials or

pv ucts. Most of the schools underwent their allotted budget. In_gen-

eral, the involvement Of a total school faculty in the problem-solving
effort did not occur until ,the training for the implegentation phase, al-

l' though in some schools the entire faculty was involved inl.he final selection
of a new curricular product.

The Consortium pool of R&D products had two unique chbracteristic s

within the RDU program: it was defined prior to the project's funding and

it was specified in the proposal. With the exception of the addftiop of a
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Objective il:
district

,;*

Figure 6-2

LOCAL SITE OBJECTIVES/MILESTONES
FOR CONSORTIUM LINKING AGENTS g
t

-40 '

To identify a single school building within a participating
as the target for linking agent activities.

Objective 12: To con
ticipatinq school.

Objective 13: To constitute a Multi.Co nstituant Group MCG) representative
of a cross-secton of the school community. The group's charge would be
to participate in a group problem-solving process, beginning with prob-
lem identification and leading to thidevelopment of an implementation
plan for an R&D outcome.

Objective 14: To help the MCG define and document a problem in the area or...
reading for which the school needs help.

4

ct vterviews__with up to 12 staff members from the par-.

Objective 15: To hel the MCG establish criteria for selection of an R&D_
outcome to help lve the problem identified In Objective A.

%

lc

Objective 16: To help the MCG sect 7n R&D outcome to help solve their
problem.

14.

Objective 17: To help the MCG complete an implementation plan foT the new
program or product.

.Objective 18: To insure the design and delivery of teacher training appro-
priate to the new program or product selected.

Objective 19: To insure that teachers initiate a trial period with the new
program (6-8 weeks).

. ,

Objective 010: .To,help the MCG achieve closure on the trial period, evaluate
the results, decide upon next steps, and revise their implementation plan.,

Objective ill: To help the MCG and the school staff begin a full-scale adop-
. Lion ofithe program.

;

Objective 112: To

ing system.
help the MCG develop a long-range evaluation and monitor-

.

ggjegiive 113: To conduct the first statewideVetworking conference among
participating schaols in the Consortium Otogram during implementation.

ective 114: To conduct'a second statewide networking conference to rein;
forte connections, review progress, and achieve a sense of,project id

To design.and conduct a "one-year-later" MCG implementat
recharge session.

tt)bjective 116: To terminate the linking agent's direct Involvement with the
site.
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few. secondary-level reading products, there were no changes made in the

knowledge. base. It was also the smallest pool. of products, consisting of 41
reading programs.* The resdurces used were all products of federal invest-
ment. in R&D and -included:

.

Developer/Demobstrator p7oduota from knit National
7 Diffusion Network which had been approved by the

Joidt Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP)

R&D products from tfie NIE catalog (developed at
labs and centers);

Project Information Packages (PIPs);

Products developed throu6KRight to Read; and

I) -Products validated through formal, state -based

review procedures.

It is important to note that several of the agency 4Apervisors found
fheloliglited scope of the knowledge base too constraining and were particu-
larly concerned that it did not include non-federally funded products, such
as those developed at universities. In the view of Consortium Central staff,
however,.the local sites seemed satisfied with the array of products that
were presented to them, and felt vindicated by the fact that 23 of the 24
local school sites that partiiipated in the program adopted and implemented
a product from the Project's approved.pool.**

,,, Overall, 14 of the 41 products were ultimately selected by partici-
pating sites, with five products being particularly popular and resulting
in adoptions by more than one school:

San Diego Right to Read (selected by five-'schools);

Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction.(ECRI)
(four schools);

Wisconsin Design for Reading (four schools);

45\Classroom Intervention Project (three schools); and
Pegasus-PACE (two schools).

For the most patt, these adoptions involved major changes in the schools'
curricula and practices (for example, the introduction of reading through
content areas involved. in the use of the San Diego Right to Read program),
and ag...2(4.st schools the adoptions involved school-wide implementation.

..

*Five of the projects averaged about 100 pro2 u4s; one had as many as
''500.., See Yin, Gwrtney and Louis, 1980. ' :, .

41

**Project staff .commented that, in

products more than adequately covered
fact,

the
they

full

became convinced that
range of approaches to

'teaching reading at the elementary level, and that many federally funded

packaged .programs in reading'were duplicative of one another. .
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While therethere appeared to be a'rather balanced focus on both the
problem-solving process and the adoption_anp ,implementation of R&D prodr
ucts in, the Consortium school intervention strategy, there was not a clear
consensus about which was the primary emphasis. _A discussion of project
goals took place at a Consortium meeting in i.pril 1978, stimulated by both
an HIE- sponsored site report which,purported:that substantial disagreement
about priorit}es among Consortium goals existed, and by a consultant's
presentation on the "levels, of use" of inn$ations. At this meeting the
project director stated that the minimum objective at the local site level
was the "routini" use of the implemented products and that linking agents,
should provide implementation assistance to at -least thit minimum level.

7.

This emphasis created some difficulties for, linking agents, most of
whom were "process" rather than "content" specialists. (Only one linking
agent had prior experience as_a reading teacher.) Most linkers were unsure
about what their role should be,in implementation assistance.' It was unclear
whether the project director expected incorporation of the process, as well.
Despite the fact that the 16-spge problem-solving process was employed in
the target schools, training in rational problem solving had not been target-
ed to school _gaff other than the MCG members. On the other, hand, several
linking agents and their supetvisors emphasized that for them, the pro6ess
focus as the main intervention, and improved problem-solving capacity was
the primary goal. This aspect of the intervention was quite effective, with
Consortium schools rating high in comparison. to the other projects in the
degree to which they were satisfied with the process and were likely to
engage in the process again.

Linking agent support aetivilles.' One of the major agendas of the
tTWORK in. establishing the Consortium wasL to develop its organizational
capabilities in the training and supplat of linking agents. Despite the
importance of this goal, project'leaders found it easier to conceptualize
and specify the school intervention strategies than the linker support

0 'system. 06 of the problems was that the NETWORK had a great deal of,experi-
ence in socializing linking agents within its own organization. However', the
situation with which they were faced in thelgonsortium was quite different:
linkers were sprega all over the country rather than housed in the same
building and, in addition, many of them were more "experienced than new
linkers at the NETWORK. Thus, the training procedures typically used by the
NETWORK, which were heavily based on informal transmission of organizational
norms and /values, would not work. Something new needed to be developed and
in this process many of the original structures and procedures uelderwent
-extensive modification. In the end, it became clear that the NETWORK's
original goals required modification.

At the beginning of the project it "s expected th.t there would be
, a division, of labor between Consortium Central and the agency supervisors of

the linking agents., However, both in the proposal and the further develop-
ment of the project, the roles of agency pupervisors in providing linker
support remained ambiguous and poorly defined. Mgst oc the attention,of the
project director wils turned toward the development of centralized training
and support capacities.

The major efforts of Consortium Centgal at linker support activities
were devoted to the development-of a linker support system. As this system
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evolved it included both formal and informal training and aupport activitiea
and was imptemented through the uae of a variety of mechanisms:

linking agent Meetings;

the services of a Linking Agent Support 'speciedistl.

the initiation of peer sharing mechanisms;

the development of resource materials; and

several communication media. )

1
,

I't .
.

.

. .

0

Linking agent meetings were held on nine occasions during the course
of the project. In designing the project,, these meetingA were originally
anned to be training sessions, and. at least the first two meetings did

ontain formal training activities. However, in respopse to linking agent
reactions, in 1977 the nature of theae meetings changed ,from training to a
focus on planning and Peer support, and changed again in the fall of 1978
when linkers and supervisors b to meet together to coordinate overall
project planning and review, for to that meeting, supervisor meetings

'were held separately. See Figure 6-3, Project Chronology.) '
,

.../1,,

The first two linking agent meetings mere intended to focus on skills
which the_project leaders felt linking agents wou1 0 need and included train-
ing in process (group facilitatiop and consultation) and content (reading

and curriculum development). However, given the administrative requirements
of the linking agent's role and the emphasis on reporting forms and docOmen-
tation {see below), little time was available for skills training.

As it turned out," the project director and other Consortium Central
staff were surprised when they found that linkers were iiiving problems in

defining what it was-they were supposed to be doing with the schools when
they began work. The source of most of thprlinkers' complaints were not that.
they latked skills to be linkers, but that they did not know what linkers
were supposed to do. .Because the host organization's training policy. for
previous linkers had focused on informal communication, they had not con-
sidered the need for more formal role definitions for dispersed linkers. As

a result, the project leadership began to put together the'16-step defi-
nition of linking agent/school mileatones, and.these became the focus of the
next several semi-annual meetings of the linking agents (and the separately-
held meetings of their supervisors),. The need to develop the milestones was,

at that time, however, viewed as a side activity that was not relevant to the
larger objective of developing training and linker management procedures.

In general, the attempts of the NETWORK to provide formal training to

'linkers continued to prove disappointing and were resisted and resented
by linking, agents and their superv.idors alike. Neither group appeared
to view NETWORK staff as appropriate providers of such training, both\
because £t was Unilaterally planned and because NETWORK staff, presumably
peers in this.linkage system, were .not viewed as more "expert" in this regard
than the others. The Consortium Central staff,. on the other hand, clung to
its belief that they had (or could easily develop), the capacity to provide
appropriate training.

This implicit conflict between- the. goals of the host organization
and their actual experiences gradually shifted during the firat year, so that
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by January of 1978, a year and a half into the project, the project director
had already made a decision to shift the balance of the project's planned
support and training activities frtip an emphasis on traini to .emphasi
on support. This change involved substantial reallocat on of r es
withi the project, including the design of new Consor m Central roles,
a change in the fOcus of the linking agent meetings awa from formal-J*1'11s
traikungg and toward "role clarificatiop"--an approach which emphasized at
least some peer sharing and informal* discussionand the development of
support materials (e.g., the Linker Tool Kit described beloW).

5

The major shift in the linki49 agent support system was evidenced by
the creation of the role of a Linker Support Specialist, housed in the
central office, but separate from project management. This position replaced
that oftthe Linking Agent Training and Documentation Coordinator.* The new
support `Specialist coordinated the semi-annual linker tenin.ing and sharing
meetings. It was also intended that he would serve as a resource person for
the linkers. It was anttcipated that the linkers would call him on a regular
basis to seek advice in resolving any problems they were having with develop-
ing their vole Ilationships with school 'sites. However, the support
specialist reporte that linkers rarely sought his advice on'a voluntary
basis, and that he was always required to "sell his services." Lknkers also
reported that they felt uncomfortable seeking advice on role clarification
from someone who had not been a linker, and'who was located many hundreds of
miles away.-

k

To compensate for this problem other, more protective techniques for
providing linker support were developed, including semi-annual on -site visits
to provide linkers with face-to-face consultation and problem-solving assis-
tance, and-periodic telephone consultations. The value of these consulta-
tions ¶as perceivea.to be limited, however, due to the background and quali-
fications of the linker support specialist. His training and experience were
in counseling, and increasingly the linking agents felt, a need for assistance
in more Curriculut-related activities, Oarticularjy in the implementation
phase of their involvement with schools. As a result, linkers increasingly
looked elsewhere, either to their supervisors or others in their host agency,
to peer linkers, or to consultants for,support and assistance.

Init3slly, consortium Central, and specifically the linker support
specialist-,Lwap the primary source of linker support. Consortium Central
staff did initiate and encourage networking among linkylg agents, and in-
creasingly during the course of the project linkers established informal
"linkages" with each other. , Unlike their superVisors who had preexisting
informal relationships, the linking agents did not know each other prior to
the ConsortiUm project. Networking between them was at first formalized in
the form of :sharing 4ritten Mtri-weekly critical incidents. This was sup-
planted, however, by more informal communication, and networking tween
linkemwas probably more extensive during the project than any other 'link-
ing" that resulted frpm the Consortium experience, often occurring s veral
times per week. 4.

,...

irbs-occupant of this position was heavily involved in proje'ct's
management and gradually assumed the responsibilities of the project di-
rector. A formal replacement of the first.project director who,,because
of his position as expcutive director of the NETWORK, wasvery busy, occurred
at the end of the fitst year of project, operation.

r4
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December 1975

February 1976

June 1976

August 1976

October 1976

December 1976

April 1977 ---

June 1977

Summer 1977

.t)

Figure 6-3

PROJECT CHRONOLOGY

Planning for Consortium project begins
(aix months prior to project startup).

Proposal submitted.

Project startup.
"Joining Up Conference" in Gloucester, Mass.
Linking agents develop a "five-week plan"

for preparing a school intervention.
Supervisors & Linking Agents meet separately.

Linker training meeting in_Exeter, N.H.
Training provided in the field of reading
instruction and use of the knowledge base.

Agency supervisors and Consortiumheentral
staff meet in Boston to review and
ratify six "linking agent objectives."

Linking agents meet in Boston to review
six. linker objectives. Planning devoted
to outlining operational steps for en- 9

acting objectives in one school (aa'model
for planning). First volume:of descriptive-
informatiofi on reading programs in the'knowl-
edge base distributed.

"-
Supervisors meet in Wichita; review
completed set of linking agent"milestones
(formerly called objectives).

Linking agents meet in Massachusetts;
review completed set of-milestones and
develop school implqmentition plane for
Year II.

De facto shined" project director. New project
director was originally' -the linking agent
training coordinator but had assumed project
director responsibilities gradually over the
fir,year.

(continued)
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October 1977 :
,--

Taning point in project._ First combined 'r
,..,

. ' meeting of linking agents and supervisorr
- in Minneapolis. Some meetings held sepr

. irately, butlAnking, agents request in-
clusion in prbject'plahning and decision ..

., ., making. ,,Plannilg for Year III begins (due

to,NIE by Jan. 1978). First "long r"ngeu
plans engaged.in durini3 Conseitiup ODO=. .0 ject, and fit time subcontre4drs given

1
freedom to develop plans.- Linkrm),igent,

A

"tool kits", distribu.ted.
. I. i

. .,

.
,

ti

November 1977 Meeting of supervisors in New Haven, Conn.
to revicw Year III plans.

Active yeae taken by agency supervisor.

All project participants meet in Sin
Francisco. Training.agd sharing time
for linkers, and refinement of Year
III plans. Presentation by Gene Hall
on "levels of use."

Clarification of central project goals.
(Lack"of agreement notary.)

Lest time "linker training" offered.

October 1978 Project members meet,, review researdh. .

results, plan for "learning papers."'

Meth 1979 Prtject members meet in Seattle.
' Planning for a potential continuation, year.

April 978

May /979

June 1979'

Final project meeting.

Project ends.

'I
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, Two types of materials were developed as re sources for linking gents
to carry hut their rOls( ,The first involved dodumentation of the p of of
gm products as a resburce for lingers during the selection phase f the
local sites' curriculum improvement effort. Four volumes of descriptive,
instnctional and evaluative information on each of the 41 products in the
knowledge base were developed .by the Resdurce/Data Management Coordinator,.
who also prOvided as stand -to the linkers.ran use ofaChe prod materials

g her one-year Eenure on t'he Oroject.11. The second set of mate a was
dev oped in response to-early requests for assistance related. V) tie 16.
milestones in the school intervention strategy. Consortium Central staff

,";conteinkng a variety of written resources (primarilynt,"Tool t
assembled a cognitive lipking agpnt support resource in the form of a Linking
Aqe

*articles) relevant to each of the 16 steps, and cross-referenced in a variety
of ways, This was distributed to the linking agents goring the second year
df the project (when.most of the linkers were midway likough the 16 steps).
While it was favOtably received, Consortium Central reCeived only, limited
feedback about its utility.

Linker support was also provided in the form of two monthly qews-
.

letters, prepared and distributed by the Linker Support Specialist. One,
"In Process," contain general information'onsrhject activities in schtiola
and was sent to personnel in all target schools and linkage agencies. The
second; "Linkeiland News," conveyed accounts of linking agent activities and
problems, and consequently was mine of a sharing mechanism.

Overall, the NETWORK left the project without having achieved One'
.of its initial objectives - -to develop the capacity for generalizpd training
er1Prikers--and with only the Linker Tool Kit as visible evidence of its
efforts. Despit4 the important's of the linker support-ond training efforts
in the Consortium project, they were among the least' successful activities,
at least as perceived by the linker host organizations and the linkers. The

host organizations ,and linkers rated the value of the support and training
provided by the NETWORK lower than did linkers in other, projects that pro-

., vidad far less support' and training.
0,

Documentation and research.; The third rnajoi thrust of the Consor-
tium's,activities was on..research and documentation% It will be recalled
that the'EDU program stressed both tervice delivery, and research. Neverthe-
less,Aesp4te the NETWORK's claim that was a research*-oriented organize-
tion and that one of Ole attractions of the RDU program was its research
emphOis, very few systematicAstiwere collected by the Consortium spepfi-

.

oally for evaluation, and research purposes. Whiler research objectives were
'mentioned in the propo , operational strategies for the research focus
not. .A substant number of documents, however, were developed and col-

,

lecteci during the project but maiy of these were for management purposes:
a

.4a
A

$ fOne might view the cdnsolidati)01 of knowledge-base materials as a
imanifestaelon df:the, Woduct" emphasis of the school intervention. Never-
thgless,litn the Consortium projectothe4inkind agent was the major agent of
the site intervention,, and therefore he knowledge base was viewed

.:; Tesourdef forvtge linking agent's use. It litherebre discussea.here
*linking agent .support" activity.

i..,

, .
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The documentation, evaluation ,and research system of the Consortium
*07roject consitted of the following components: an extensive linker report-
ing system; formative diagnostic activities at the site level; and documen-
tary case studies.

The" original project plan called for very extensive reporting re-
qurements on the part of linking agents, including the, preparation of
linker contact ,reports, individual linking agent monthly, calendars, tri-
weekly .critical incident exchanges, and in some cases the' preparation of
site reports at the completion of critical stages at the school level. Many
of these reporting zequirements,however, were not considered data for
research, but were meant to inform Consortium Central staff about local site
progress, and to asdst in identifying linker training and technical assis-
tance needs. They were also intended to provide linking agents with exter-
nally imposed oppgrtunIties to reflect, analyze and plan.

Thus, much Of this imposed activity fit into_lpe expectation that
Consortium Central would manage. the linkers'ractivities--a process that
gradually ,diminished as linking agents asserted a desire to manage -their
own intervention. As a result, Consortium Central adapted by shifting*
linker reporting from the rather rigid and formal initial requirements to
a more informal ptocess. 0 .

A second set of evaluation activities were those initiated in the
Consortium' in a subcontract with Communicatitns Research Services Inc.
(CRS). This subcontract-was to develop survey instruments for school diag-

.

. nosis and provide other technical services to the Consortium's documentation

evaluation component; it was terminated early in the projept's history
(the company was dissolved) and the functions of this component were es-
sentially abandoned.* No formal evaluation of site-level outcomes was
carried out.

The main vehicle for documentation and research was the set of
4

studiEb which were designed to document. school improvement and links e

processes in ,selected sites. In the late surrnerfrof 1977, the Consortium
director hired.a research coordinator who was given the responsibility
for producing case studies. He subsequently contracted with three field
researchers to. prepare two case studies each, The project director laetr
contracted with a Harvard profesdor and his graduate students to add epi-
logues to eom5 ,1ete the six case studies and to prepare a cross-site analysis.

.

Two additional. case studies were included in the research effort --
a linking agent study.(of th4ee linking' agents) prepared by an independent
research bonsultant--and a ease study of the Consortium project, which was
never formally completed.. Finally, the linking agents each prepared a
discussion of an'espect of their role, and these were brought together
under the editorship of the project director!

*CRS, Inc'. did participate in the first training session for linkers
in Exeter, N.H., and prepared linkers for entry interview skills:2
,..

I

f
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The documentation and research-related activities of the Consortium

produced a variety of tensions and sometimes conflicted with the service
delivery focusof the project. This was particularly a problem for those who
felt their activities placed unnecessary burdens on linking agents and
school staff and interrupted their work in the schools. The tendency of the

project was to respond to these complaints. by reducing reporting require-
tents.

Management Processes and Leadership Issues

The NETWORK was prime contractor of the Consortium, and its project
director assumed responsOility for the management of all of the major
project activities. This included management of the functions undertaken by
Consortium Central (the linker support system, consolidation and documenta-
tion of the knowledge base, documentation and research activities, liaison
with NIL, and budget control and project planning) and coordination of the
activities undertaken by the subcontract linkage agencies. It is in the

latter area that the NETWORK faced the greatest number of problems. Both the

second project director (who, as noted above, assumed a major leadership role
during the first year of the project) and the supervisors in the linkage
agegoies agreed that the project could be viewed as having a history of too
much centralization - -a factor that has ameliorated, but only to a certain
degree, during the second half of the project's lifetime.

The highly centralized:minagement of the Consortium project was
largely a fUnction of the style and predilections of the project leadership.
The pattern was first established by the originAl project director who was
the executive director of the NETWORK and the prime mover of the Consortium
projeot. He had very definite ideas about the role his organization would
play, the organizational objectives he Mould try to achieve, and the nature

of the relationships and activities that were entailed in the Consortium

project. As he gradually moved on to other NETWORK priorities, man44Ment
became even "tighter" and more unilaterally directed, largely because bf the
new project director's expressed preference for efficient (i.e., pap- based)

management procedures. Although the second project director was initiajly
viewed as authoritarian by the subcontractors, his style of management
changed somewhat as he becaMe mote aware of the unrest and tensions that were
growing among the subcontractors. Later in the project he reflected that "the

agencies felt left out and the linking agents felt left out." In his view,

"the project was set up to run,on interpersonal communication (the basis on
which it was founded), and it hasn't worked out.". (Personal Interview,

December 1978.) .He viewed the central problem of management to be inherent
in the, dispersed system that was organized, where communication was made
difficult by the extreme disthnces between linkage agencies and Consortium

.Central.

k However, the management problems that., emerged can be viewed in
another way. The subcontractors did not share the NETWORK leadership's
expectation about the nature of their relationship. The individuals involve0

were either directors of the subcontract agencies, or heads of ,units within

them, and typically had major responsibilities for planning and managing,

r

their programs. They,Ayiewedrthe NETWORK's executive director as a colleague

and pee, and assume they would have an important role in planning and
F

L.
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guiding the directions taken in the Consortium. The NETWORK executive
director and his associates, on the other and, not only considered them-
selves as the established "leaders" of the wider dissemination and technical

---,assistance establi6hment to which they all belonged, but also viewed 'the
.00' position of prime contractor to include centralized management and control of

the project. The subcontract agency representatives were considered to be an
advisory.board 'to the project, Tension surrounding the issue of how and to
what degree theme `subcontracting agencies would influence COLsortium Central

persisted throughout the project, despite turnover in the prdject director's
position and other project adaptationd mentioned above.

Coordination.

The pattern of the relationship between Consorpum Central and the
subcontract agencies was set as early.as the proposal stage. On the basis
orscae general parameters which had been informally agreed upon, NETWORK
staff prepared the major parts of the proposal to NIE themselves, Only one
subcontract agency representative, the Exchange, participated in any signifi-
cant way. The finished &oduct was later share4 with the othee parties in
the newly established i0Vabrganizational network. For the first year and
a half of the project, most planning' was conducted in this way. The first
project director and ..his aff developed'plarr, products or agendas, and
these were later reviewed by the others. This strategy, which was met
initially Kith disa P tment and with resigned acceptance by thekn n
linkage agency supervleOrs,014,not .9ntil the fall of 1977, the second
year of the project .4 11{..tr..1 wa-major changes took place. Linking
agents and Supervisors. antly,; othe first time, thereby involving the
linkers in the planning and p cess. Prior to that time, linkers and,
supervisors had separate semi.-annual, etings, at which supervisors typically
reviewed plais and loAers:typip 11 ' were involved in training or support
activities. At a meeC 40, 11 dt 1977, the Consortium members were
asked to jointly plan t Consor ium's third year activities, both for their
own agencAes and for ths,Proje in general. The first project director had
negotiated indavidualy with each agency, primarily about contractual issues
such asbudget and repartinih and not only had the agencies not been involved
in "before the fact" planning, but Ahere had been little or no cross-agency
planning. The change III strategy appeared to be a deliberate attempt on the
part of the second project director to diffuse resentment and enhance commit-
ment of lhe agency sbperv'isorsvto the project. The change may also be viewed
as the beginning of the "maturing" of the nemgollaborative, and it was
eagerly received by the iparties involved.

The p blemi, of managing_ interorganizational collaboration were,

also augmented by tht ambiguities tind contradictions c are
relationship ween the parties. The relatio .which combined struc-
tural loosens with attempts at tight m meat, was based on a legal
contract,, although: it was historical noted in interpersonal ties where
there were frequent contractual 1..s to,negotiatt and coordinate. There
existed n$ operational pla garding the actual role the subcontract
agencies would play, eit n the Larger Consortium organization, or within

tates. F xample, while certain project components were expli-,
ated an' ormalized--e.g.; use of Clinker, formatioh of a school
decision-mdcing grolo, selection of an approved reading program--the
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Consortium Central relationship with s6contract agenc did not entail
direct monitoring or control of supervisors. Furthermore, while supervisors
were supposed to support and, by definition, "supervise" the linkers, the
actual. tasks were not specified or pilescribed. On the one hand, this allowed
for local autonomy of supervisors within each Home agency for identifying
schools, supervising linkers and controlling budgets. However, Consortium
Central did prescribe for itself a direct relationship with linking agents
which was highly fokmaLized. (This included training, the linker support
system, and also the rather heavy linker reporting requirements.) The
relationship' between Consortium Central and linkers was much more highly
specified than either the relationship between Consortium Central and super-
visors, or between supejvisors.and linkers. (See Figure 6-4.)

The confusion about who the linkers were responsible to added to the
inherent ambiguity.of their status and role. This ambiguity was reflected in
the variety of relationships that linkers had with their supervisfts. The

amount of contact ranged from almost daily ypeti R specified meetings
once every two weeks. At least one su eor comely reviewed the linking
agent's activities and plans each ime they met. On the other hand, one
linking 'agent indicated that she viewed her supervisor as a friend, and not
as someone to whom she would turn for professional support and direction.

In all cases, however, the relatior;6hip was an important and sagnifi-.
cant one. Linking agents did feel that they had someone to turn to--someone
who.was proximate and familiar lath their work. Work-related issues were
often discussed at length. According to the linking agents, supervisors were

also a credible source of feedback--something that the more distant Con-
sortium Central support services could not provide. Thus, while the rela-
tionship may have teen organizationally vague, it was personally important to

each of the linkers.

The organizqtional Iron) of thb supervisor role was that, while
agency supervisors were given a lot of autonomy within their own subcontracts
through which they could conceiv y exercise a great deal of power and
authority, they were initially del gated no authority within the larger
Consortium system. It was only as he project director began to recognize
the dysfunctions of centralized pla ing within the Consortium structure that
-subcontract'agencres weie given mo e of a role in overall project planning.
It is important to note0owemer that this change was a matter of degree,

and even until the end of the oject, management belonged to the NETWORK.
Otherwise, the Consortium anization hed a minimal idenrity. For

many or the individuals ved,' particularly the agency supervisors,. the

Consortium o. at the semi-lennual meetings.

C cation

Centralized leadership was also accompanied by a stratified, system

of both formal and informal communication. The project director communicated
with agency supervisors, both at the serieuor semi-annual meetings that were
orginally restricted to this group, and in telephone communications that were
intiated by the project director on a regular basis. Similarly, the Linker
Support Specialist communicated with linking agents at their meetings, on
site visits, and by phone. While the linkers valued the notion Iry support
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specialist who was not manageAent oriented and who could be viewed as an
advocate on their behalf,st there was also a sense of inability to gain access

to the project director and of exclusiOn from planning and policy making.

Linkers also communicated filth the resource' specialist (coordinator of the

knowledge base) who assisted them during the prodyct selection proceps with

their target schools. But she was only a project staff member for the first

year, after which she was assigned to another project at the NETWORK.

Other communication patterns, of course, existed as well, and includ7

ed those between linkers and their supervisors and those between the differ-

ent agency supervisors. These ,groups spoke to one another at Consortium
meetings, informally by phone, or at conferences of other programs in which

they were mutually involved. These latter contactii, howevei, rarely. contain-

ed Consortium-related business. As the project evolved, the ,new communica-
tion pattern that developed most often was one between linkers' themselves.

Increasingly, linking agents came to rely on each other for support, informa-

tion, advice and assistance.

The most striking and ironic eAeple of both" the centralization and
stratificiaw within the project was concerned with the development of the

linking alOnt milestones. When these were developed, they were first re-
viewed and revised by supeivisors (see Figure 6-3 above) and only later
offered for consideration to linkers who were most intimately involved with;

the'process at the school level. 4 a

The pattern of stratified communication and status differeptial
diminished when the two groups began meeting together la the fall of the

second year and the linkers became furore involved in the planning process.
It never disappeared completely, however, and the two ,groups typically

behaved quite differently within the larger group context (Drew, 1979).

Stability and Change

The Consortium experience represents an interesting example of
-adaptive behavior and slow but perceptible change in the context of a

basic structure and design that remained remarkably close to its original

plan. Even the third year plan--the first formal planning that occurred
after the proposal- -was primarily administrative and did not contain major
midstream changes in basic structures or activities. The Consortium pro-

posal was the plan--what came after was exegesis.

Earlier discussions alluded to a number of changes in project man-
agement style, decision-making structures, role incumbents, etc. Also
described were some basic adaptive responses to the needs that became ap-

parent as the plan became operational- -for example, the development and
formalization of linking agent milestones to help clarify the linker's
role, and the development of the Linking Agent "Tool Kit" as a resource.

The most fundamental change, however, was the change' in goals at

Consortium Central. The original intention of the NETWORK executive direc-
tor to increase that organization's capacity to train linkers simply didn't

work. Thus, during the three years that the Consortium existed there
was a gradual shift from training as a goal to the development of a linker
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support system. Ultaluatelyi Consortium. Central's adtivities as a,broker of
resources, a stimulator of networking among linkers, and a coordinator
of subcontract organizations joined together in a temporary organization,
were regarded as major achievements. Also, the research component of the,
project not only diminished in focus but changed in both fain and function.
The original intentions of learning more about - different li kage strategies
and examining the impact of the intervention at the local si e level were not
systematidally operationalized or achieved. The main resear h products were
the documentary case studies. The unpublished project cpse study, however,
contained self-reflective, analytic findings .regarding the management of
'complex, dispersed projects that Tay have rep&esented the most significant
organizational learninja for the NETWORK.

Altfigigh there were a' number of staff chillIges both at Consortium
Central and within the linkage agencies, these changes neither eased tension
in the management of the. Consortium nor disrupted the delivery of services to

* acUools. In addition to turnOver.in the project director position rind the
departure from the project of the knowledge-base coordinatorl the positions
of research coordinator and administrative assistant at the NeJWORK turned
over twice. All, in all, 11 people were on the staff of Consortium Central in s.
the course of the project's funding period. In the linkage agencies, tte
position of supervisor changed in two instances and linking agents in &Ie.--
In the latter case) the transition between linking agents and orientation of

4-- the new linker were handled with relative ease within the linkage agency
itself. -

It is also Important to note some features diSthe Consortium project-
Which did not change':

d the focus on. the linker as the primary agent for
delivering technical assistance and as the coor-
dinator for, all services; .

gr

-r
o the original pool of R&D products, developed even

before the project began; and

o the schools which were served by the Consortium
project,. all of which began their involvement
during the first year. Schools were not phased
in during the second or third year. (The only
"dip out" occurred early in the first yeer.)

Not surprisingly, the Consortium components that were most evil-
dated in the proposal changed the least, were the least problematic, and
were the most successful.

THE IMPACT OF THE CONSORTIUM

The Consortium was a temporary interorganizational network, estilb
Ilahed with specie funding and for a finite period. Given the dispersed
nature of the organ zations involupd_and their structural independence -from
each othe it may be unreasonable to expect that a formal or contractual
'relatio ip would c tinue beyond the funding period. There was no organic
nelationsh tween theM, such as might conceivably exist between intermedi-
ate school districts and .a state department of education. Oespite this., it
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is appropriate to examine-the effects and the outcomes or the experience,

especially in light of NIE's increased interest during the funding period in

institutionalization within the part icipating'agencies.

There arlpfive areas in -which one can look at continuation of

effects:
4

on the host organization, t he prime'

contractory 4
46.

on the participdting linkage agencies;

on the linking agents;

s on theparlicipating schools; and 10

on "netwO174ing:! 171-general.

Effects on the Host Organization

The NETWORK is an independent "soft money" organization, and av such.

there is no-exiating.subsidized service delivery program that could absorb

or integrate a program that was initiated as a temporary demonstration. Ig

the NETWORK's case, what could be looked at is the degree to etch organiza-

tional capacities deVeloped during the special program were incorporated

and transferred to other.contexts% As has been noted repeatedly above, the

1ETWORK had a particular goal in mind - -to expand its services beyond the

local state and region and establish ,reputation as a national baap.for the

training anTOPP-Prt of linking agents. It also sought to further its

capabilities as- a' research organization. The NETWORK was *ble to achieve

some of its goals, butmt"others. What it_built successfully was experience

as a broker and coordinator of organizations0 addition, the linking agent

Who remained with the organization has apple any of the 'earnings and

SkAllt enhanctd by the Consortium project to her role as directbr of a new

but'dieferent service project.

Effects on the Participating Agencies/ '

Although the Consortium' project was eentily managed, the major

activities of the school intervention strategyiwere d centralized. It is not

surprising, then, to find the most significant "institutionalization" within

the linkage agencies and the linking agents themselves, al.1 of whom are still

employed, within their host agencies& Project participates was viewed as
producing significant beneficial effects within all but one of these organi-

zations. These occurred.be6ause the ConsoritiuM project was congruent with

the existing mission and activities of these organizations, and they could,

therefore, incorporate both the 'earnings and successful features of the

Consortium's .strategy into other', continuing dissemination and technical

assistance efforts.* The cross - fertilization between other programs in the

* *The one exception, the Far West Laboratory, had 'Atte phor inter-

eat or experience in linkage,or direct service to schools, andlhe Consortium

..Iwas too smalla project to influence the organizational priorities. /
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'linkage agencies and thetonsortium project went both ways. Not only did the
agencies learn from the experience, but they contributed to the sugcess of
the RDU effort as well and provided a congenial environment for the linking
agents and the approach that was taken with the target schools.

Features of the,Consortium strategy that were continued in the
linkage agencies varied from one agency to another and.included the use of
multi-constituent'decision making group in other programs, the training and
support of new linkers using learnings from the Consortium experience, and
the use of materials and resources that were developed under the aegis of the
project..

-A "feature of the Consortium project which some, agencies felt they
would not "institutionalize" was its restrictive nature, which emerged
from the NETWORK's,emphasis upon RDU as a demonstration. Several felt the
lixitation of both "problem" area (i.e., reading) and the pool of. solutions
(41 productsY was not consistent with their view of real "problem sole
On the one hand, thei_could accept the. value of confining the paramet
of a program to facilitate research.objOptirves. On the other hand, their
philosophy of problem solving CMS more open-ended, 'and their view of "knowl-
edge'! encompassed more than federally funded packages.

Effects. on the linking Agents.

Wit out exception, the linking agents who were involved in the
consortium Ooject experienced personal and profesheal development that
became useful in the furthering of their careers. Although they all experi-
enced some problems with their role as linking agents--such as role ambi-
guity, marginality, and a lack of the experience with reading and instruction
that would have made assistance in implemehtetion easier- -they found that
they were able to apply their newly developed skills in other areas. Four
went on to become project directors on new erojects in their host agencies.

Effects on the Participating Schools ^

The schoorintervention strategy, the most well thought out component
of the Consortium effort, bore fruit, and the effects on participating
schools were marked; Ety the end of the project, 23 of the 24 schools had
adopted and implemented a curricular product and most appeared to have abigh
probability of continued use. Furthermore( the results of an independent
survey of participating teachers and principals indicated that tht Consortium
schools Is a group ranked Nigher than any, other project on the scope of
Change in the organization, the curriculum, the number of teachers wing the
(67W practices, principal satisfaction with ,th linker, and the degree to
which the process would be used again.

The Continuation of "Networking"

Will "networking"econtinue? Only to a very limited degree. The
formal organizational cdllaboration that was created in the consortium has
ended, and the relationships among participating agencies basically reverted
to their previous configurations. Elements of,the interpersonal networking
continued as before, primarily among agencies that remained involved in
national dissemination efforts such as the NON. In some cases, stronger

11%
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interpersonal relationships between agency supervisors were created through
the Consortium experience and continued, but.as yet no new interorganization-
al collaboration has occurred.

As for the NETWORK itself,4the second project director, who earned
the re ect of his colleagues over the course of the nearly twtr and a half
years ich he effectively managed the project, has left the organiza-
tion. The executive director, who stimulated the creation of the Consor-
tium, is heavily,involved'in a new temporary network of research, organiza-
tions, and has devoted almost all of his energies td new research programs
within his agency.* The NETWORK, because of its status as a {soft -money
organization, does not possess the resources to maintain interorganizational
collaboration without new contracts or grants. __-,

The probability that the local school sites will continue to "net-
work" with external agencies and resources is unknown. Although survey
results suggest that many plan to continue to use the RDU approach to problem
solving again, it is hard to tell whether this includes the use of external
resources and individuals. Although some say that they are more aware now of
the availaylity of resources and information and may turn to them in the
future, the use of linking agents will depend largely on the availa4ility of
special funding, either within the schools (highly unlikely) or within the
context of involvement in another special program.

LESSONS ABOUT NETWORKING

The Consortium expeyience illuminates a dtimber of issues relevant to
the design and management of interorganizational networks. The most salient
of these include the following:

the effectiveness of "simple" etwONs for dissemination
and the delivery of problem-s vingessistance;

the difficulty of coordinating and managing a network of

peers;

the sedative importance of "readiness" in developing in-
terorganizational service delivery systems; and

the need for specification and adaptatiorr, even in basi-
cally sound organizational designs.

/'

Simple Networks.

Most theoretical writers on the subject of "linkage " assume that a
linkage system will function most effectively when a rich array of rg3Urcss

made available to the schools from diverse specialized organizations,
e.g., from universities & independent organizations, state agencies, etc.

(Havelock, 1969). Other faderally funded programs, such as the State Capacity
Building Grants, have been boull'upon the premise that comprehensiveness in

*The executive director temporarily stepped down from this position
in order to become the project, director of a multi-million dollar research
project funded by the-Department of Education. 1
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resourcps is an important compOnent of qualit rvice. The Consortium
project represents a deviant case within this sumption, for it was organ-
ized and run as a simple, rather than a complex* network. The knowledge base
in the project_was limited to *b small number of curricular products, all of
the project's resources were delivered to the school through a generalized
linker, and few "comprehensive" technical assistance and, knowledge resources
were accessed in addition to those that were available through the subcon-
tract ing agencies that housed the Tinkers. Althou4h the, organizations
involved in ,the project were structurally dissimilar, they were all of one
type (regional sertece delivery organizations) and utilized only one service
delivery role.

The success of the simple network both IR delivering servaces,,
and achieving measurable impacts on school curricula, is olear from both
quantitative and-quatitativilata. Because the schools ranked so highly both
on satisfaction with the project and on actual curriculum and organizational
change, it is hard to imagine that the project would have been improved
by adding university consultants, specialized site-level trainers, or other
features that,might have increased the richness of the resources available to
schools. The fact is that the simple network variety worked for the schools
involved.

This lesson has cleat. implications for the 'design of alternative
dissemination or school improvement network models, either at the local,
state or federal level: while comprehensive, highly differentiated resources
might be desirable in mounting a school improvement network, they are not by
any means essential for its success. Generating a simple network clearly
requires less groundwork and capacity, is less costly and, hence, may be more
desirable in some settings.

Coordinating and Managing a Network of Peers
t

A theme that emerges clearly in the case of the Consortium is the
difficulty of, developing a legitimate centralized leMership role in the
network composed, of colleagues and peers. There is tittle question that
the NETWORK was most experienced in 'delivering dissemination technical
assistance. However, it was differentiated from its fellows in degree and
not in kind. Whjit the tensions that emerged were exacerbated by the manage-
ment styles of bah the first and sand project directors, the problem runs
more deeply than that of individ personalities.

As we have noted, networks may be assumed to be designed using two
diffident models. On the one hand, there is .0 differentiated network model
which is based on division of labor (high levels of specialization of func-
tiod) and which,, therefore, requires an integration of parts through cen-
tralized management. This is the implicit model for the "linkage agencies"
underlying the Havelock model (Havelock, 1969).

On the other h nd, however, there is a collegial model of simple
networks which are desi ned and managed along the lines of a professional
organization. lit this model, the value of the network does Ilof lie with the
specialized knowledge or skills that each prganization brings eb the network,
but an the assumption that pooling the resources, ideas and capabilities of
similar organizations will augient the ability to plan, develop, and imple-
ment the goals of indiidual network,members. The management emphasis is,

't
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therefore, on coordination of resoutces to maximize the goats of all members

Of the network. Either type of network may function, effectively, but an
emphasis on coordinating resources may be inappxopriate for a differen-

tiated network. The Consortium case revpals that an emphasis on centralized
management may have been inappropriate to a simple network composed of

It should be pointed out, however, that collabora tive management

arrangements within a network may be difficult to carry rout under a con-

tractual setting., The NETWORK as the, prime contractor was responsible for
delivering information and a,set of "results" to the federal government. It

wps the NETWORK's reputation' that was on tie line when visiting dignitaries

went to school sites associated with one of its %ubcontracting agencies, and

the NETWORK that incurred the responsibility for fulfilling the "researCh"

component of the project (in which none of the other agencies was particu-

larly interested). Collaborative networks that appear to have worked over a

long ppriod of time (such as the Leagge of Cooperative Schools) have not been

held accountable in the short term to external agencies in the way th-at a

demonstration site often is.

Readiness and Success

' Why was the Consorttum 'Ile to pucceed despite the tensions that

existed in the network itself') the simplest answer lies in the fact that the

KTWORK had begun -to implement its project before it was even awarded- the

Proposal, and that each of the agencies involved was both experienced and

prepared to put the NETWORK's planned strategy into effect. In this regard,

the Consortium had the fewest mobilization problems of any of the RDU pro-

jects, and was at least a year ahead of some of the projects that were least

prepared to implement an RDU-like program. In the long run, this head start

might have evened out. In the short run, however, a year's head start in a

three-year project is a substantild advantage.

T lesson from this observation should not be interpreted simply as

the need Eo pick "ready" organizations (although this will clearly facili-

. tate a demonstration). Rather, more complex design issues should be balanced

against the value of readiness. '

Like many programs, the RDU effort- -had two:objectives: to achieve

an impact on schools, and to promote continued networking. Facilitating

rapid and.visible impact occurs most easily through selecting highly exper-

ienced organizations. However, as the Consortium experience suggests,
the readiest organizations may vary in structural type (e.g., they may

include teacher centers and I labs, or even universities with 6:perience

in dissemination). This is t ue not only across states, as in the Consortium

project, but even within st tes. The dilemma associated, with choosing the

most ready site or project is that dissimilar, autonomous organizations will

not typically become an institutionalized network, although they may Collab-

orate happily in a temporary system. There is no governnlental structure,

or nic relationship, or_permanent set of organizational commonalities

holding them together.

Adaptationptation and Specification

The process of organizational adjustment when implementing a new pro-

'gram is continuous and Complex (Yin- et al., 1980; Corwin, 1980). Even in
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the case of the new progiam which is based:on a sound design, there is often
a need to make changes in the way in which the design is implemented. In the
Consortium project, the basic intervention strategy required almost no
wodificatiqnj or improvements (other than minor site-level adaptations), but
the overall plan, as laid out in the proposal, wasItar from a blueprint.
Unanticipated design problems (such as the lack of specifiation of roles and
responsibilities of supervisors and linking empts) and management problems
(such as the delivery of linker training and support and dissatisfaction with
management and decision-making processes) became apparent during the course
of the project.

The Consortium leaders attributed some of the management problems to
the difficulties of managing a dispersed organization. While physical
distance does indeed contribute to the problems of management and coordina-
tion, this diFfIculty was handled well through regular and frequent telephone
communication and quarterly project meetings. Managing dispersed organiza-
tions, -however, is most hainpered by a lack of mutual acceptance or under-
standing how the .relationship is. to be structured.

What was needed iges continuous specification of roles and expects-,
Lions beyond what was delineated in the proposal something which the pro-
ject leaders 'responded to slowly, but perceptibly. What the Consortium
experience demonstrates is that both design and management problems can be
overcome, if the participants and project structures are adaptive: This
adaptive process, however, may require accompanying adaptation and flexi-
bility in goals. Notable is the NETWORK's modification, of its own goal
of developing an organizational capacity to provide linker training. As-

in any interorganizdtional or interpersonal enterprise, adaptation and change
may involve an exchange relationship -- giving something in order to get
aomethirlg else. In this cape, it meant giving up some centralized control
and prioritization of goals in order to effect a more participatory collab-
orative relationship desired by the parties to the network.

so
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% The previous chapters, documented the exariences of four of the sev#
...

temporary demonstyabaon projects established in the RDU progLam to provide
external supporand.assistence to local schools in a knowledge utilization

_ 11',Thropess. Ihese kiewledga 'utilizatiog. networks confrOnted a variety of ,..

diffiehltffs an their dpign end manaVement, and many were troubled by

4'

r.conflicts, unclea pAeotation4 and unanticipated difficulties. Eurther-
, alone, only a'few"of Weir organizational goals were aohaeutd, and in large

measure the. "networks" have disbanded And the. organizations involved Oaw%,
onlyolimited interesLin woyloing bbgether with the intensity that charac et- 1(s.,AO
ized their contractual relationships in the RDU program. Yet many effe tive.
services were delivered,- organizational and personal learnings took ace,
and Mien viewed from tote local school peppective, the effort was 1 lely a..
su , and schools- that they benefited greatly. ..

,
..

. .
.

Whar,.can bey learned from these experiences about "successfml" exti
nal'support arrangeinenta, how they operate,and are managed? , Which features
ofalhese interorgapizatimaletworkb appear to have promoted success; which
did not? The pufpose o' this, chapter kw two-fold! a first objective is
to summarize the experienc:es of the RDU projects a interorganizatipnal.,
.networks, with a particulab .emphasis,on their. eff iveneas KO outcome*
and on theio'iRues drdesign and 'management th oth characterized their
operaflons-and influenced the outcomes. While the prima* focus will be on
the four RDU proje &ts wliich. were kbe:bubjects of the case studies presented
in Chapters 3 through 6, the three other projects will be ,referred to, where

r'
ppropriatZ. , ;

..,

A second objective is to highlight the implications of the experi-
... . .

.,.
. gqicvs of the RDU projects for the future design and/or management of,educa-
`" tional linkage systems. While each"project had some unique features,

r., 0

each case study, concluded with Idssons pr implications that 1pould be draw
from the experiencee of the individual case, the projects faded some common.
design aqd management dilemmas as well. This chapter synthesizes learnings
that'cut acdtbs all the cases. - '

I.

PO
,

.

NETWORK EFFECTIVENESS

41 -
As noted in Chapter 2, there are a number of criteria for assessing

the outcomes of the networking strategy. On the one Band, one may look at
the outcome of the network-building,efforts themselves. Were they effective
in re6rmitintloappropriate personnel, establishing pommunication and coordina- '
tibn mechinismsmandAointaining high morale, productivity and satisfaction

ki or staff in tfie 11014) linkage and resource, agencies? And were they effective
in promoting continuation of the networking effort on a more.permanent
basis? '4 Y

. :/4"
V
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As the catatUdies demonstrate, many of these management outcomes
were difficult to attain, and theft will be discu ed below in latei seqtions

on managedent dilemmas. However, the effective a oriel) interorganizational

service delivery network can, theoretically, b assessed .by. two kinds of
.goal-related outcomes in edtlion to the succes measures examined in the
previous Chapters. First, we may ask whether they were able to deliver
seisaces of high quality to,schools. These may be called sethce delivery
utcomes. In addition we may also judge the adequacy of the network ih terms

of its loQg-range effectivinesstri promoting desired outcomes for the clients

that it served - -in this case, encouraging, knowledge utilization and school
improvement. Just ps with any social service program, the efficient delivery
of services is of little value unless there is an apparent impact on the
intended recipients of services.

, The RDU projects were .designed to deliver two types of services
to assist schools in their knowledge utilization activities: the first

' service--dissemination--was intended to support the implementatipn of speci-
fic R&D curricula or inservice materials (most of which had been formally.
validated through field testing and expert reviews). Each project assembled
a formal knowledge base, or pool of R&D pro+cts, and information about these

: various products was made available to client schools at an appropriate point

in the local school's problem-solvivg procesd,
f'

The 10nd servicetechnical assistance--had the goal of improving
the problem-solving skills of school- and district-level staff so that
'they would be, both in the short and long run, better users oteducational
RAP. To this end, each project provided technical assistance and raining to

..N. local site staff as they engaged in a. multi- staged problem-solving process,/
including the identification of a problim, examination of alternative solu7
tions, seliption of a solution cfromAthe project's knowledge base), apii

'implementation of the selected new product or practice. , -

, /

iThus, the final question is, how erfective' were ihe network in
delivering services to the target schools and in providing the conditions
that promoted school-level success? The answer is clearly a posit4e one.
The projects supported their target.schools through a rather intensive
arobIlim-solving process, providing process assistance and substant've train-

'Mg. This process culminated, in an overwhelming majority of the Schools, in
the adoption and implementation of an externally developed produet or prac-
tice from the projects' approved knowledge base4. Furthermore, most locali
school personnel report satisfaction with,the innovations they elected, and

plan to continue their use with little at leapt in the

.rear uture. Few schools developed greater orginizational capacity for

repeablitg an intensive problem-solving activity using their own resources,

yet personal benefits to participating staff and Other changep in'the organi-
zational processes of the schools were reported as well, Perhaps more
surprisil1Q, giarmthe relative intrusiveness of RDU stratspies and personnel,
was that the incidence of reported negative effects was negligible.*

Although each of the projects achieved at leapt modest ouccess
in delivering the services that resulted in positive outcomes at the school
level, some projects were more effective tharWhers. Ap.wparisons between

) P t 1

*A full explication and explanation of outcomes of the RDU experience
within the targdt schools is the focus of Louis, Rosenblu; and Molitor, 1981.
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projects are made, it should be empphasized that the intent is not to eval-
uate or to pit one project against another, The RDU program was not a race
in which each contestant was rushing to beat the others to the finish lift;
there wire no trophies for winners, or booby prizes for losers. However, the
RDU program was desig )

nn

ed to test-seven variations on the networking,theme.
Each project designed its own 'networking strategy according to a general set
of parameters specIfled in the RFP. There were many commonalities in the
strategies that were designed-,-including a mix of organizations in each

' network under the leadership of a prime contractor, the use of field agents
housed in` subcontracting agencies, the development of a knowledge base of
approved products or practices, and an emphasis on both the problem - solving
process arid the adoption and implementation of products--but there were also
a variety of subtle and not so subtle differences between strategies. Since
the program was designed as a research-action program to demonstrate the.
efficacy of different field- designed demonstrations, it is important to point
teomtivfferences, 'not only in strategies and operations, but in outcomes as
well. In'this way, we may sift the evidence, regarding the relative efficacy
of the approaches that were taken and draw some conclusions about how to
maximize the efficacy of interorganizational arrangements to41115mote knowl-
edge utilization. e

How did the RDU-sponsored interorganizational networks compare'
on their service delivery outcomes? In this analysis, an operational defini-
tion of service delivery outcomes must first be developed. While many
different types of ,services were delivered by the RDU projects, the two
generic service components (which we have also referred to as key elements of
the RDU intervention) are products and external technical assistance.
Analyses presented elsewhere (Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor, 1981,) indicate
that particular characteristics of th products that were adopted and imple-
mented by client schools, and of the external assistance that was provided
contribute in critical ways to school -level outcomes, and may, therefore, be
considered indicators of desirable service delivery outcomes.*

Character tics or the adopted products that. were found to be
important are:

,product quality: the degree to which the adopted new
practices provide new and better ways of doing things
that are relevant to the major problems of'the school;

.amount of change required: a %objective measure of how
difficult it.wis for the product to be adopted and how
much change had'to occur for full implementation to
take place;

*These variables, their measures, and their relationship to site-
'level outcomes are discussed at length in Louis, Rosenblum and Molitor, 1981.
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whether thetadopted product had beemBeld tested
or validated; ,

,N

,. . . .

complexity of the innovation, refleCting the number
of different parts that it had; .

.

oe
lhe'degree to which the innovation was accompanied by
adequate guidance for its implementation; and '

. ,

the degree to which the pioduct "fit" the needs of the
local school, as indiicated by the levb1 of pre-imole-
mentation'adaptation that was needed, and the amount of

. post-implementation adaptaion.

Characteristicsdpf the external assistance that was privided
that were found to be important are:

the degree to which the field agent t ook iyitiative in

providing services;

the intensity of field agent services reflected in ,

field agent time on site;

the total amount 'of training received-by school personnel
from expert trainers or' consultants; and

the variety of types of providers of training.

Using Vie site survey data, analyses of variance were conducted
to determine, whether there were significant differences between projects
on variables describing the products ehd external assistance provided to
client schools. The results of these analyses are summarized In Table 7-1,
As is immediately apparent, of 11 ANOVAs that were calculated, eight resulted
in significant differences between projects. In all cases, these differengps

were substantial, witit..4- statistics significant at 'the .01 level or better

(not tabled).
.

.

, In looking at scores for the service delivery outcomes (dichotomized

at the mean.) in the fourtprojects described in thls volume, a consistent

pattern emerges. The NETWORK.ConsortiUm and the Florida projects,cOnsistent-
ly ranked-high on service delivery measures.- ,The, Michigan CEDISS project; on
the other hand, was Ionsistbntly low, while NRC.exhibited low scores on six'
of the eight variabAs in which there were significant differences, between
projects. The exceptions were in difficulty of product implementation and
field agent time on site, on Which NRC rated high.

Ai:

Not surprisingly, these, differences .are consistent with observed
variations in school-level ditcomes between projects. Some of the scho
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outcomes that have Ybeen described in this volume have also been measured
in surveys of teachers and principals, and through systematic on-site.
interviews with lOcal personnel.* These include:

organizational change: improv'ements in the structure,

funOioning, climate, and public image orthe school;

scope of implementation: the magnitude of the impact
,of new practices; t:

incorporation of the product: thelsontinued use of
the new practices after the termination of the RD
project; and the administrative procedures used to
support continued use;

incorporation of the process: use of RN problem -
solving procedures to address another problem in the
school;

problem resolutioh: the degree to which the initially
identified problem was relieved by the implementation
of neo materials; and

personal impacts: report of staff development outcomes
by school teachers, including 'such areas as acquisition
of new knowledge, skills, leadership role, self-confi-,_
dence, and job satisfactioq-

-

The dichotomization of scores on school improvement outcomes for the projects
(also shown in Table 7-1) parallels closely the high/low patterns exhibited
in the network service outcome variables. Thus, FLS and the NETWORK/Consor-
tium not only rank above the mean on the chracteristics of the intervention,
but also consistently rank high on school outcomes.-Similarly, CEDISS ranks
low on both the effectiveness of the services provided and on school-level
impacts. NRC represents a mixed case, ranking low on four of the outcome
measures, but above the mean on product and process incorporation. This
analysis prom ides support for the conclusion that the outcomes of a network-
ing effort- -the quantity and quality of services delivered- -can have a broad

impact on the clients served. o'
4

There are a numbh of factors inherent in t he design and management
of the differght networking strategies that appeaT to account for the pat-
terns of effectiveness notecabove. There are also a number of factors which
appear not to have influenced the outcbmes within the schools, but.did affect
problems or dilemmas that were facellen neVbrk management. These factors,
and the the issues they illuminate, gre discussed in the following sections.

*These measures are discussed in detipil in Louis, Rosenblum and.
Molitor) 1981.
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Product Variables

Table 74.

FIESUL TS OF ANALYSIS

"
OF VARIANCE OF IEASURES

OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ?HE PRODUCTS NO EXTERNAL PROCESS,
AND SCHOOL-LEVEL aiTCOMES FOR THE SEVEN PROJECTS*

PROJECTS

ahEINCIRX

NRC- Consortium FLS CEDISS CA** NU** PSII:40

-
--

Product Quality (W179) , V H H L H L H

Amount
Required (H

of Chenge H H H L L L t
:179Y :

1;

,. Field Test/Validetion L H t H L H Lb H

Status (Nt90)

Complexity (N1.90) L ' H li I. L L H
.

Adequacy of Guidance ei' .
. .. a . . .

for ImpIementstim (not dirifIceht)
(N=90 A. ...--

Pre -1mplementsticn
Adaptation (Ns90)

Post - Implementation

frisplation (W90)

a

External Assistance Variables
-... a

$
L.A..Initrstive (N=90) L H H L H L H

L.A. Ti mr on Site (Nt90) H H * H L 1.-----.1\. H

-14064.rk of Training (N*I79) .L NH H L H L . L

.

Variety of Training (N=179) L H H L H L L

(not significant)

(not sigrilficant)

.1
School -level Outcomes

. ....- .

Organizational Impacts (H=200)
..,

200) L a N H L H I. L

Product Incorporation; (fttie) H H H/ ".
.

L
$.

H L I.

4

Process Incorporation (N 18S) H. H . H I.- H L L

Problem Solied (0182) L H H L i. 1. L

Scope of Implementation (Nz193) L H H L H L L
. .

i Personal Impacts (N:179) . L H. . H L H L H

It
. #

*Project scores wire.dichotomized st the peen. H indicates that the
IMF project was above the mean for all seven projects; L that it was below.

% . .

' *These projects were not the *object of case studies in this volume.

r
er.
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PROJECT FACTORS AFFECTING1NETWORRING OUTCOMES

, .t. .

In
.,

looking for patterns in project design, context grand management,
a configuration of the following characteristicsappears 4o be associated
with differences .in the effectiveness of the network service cjelivery out-
cora: '' o .

,,-5--

readiness; experience and expertise,of either the 1 4nkage
or resource agencies; .

the'degree to which the progrim coincides with the organi-
zational efforts of the project's kost qganization and
the level' of constraints In the project's host organi-
zation foithe mobilization of resources;

strength and assertiveness of project leadership; and

the adequacy of the design of the school intervention
strategy inclading the intensity and type of involve-
ment of fields agents.

. A

Patterns in the Higher-Ranked Projects
4.

Both-the Unsortium and Florida, projects includedin their configure-
flea of organizations those that had already demonstrated a high capacity
for either the delivery of technical assistance services to schools or the
provision of speciarized resources for problem solving and knowledge utiliza-
tion. In the case of the Consortium, five of the six linkage agencies, though
structurally dissimilar, had proven experience in dissemination programs,

40°)Id'

st particularly as state facilitators in t e National Diffusion Network,
and several had a long history of providi oblem-solving assistance to
schools or staff depelopment activities. Furthermore, five of the six
original linking agents were already employed as technical assistance
specialists by their host agencies prior to the project's initiation and
theregore were familiar with their supervisors and with their agency
organizational mission. In the Florida case, it was the resource agen
the universities wath.their nationally known experts in curriculum products
and knowledge-base development and their experts in training, that con-
itributed extremely high levelsof expertise and experience to the project's
'service delivery capacity..

Second, both the Consortium and the Forilia projects were very
compatible with the organizational efforts of their host organizations.
The NETWORK was a demonstrated leader in dissemination and in the provision
of technical assistance to schools and had an organizational goal.of increas-
ing its institutional capacity and rep42tation in the field. The State
Department of Education in Florida had already embarked on a number of
efforts to link disb6mination wath school improvement efforts, and the
Florida Linkage System was regarded by key policy ambers in the department
as the major mechanism for refining, solidifying, and institutionalizing
their programmatic thrust. Thus, both 4osts provided extensive organiza-
tional support for the initiation of the project, and little or no constraints
on the ability to mobilize resources. While this was not surprising for the
NETWORK, a small and. independent, organization that is not faced with many
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of the bureaucratic obstacles and constraints that can occur in
mental agency, it was particularly helpful in the Florida case,
housed in a state agency.

Third, both the Consortium and the Florida projec s had relatively
strong and assertive project leaders. Although their leadership styles
were often associated ,with some management problems and conflicts (in
the Consortium case it resulted in dissatisfaction of project participants
with centralized leadership; in Florida it was a problem in terms of the
project's interface with the bureaucratic context), their vision and commit-
ment had positive impacts as well. Both were highly motivated and were
strong advocates for networking strategy.

a govern-,
which was

t

Fourth, both projects had very carefully designed school intervention
strategies, with a strong emphasis on both process and products. The Consor-

tium, for example, utilized a sophisticated and already tested approach to
the problem - solving process which provided a detailed focus on t*ie steps in
the process while still allowing considerable flexibility for adaptation by
the linker and school.' This was accompanied by a product pool that was
considered to be of high quality, although of limited scope, includilt
validated;- products from a variety of appropriate sources. Florida's school

intervention strategy was more complex and included formal training in, the
problem-solving techniques for school-level staff which "was Wall received.

.. Jhe.high quality of the project's knowledge base and the delivery of knoWl-
-edge-base information and resources was.no doubt influenced by the expertise
that resided in the professionals involved in the knowledge-base activities.
Both projects planned intensive Involvement of linking agents in the schools,
although the Consortium project put a greater emphasis on the linker role,
considering the nker to be the manager of the change process at the
school level. I Florida emphasis was also placed on the provision of
technical assistance and training from others in the _resource organizations
(universities) and university consultants. Although the strategies in the
two projects differed, a key factor in both was a high level of in-person
assistance to schools.

Patterns in the Lower-Ranked Projects

The configuration of projects characteristics noted ab ve was quite
different inthe NRC and Michigan projects. First, the or nizations in-

volved were to a large degree less ready and had less proven expertise than
those in the Florida. and Consortium projects.

While the NRC included the Northwest Regional Laboratoryan agency
which can certainly be characterized as "ready" and experienced), the ambig-
dews relationship between the Lab and the project headquarters office hamper-
ed the project's ability to capitalize on the specialized experience of the

.

*The Pennsylvania School improvement Project (PSIP) had an equally
sophisticated process, but it had not been field tested preciously and con-
sequently worked less smoothly in that project's first phase sites.
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Lab. The linliage agencies also were somewhat unprepdred for their role and in
several cask proved to be uncomfortable hosts for the linking agents. And
Michigan proved the least ready to undertake an WU-like program. At each
level in the Michigan. CEDISS project- -the State Department of Education,
the Career Education Planning Districts (CEPDs) and the local schools- -
assumptions of readiness proved unwarranted. As a result,,the project faced
great difficulty in startup and the mobilization of necessary resources, and
these delays no doubt, are reflected to some degree in the relatively lower
impact of the project on the local schools.*

Although the CEDISS project complemented the State Department of
Education's effort to implement the legislatively mandated emphasig on career
education, bureauCratic procedures in the department presented constraints to,
the project's ability to start up. immediately after c8ntract award. Subcon-
tracts with agencies fOr the development of the knowledge base, provision of
training, and research and evaluation activities were delayed eight or more
months because of state budgeting regulations. The delay resulted in a
situation where many 'schoolsforged ahead with only limited knowledge of the
problem-solving process, and had reached the product selection stage before
product descriptions were available.**

The NRC was particularly constrained by an unwelcomitig and probably
inapprOpriale host organization, the Washington tAkate Department of Educa-
tion, which never viewed the project as relevant to its function, or poten-
tially helpful to its other attempts at developing dissemination systems.
Instead, it viewed the project as a special research activity and placed
it in a research, rather than service, unit, It was also relatively unwel-
dome because of use location of the other linkage organizations involved in
the NRC, i.e., the inclusion of three other states. The Washington apart-
ment quite understandably' did not view itself ag a service organizaQpn to
other states, and therefore, felt little commitment to a consortium in which'
three-quarters of the clients were located outside its jurisdiction. In

addition, two contextual constraints had major implications for the success-
ful startup and mobilization of resources of the NRC project; a state hiring
freeie and a failure to resolve a dispute concerning a salary raise for the
first project director which resulted in her resignation. This turnover had
major implications for the implementation of the NRC project, since the first
project director was the focal point of the interpersonal network that was
the basis of the development of the NRC. The change in leadership not only
resulted in a change in management style, put also changed the basis of the
network from an interpersonal foundation to a more contractual one.

*Assessments of project outcomes at the school level took place at
the same point in time for all projects, despite the fact that some projects
actually began delivering services later than others.

**This situation also occurred in the Georgia project which had simi-
lar mobilization problems.
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The characteristics of lea rship and leadership style were an issue

in both ,projects. In Michigah, it -ids case of both divided leadership and

relatively weak leadership. The division of labor and responsibility between
project director, project manager, and ;the Offide of Research, evaluation

and Assessment Services was never sufficiently explicated and enforced, and

the absence of clear, strong central guidance and vision appeared to be a

,
particular problem for the creation of new relationships within the existing

networNs. In the NRC case, the second project director reluctantly inherited

the job, and had difficulty juggling administrative responsibilities with the

need to provide guidance, leadership and the establishment of effective
relationships with participating organizations and individuals.

a The design of the tchool intervention strategy and the knowledge base

also resulted in problems for both projects. The original design of the

Michigan projeCtewas based on a complicated eight-step process which was
deductively derived from a problem-solving matrix. The matrix-derived
strategy was both difficult for school.personnel to understand, and was based
on misperceptions of the sites' readiness and prior progress in the process.

The strategy was also based on an assumption of voluntarism on the part of
both school staff and linkers (the CEPD coordinators). In the case of

schools, it was otiginally assumed that school teams...mould initiate CEDISS
activities on their own and call upon CEPD coordinators for assistance. It

was also assumed that CEPD coordinators would willingly take on the CEDISS

project activities at one site as an add-on to their other responsibilities.

Both assumptions proved faulty. School teams were not sufficiently oriented
to the project or knowledgeable,about the process to take the expected
initiatives, and CEPD coordinators were unclear about their responsibilities
in the project: It was not until the redesign of the system in the second
year that the probleh-solving matrix was abandoned and training in the
process was provided to local site personnel and CEPD coordinators.

The choice of Career education as the curriculum area for the Michi-

gan project created unexpected problems for the development of the project's

product base. few validated career education products existed in available

product banks, and the knowledge-base developers not only started late, as

noted above, but also had to spend a great deal of time identifying potential

products, screening them, and the product descriptions.* -

The NRC did not have the same problem in assembling its knowledge
base, Which was limited to reading, an .area in which many validated pro-
ducts pan be found. In fact, the NRC knowledge base adhered most closely
to a focused definition of "R&D" products, limiting its choices primarily

to those that were developed in NIE-funded labs and centers. This limita-

tion, however, resulted in dissatisfaction on the part of NRC linkers and
local schools) who found the knowledge base too confining and not necessar-

ily relevant to'their local needs.
-

*Michigan's delays in building a knowledge base were duplicated in
the Georgia project. See also Yin, Gwaltney and Louis, 1980.'
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Field sgenta were a key component of the NRC project, working
furl-time with between six and teh schools. However, the field agent
strategy was less effective here than in other projects which includgd
intensive field agent involverdent.- In part. due to. the relatively Mg
level -Of---Conflict and tension that existed between the agencies and i

drviduals in the NRC project,. at least some orthe NRC field agents ex
hibited greater strain in their role than-those in other projects. (See
Chapter 6, Louis and Kell, 1981.) They were relatively inexperienced,
ney to,both the role and employment in their host agencies, and felt caught

---15e.tkeT-the:Jesearch demands of t hehe project director, and t service de-
-mands of_theirhOsts and client schools. They also had experienced some
conflict wilb"`the Northwest Regional Laboratory (NWREL), concerning bap the
klaWrentrbase and field agent training, which was-perceived by them to be
insufficiently individualized.

Less succeddrul service delivery outcomes in the.,41f3C project may
also be explained by the way in which field agents carried out-their...rola.
Perhaps because the NRCvoject placed great emphasis on field agent an-
volveMent in research activities, they, spent, less time with teachers than
the full-time field agent's in other projects (see Louis and Kell, 1981) and
concentrated more on interaction with. administrators. Not surprisingly,
teacher satisfaction with field .agents and impact6 on participating
rated rather' low In the NRC project.

4

The roles and involvement of field agents were, of course,'.wite
different in the Michigan' project. CEPD coordinators (the field agents in
the project) reported spending 14-10% of their professional work time on the
CEDISS,,"project. Although they only worked with one school, in contrast to
full-time.field ag6ts in other,projects Who worked with four to ten schools,
their minimal involvement in the program prevented many of them from becoming
sufficiert1y oriented to the project and from fully developing their role in
the linkage system. In the redesign orthe project, their role was further
reduced, and the central leadership and training subcontractor tpok on more
of .the responsibility for in-person assistance in the schools. The only
other network that also designed a strategy with a relatively low level
of-involvement of field agents was the NEA, and. there, too, impacts at the
site level rated low in comparison to the other projects. Furthermore, in
both systems the service providers. were housed in agencies that were less
proximate tot their client schools than they were in other projects (they were
located in state education associations, state department9 of education or
the knowledge-base specialty areas in_the NEA project; and in subcontracted
resource agencies or the state department in the case of the redesigned
CEDISS network). The implication of this finding is that it is not enough to
provide,in-person assistance to schools in the knowledge utilization process;
the location of those' agents of assistance is also important. Particularly
if the relationship 'is spread out %over a substantial period of time, it
appears more effective if the person in the linking role is housed in an,
agency more proximate to the client schools than, for example, a state-level
organization. -

PRO3ECT FACTORS THAT DID NOT AFFECT NETWORKING OUTCOMES

The previous section described a configuration of design, contextual
and management factors that were associated with networking effectiveness



and the delivery of services toclient schools. It. is also significant tp

note three basic network design features that were .not part of this con -

figuration, and that did not discriminate between more or less effectiVe

network performance.* 'These design factors are:

the relative complexity of the network;

its physical dispersion (state, region, or nat ona4;
and

its underlying organizational structure (conso ium

vs. hierarchical).

Complex vs. Simple Networks .

it is frequently assumed that the most effe Live networking strategy
is one that brings together a variety of specialize resources from diverse

organizations, thereby providing a_rich array of se ices to schools. The

RDU program represegts considerable variation along t spectrum of complex-

ity and simplicity. The Florida and NRC projects (and the Pennsylvania

School Improvement Project as well) were examples of relatively complex'
organizational configurations including, in the Florida case, a state depart-

Ment of education, Teacher Education Centegs as linkage agencies, and uni-

versities as resource agencies; in the NRC case, four state departments,

three intermediate school districts, a regional laboratory as ource

agency and the planned involvement of a university. Its complex y was

further augmented by the involvement of a large Executive Committee.

The Michigan CEDISS, project also encompassed a relatively large

.number of organizations, or units: three units in the state department, two

intermediate districts and an independent organization as resource agencie's,

and a very large number, of Career Education Planning Districts (CEPDs) as

linkage- agendes. But the project looked more complex than it actually

was, since most,of the major functions were to a large degree carried out

at the pkoject-management level, with the exception, of training.. The Con-

sortiducrepresente0 the simplest structure of any of6the RDU projects.
(Somewhat less siffipM are the NEA'andoffeorgia projects.)

Both simple and complex networks appear at both ends of the scqie of

networking effectiveness. Titus, for example, a simple network lila/the
Consortium ranked consistently high on service delivery and school out -

comes, ithereas other swap networks (the. NEA and Georgia projects) did not.

A complex network liketRU0Florida Linkage System rated high whereas Michigan

and the NRC did not. Clearly, many other factors besides simplicity or
complexity account. for these differences (and several of these have been

noted above). The Oportant lesson here is that while specialized resources

may be desirable, it is not necessarily essential that they reside in spe-

cialized organizations.

*The reader is reminded that what is.being.discussed'here is only

the relevance to service delivery and ultimate site outcomes of the factors

examined individually. These factors did have an impact on management

issues, which will be described in a later section.

a
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The Physical Dispersion of the Network

One of the.criteria by which the four projects were chosen as
cases for inclusion in this volume was the geographic Span of the network. \
This was in response to the belief that, a major ouestion,from the federal
perspective, is whether networks can be organized on a national, regional
or statewide basis. It is, therefore, particularly interesting that the
variable'of physical dispersion, alone does not account for differences in
networking effectiveness. The consistent patt Of high ratings on the
service inputs that predicted positive site outc appears in one state-
based project (Florida), and in a nationally dispersed (the Consortium).
(The other nationally dispersed project, the NEA, on the Other hand, was
rated among the lowest on this measure.) The Michigan and-NRC projects also
vary on this dimension, with one being a state..based project and the other a
regional one. Thus national, regional, or state=baged networks can be con-
sidered alternative models for dissemination systems. . 4'

,

Underlying Struceures of a Network: Consortia vs. Hierarchical Design
. ,

One variation in network design concerns the underlying structure
orhow the organizations in the network relate to one another. Here, too,
the RDU projects present, interesting variations. The RDU networks exhibit
two basic types of organi;ational designs: consortia and aterarchichal.
A consortium is typically a collaborationiof organizations serving similar
functions, or having common interests or needs which find the exchange
of resources or materials to be mutually beneficial. Thus, fot example,
there are consortia of colleges and universities which permit cross- regis-
tration by 'students, consortia of libraries, etc.. Participants in a consor-
tium are usually peer organizations, with no..one having legitimate authority
over the othes. Three of the RDU projects were organized as consortia
(and, indeed, used that word in two of the project names). It is not
surprising that these were the projects that included or9anizatihns across
state boundaries inhere there was no logical supraorganization, although
contractual requirements, necessitated that-a single organi2ation .had, to
be named as prime contractor and project host,

-- ,

'It is difficult to classify RDU networks as ideal consortia becaude
they involved contractual relationships. Feder 1, 1, contract law required one
agency to be a prime contractor and the.bther genizations in the network

tlitto be subcontractors. Thusolall of the proje s exhillted some properties
of a hierarchical design with the, primslcontractor having, legal administra-
tive, supervisory and leadership respdHlibilities for each linkage system.
One--the NEA--is nerd* to classify. The National Educational Association
(NEA) can be considered a supraorganizatioh of its constituent state aaso-
ciations (which housed one-half pf the linkers), and thereby is somewhat
typical of the hierarchical structure. However, the state associations
do not "report" to the NEA and have independent financial bases. The project
also included.linkers from state departments of educationorganizations in
which the NEA typically has no authority pr special legitimacy and the factor
that makes the NEA more like a special deviant case on this dimension.
Overall, it appeared to be more like "a consortium that) a hierarchical or-
ganization, and. its director' attempted to conductit as gab, .

. 1 .

lt7,
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tour of the projects were ofganized under a basically hierarchial
design. These were within state networks with the state department of
,educatidr4 a governmental unit, as prime contractor, and with stste govern -
iaental units as linage agencies (e.g., intermediate school districts,-
intermediate service agencies, or Teacher Education Centers). In each of
these cases, the,host organization of the project headquarters had an adman -'
istratrve or authoritative relationship with the subcontracted linkage
agencies, either because they were financially supported by the state OD
created or authorized through state legislation.. While nl'any of these inter-

mediate organizations function autondmously, there is rarely disagreement
that they report to the state' epartment for et least some significant
portion of their fdnctions. Although the subcontracted_ resource organiza-

tions in these stake projects were not necessarily governmental units (e.g.,
High/Scope in the Michigan project), the underlying structure of these
projects was more, pyramidal than that found in the consortia.

,From the policy perspective, an important question is whether formal
arrangements among organ/1%01ms in a networkare more effective

,
if organ-

, ized as consortia or ass more hierarchical designs. In the case of the RDU
projects, that variable alone did not account for differences in Site out-
comes. The NETWORK Consortium was effective in this regard, the Northwest
Reading Akmeortium was less so. Networking-outcomes in the Florida project
were among the most posItive, and Michigan ranked much lower.

Clearly, however, there are management dilemdas which consortium
leaders face which are different, in degree if not in kind, from those
faced by managers in a more easily legitimized host organization. In the

case of the consortia in the RDU program, this was particularly sd, since
peer organizations 4were prime contractors who either assumed the role of

centralized leader more than the peer. organizations had expected (as in the
Consortium), or the host organization was reluctant to assume.a sufficiently
supportive Foie (as in the Washington ;state departmelt in the NRC).

The management dilemmas associated with the underlying structure
of the network designare different from, but overlap with, those associated
with ktoe other two design characteristics described above -- complexity and

geographic dispersion. Coordinating resources ancproviding support across

a wide area and among diverse, differentiated organizations can.be difficult,

althoug$ if_appropriatylcommunication mechanisms are_jstablished.

However, is not surprising that the nationally disperse consortium
that was successful (i.e., the NETWORK Consortium) was not a complex network,
and was thereby easier to coordinate than the more complex and less effective

consortium of the NRC. ,,

DESIGN AND
A
MANAGEMENT ISSUES ANDPIWApS

Knowledge utilization networks can be quite effective in delivering
high quality services that have an impact on client schools. However, little

remained of the actual network-building effort beyond the three-year Funding
period. What did remain, at least for the short-term, wore the effects on
the schAls,* and "pockets" of cpntinuation in the following areas:

*See Louis, Rosenblum and McPlitor,"1981.
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fp. the aveWbilitys of materials that were developed tnder
'''the pro76ctO auspices for rase by .host Agencies or for
dissemination to interested parties;

v.'

is improved capacity for technical asarstence and promoting
-khowledge transfer, largely within the linkage organila -

tibns that housed the linking -agents;

professiOnal development on the part of. j3 large number
-... .-

__--,--._of the linking agents who were able to.inetoorata.aol,,
....

utilize their new skills in'the further advancement of

:
their careers; . .- .

. , .

;41 incorporation of the learninys from the ADUexperience
* into other ongoing.dissemination efforts wfthin the

existing agencies= such as the State Facilitator Pro,
jects withinthe National Diffusion Nei work, or
State Capacity Building -Grant Programs, of,the ,/
Regional Exchange Program (in the case of the,

.
.,:Northwest',Regional Laboratory); and 't,

limited networking or comporients.within some ROU

...,

.

IL

prOjects th'at had established relationships during

.

.

/the funding period. '

Two:projects appeared for a while to be institutionalizing the
netgork per se, the CEDISS project and the Pennsylvania,School Improvement
Project (PSIP).* In the case of the former,.the CEDISS project staff became
a peillanent part of the Michigan state department's Office of Career Educe-
lion, as originally intended. But career education has suffered in the
economic crisis in that state; the department of education has had to deal
with severe budget cuts, greatly- hampering the likelihood of the project's
continuation. In the.gase of PSIP, the process intervention his been trun-
cated in the continuing program so as to be almost unrecognizable, and the
rema?.ning influential sponsor- -the project director--has -not been continued
in n.hisposibion because df his ndh-civil 'Service status.

Why is it so difficult to Institutionalize a network? Some.RDU
many rs claimed that permanent continuation of the entire networking effort
p4r -was never intended (see Corwin, 1980-). As noted in Chapter L, NIE,
assum bans that soil continuation of project.functions could occur were
impli it, and specific expectations about what types of.cdntinuation might be
(Ilia, esireSle were not clearly "articulated.** They felt-that the.BDU pro-

_
,, . .

his project was 'not. the subject of s,case study in this volume.
4 ,.

0 , .1.

._! **The Program Officer encour aged the. projects to think about ways
of institutionalizing, but deli4erately refrained from'setting .out an NIE
rn9ndate concerning institutionalization. Tor example, project directors
exp,teseed confusion as to whether institutionalization ,meant _permanent %.,,,..

continuation ot,some versions of 414 by,the host organization, a continued
uee of SOW) of the materials of RDU by the host organization, a continued u
of some of #r mpterialit and ideas of RDU in a variety,of agencies (but not
necessarily fin a coordinated way), the ossible two-year extensions for
demonstration pod dissemination of RDU-be ed materials and ideaS, or oven
pbs, possibility ofmor6 open -ended NIE f ng.

t
\ w
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jects we'll, as stated, field designed action- research demonstrations for .a
three-year time period, and that the push for "permanence" gained greater
emphasis midway, through the funding period. This was particularly the case_

for the two national and one regional project, none of which were housed in
the appropriate structures ifiinstatutionalization of the entire,,etwork was

the goal. However, even here, greater remnants of continuation might have

occurred as, for example, within the organizations involved or between
elements of the network.

But what about the projects based in state, departments of education,
several of which had clearly stated objectives of creating permanent, disgaso..--,_,
ination networks out of the RDU experience? In these cases, there waspoten-

Alai for institutionalization and yet very little occurred.

In all likelihood, many features that characterized the design,
and management of the project posed dilemmas that were diffitult to resolve,
and contributed to the low level of maintenance of ongoing networking
beyond the fudding period. These include:

4

the location of the project within the host organ-
ization and the degree to which the project was
integrated within its context;

4, the degree to which project management and leader-
ship was centralized or decentraliied;

the clarification of goals and expectation s for
participating organizations and individuals;

41

the
.
multiple foci of the networks' operations; and

the balance between interpersonal and interorgart-
izational stroctures,ig the networks.

It is to these issues which we now turn.

,00 Relationships Qithin Host Organization

The choice of location of a discretionary project or activity within
the admi istratoe structure of its host organization can have important
,implicate s for the effectiveness if the activity, its potential impact, and

its futur . Locatiog proved to be a serious problem for many of the RDU
projects. On the one hand, the project's special status-as an externally
fudded contract; and rts definition as both a service delivery and a research
activity,was a convincing argulent for placing the project ekther in a

46 research unit of the ,host, or in,its own special slot. rOn_the othei hand,
placing the project within a unit whic h must clearly approximate0 its area of
Activity., such as an office of disseminatiort, curriculum, or school improve-

. Tent, would provide opportunities for appropriate support, expertise, knowl-
edge-,and resources that would enhance the project's capabilities. It would

also have the effect of providing opportunities for the project to contribute
ite. growing knowledge, materials and expertise to ongoing related activities *
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within the host organization, and increase the likelihood that major elem
of the new networking str res uld continue within the host, if, they
proved"Nsuccessful..

The RDU projects were placed in a variety of types of unite within
their host organizations, some of which, were not totally compatible with the
service delivery aspect of the program. Whil this. did not necessarily
hamper the networks' ability to carry out th &ir mission, it often con-
strained sufficient integration with We core service activities of the host
to overcome the bureaucratic hurdles that were sometimes a problem for the.
projeCts. 'In addition, isolated locations in the host facility failed to
promote the kinds of interpersonal networking inside the sponsoring agency
that would facilitate continuation. This factor was sometimes aggravated by
choosing a project director wht was either not previously a member of the
Jarganization or was not of 66tral status within it and could therefore not
bridge the gap between the project and its host.

There appears to be no optimum location for a project with special
status such as RDU; no one pracement in our study seemed to work better than
others. What is important, however, is to strike the appropriate balance
between project location and project host so that the necessary links can be
made over time. The NRC, for example, was a case ofvplacing a project in a
research unit of a state department, but "ler the directorship ,of a person
who had been well integrated in the host. After her departure, however,
the subsequent director could not capitalize on previous contacts within the
Mast, just as he could not build on prior interpersonal relationships across
the other states as his predecessor had. The Florida situation represented
a different problem. In thatcase both the director, who had been 'in the
department for a while, and the liroject placement seemed appropriate. But
the director was not sufficiently a part of the culture of the organization
to facilitate the reinforcement that fenecessary for the activities to take
hold on ,a long-term basis.* Unless the appropriate relationship is estab-
lished sometime during the period .of "special status," it is not likely
the collaborative arrangements will continue.

Centralized vs. Decentralized Management

Each of the interoganizational netwqrks that characterized the RDU
projects operated under the leadership of a headquarters unit whicioserved
as the, formal recipient of the federal award and the general administrator
of the rest of the network. The degree to which the project director's

*The case of Pennsylvania is particularly telling. The project
diiector was appointed from outside and was an "exempted," non-civil ser-
vice employee. The project took the fancy of the new state superintendent,
who came from an agency which had!a subcontract with the RDU project. The
superintendent appointed the project director to a Division Directorship,
but because of his exempted states, the appointments was contested, and his
contract was not renewed. While the superintendent is.committ6d,to a much
simplified version of the Pennsylvania School Improvement Process, the' abil-
ity of the project to endure without supportive leaders* et the management
level is'very uncertain. *

I
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office exercised strong and centralized management of the rept of the activi-

ties undertaken by individuals in the linkage and resource organizations (as

well as in the schools) proved to be a concern fol the managers and the other

participants. This was particularly an issue for those networks where
the project's host was not necessarily viewed as either moce powerful or more

expert than the other participants., The management of a network of peers,

such as those in a true consortium relationship, may require a different

management style than that which is appropriate in a more hierarchical
organizational set. Although strong leaderthip and a sense of vision are
important, centralized control may.not be acceptable for a consortium
leader. A mare participatory management style would not only have the
consequence of enhancing essence of ownership and commitment on the part of

network participants, but that commitment combined with ef&ctive coordina-

tion and leadership would most likely maximize the achievement of networking
4 goals.

However, it is important to note that this issue was not only a

problem for consortia -like projects, but for hierarchical projects as well.
Even if the linkagq agencies were governmental units within a state (and

especially if they were independent resource agencies or universities),-the

typical mode of operation was one of relative autonomy, and subcontractors%

resisted too much direction and control from above, tension between the

quest for local control end local ownership and the quest for centralized

management was evident in, all projects.

Goals and Expectations for Participating Individuals and Organizations

ti

, Some of the prOldems
related to the concern many
expectations of participating
clearest goals and expectations were set for participants at the local site 4

level. They were expected to engage in ',predefined step-by-step problem-
solving process, and ultimately adopt and implement a new product or practice

from the projecOs approved- knowledge base. Most project directors and

headqqartert staff also had clear organization or personal goals (in mind o

on paPpri and expectations of what their roles 40 responsibilities were

More of, a problem existed, however, regarding the goals, expectations, and
responsibilities of the "middle" group in each network: the field agent host

organizations and supervisors, the resource organizations, and the field

agents themselves. The ambiguity produced many conflicts and tensions within

the project that probably inhibited the effectiveness of the networking

effort.

Multiple Foci of the Projects

sociated with centralized, management were
regarding the clarification of goals and

ganizations and individuals. In general,

est The RDU projects had to juggle multiple goals pnd activities. First

of all, RDU was both a service delivery program and a research program, and

not infrequently, these two agendas competed with each other. ;At all levels

in the itrorganizational networks, tension between the service and research

aspects o the program was an occasional problem. This manifested itself in

several ways: concern about time taken away from providing diPlbt

tance in order to fulfill research demands; lack of consensus among network

participants on the relative emphasis of research and service; lack of

clarity of the purpose and audience of research and the relationship of the
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research activities conducted within the projects and those conducted by the
external research contractor; and lack of expeitise and experience on the
part of the many project host organizations in either conducting the research
"themselves (as was the case in four projects) or in ppervising the research
condUcted4by subcontractors (as in three projects),

Futhermore, the service delivery compongot of the projects had
multiple foci as well. The RD projects promoted two types of knowledge
transfer: information (and assistance) on the problem-solving process, and
information pn the availability of appropriate externally developed and
validated new curricula programs and practices. Some projects put greater
emphasis on the problem-solving process than others; not Nurprisingly, these
were the projects which designed a ,strategy with intensive field agent
involvement who were thereby able to assist local schsol sites in that tin
consuming process. '

For the most part, all of the projects were able to balance these two
aspects of the ,Intervention, keeping each in the proptr perspective. How-
ever, all projects faced occasional tensions between the two program objec-
tives. Man), field agents, for example put greater emphasis on client
needs and were less concerned about adoption from .the project's approved
knowledge base than were the project managers. (See also Louis, and Kell,
1981.) As a result, some local sites did not select products at all, or
chose products from other sources (see Yin, Gwaltney and Louis, 1980). On
rare occasions (e.g., in the Florida project) a..site was dropped from the
projects because of unwillingness to adhere to the specific product focu

Furthermore, within projects, there was not always consensus on t
part of organilations of individuals regarding tie importance of each emp a-
sis of the .intervention, nor were their assumptions sufficiently explicat:-.
Many found the rigidness of the demonstration, bath problem focus (1 .,

its limitation to basic skills, for example) or in pro ct focus (r.e. its

limitation to the approved kgowledge base) to be too cons raining and c nter
to their ohilosoohical Booroach to school assistance and school rov ment.
All df these issues cone#buted to both management dilemmas 1 diss isfac-

.

tions for both project ma agers and participants.

Interpersonal or Interorga 'za onal Networks

As described min Chapter thethe communication links in wledge-
utilization networks may ,be interpersonal or interorganizational or both.
The networks creat6d by ON were structurally interorganizational--that
is, they involved a contractual relationship among a variety of organiza-
tions. Howev r, not only were many of the networks formed on the basis of
prior inter rso al links, but many of the communications processes that were
a part of e demonstration were largely interpersonal, and the on-site
technical assistance intervention was, of course, largely a personal one.-

Both interpersonal and interorganizational linkages proved to be
hi mportant to the success of the nekworking effort. However,.many
pr fo'und it difficult to maintain the. right balance between the
tw example, where interpersonal cpntacts were the betis'of the new

hip, often those individuals did not continue to be the principal

3
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actors in the activities that were undertaken by the project. In the Con -

sortium,, for example, the' agency supervisors (who knew each other before)

did not play as major p role as_ the field agents, who were aki new to
the network. In the NRCy the entire benefit of the interpersonal network
was lost when its axis, the original project director, was replaced.

It appears that a three-year time period is not sufficient to either
solidify an interorganizational network that was built upon an interpersonal
foundation, or to create the important interpersonal linkages upon which
an interorganizational system can function.

MANVEMENT DIFFICULTIES AND NETWORKING SUCCESSES:
A PARADOX AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

In this and the previous chapters we have discussed many indicators
of network success, ranging from short-run managerial effectiveness (such
as network member satisfaction and smooth communication and coordination
between organizational units), to near-term outcomes (client satisfaction,
and the uantity and quality of services delivered) and more long-term
indicators of impact (knowledge utilization and improvement in schools, and
institution ation of the network). Each of these may be thought of as a
,legitimate measure of network success.

J

The RDU networks also experienced a number of design and management
difficulties and a major conclusion of this chapter should be reemphasizent:
organizational weaknesses and tensions do have observable, negative conn-
guences on these indicators of network success. Projects with flawed de-
signs, weakly committed sponsoring organizations, and conflict fared worse
than those that suffered only modest startup and implementation problems.
Nevertheless, even in the least effective of the networks thatNhave been
examined in the previous chapters, we find the demonstration was at least
modestly effective in providing support to many of their chent schools,
.and--perhaps more surprisingly--there is little evidence of any significant
regressive effects even in those schools that did not benefit.

The cases do not present any definitive explanation for this para-
dox:, effective networking outcomes resulting in school-level success coupled
with the failure of the networks to endure. Thus, al-Tightly more speculative
approach is ill order. .Two possible explanations, each consistent with one
type of current organizational theory, suggest themselves.

A Managerial Interpr etation -- And Some Lessons

14e RDU projects delivered quality services which led to good schoor
outcomes, largely because of the robustness of the basic school intervention
strategy, which comprised (even in the least effective cases) an emphasis on,
local definition of the problem, external support for finding new curriculum
practices, greater technical assistance and ,training support than they would
have otherwise received, and enough monitoring by an external agency to keep
them from falling behind. Projects were, however, generally poorly designed
from an organizational perspective, although they varied along this Oimen-
sion as well as in the degree to which they were able to make mid-course
adjustmeAts to compensate for unanticipated design flaws or lack of adequate
exposition in the initial design.
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Problems of design and management were not entirely thq fault of
the projects, because theories relating to collaborative interoruanizational
networks are sparse compared to theories of intraorganizational design and
management. Their problems were exacerbated by tqafrfact that (1) the federal
government had not established clear standards by which project design and
management should be judged, and they therefore allowed projects with design
flaws to enter the demonstration; (2) the federal goverment provided them
with technical assistance and corrective feedback only when problems became
extremely severe (Corwin, 1980); (3) the federal goverAment had not identi-
fied what it desired when it urged the projects to plan for institutional-
ization; and (4) the demonstration was notfunded for long enough to allow
the fledgling networks to, work out the bugs in, their systems, and to build
more stable relationships.

NIE should not, however, be faulted'for failing to provide manage-
ment support o this type, for It lacks the mandate to interfere in projects
designed by stet departments, or organizations such as the NEA, even if it
is footing the sill and those organizations are under contract. The struc-
ture of the lic education system is sufficiently fragmented '(Wayland,
1'64) an e constitutionally allowable role of the, federal goverment
s ffic ntly vague so as to make real federally orchestrated management of
pro cta, like these extremely difficult. In addition, because of the legis-
lative basis for NIE, the agency did not have a legitimate basis on which to
try to develop and support a system; it only had legitimate authority to
mount a short-term research-focused program (Sproull, 1978; Corwin,.1980).
These are real constraints on education that are simply not, felt in other
areas, stir& as housing or energy, 4.kort the federal role is not constitution-1
ally constrained.

,

school level ',where impacts could have been improved--good outcomes are less
than optimal) and at the organizational and interorganiz onal levels.
The networks often stumbled through the projects, and disintggrated at the

.

cessation DA federal funding;'.or shortly afterwards, largely because of
management wea<nesses which necessarily characterize a system riddled with
unclear division of labor, uncertain priorities, and limited legitimacy for
exercising interorganizational'leadership at all levels.

s

Thus, ROC failed to achieve its full measure of success, both at the

If this interpretation of the. disjuncture in resits is accepted,
several lessons may be extrapolated.

Networks should be selected on the basis of the
quality of their ineerorganizational design. Once
the configuration is set in cpncrete, through sub-
contracts and commitments to personnel, it is
extremely difficult Us" alter it.

.S
40

Networks should funded for longer periods if td, hey'
are to persist.. Perfecting a design, and overcoming
the liabilities bf "organizational newness" in creat-
ing networks between,ocganizations, takes a great deal
of time and energy;, Without a longer period of trial,
reversion will almost always occur.



F
Ihe funding agencies should be prepared to step in and
provide further support if unavoidable problems in the
sponsoring networks (such as massive economic problems,
or major turnover) coincide with the unstable period of
transition from federal to local funding.

The funding agency ,should, Within the confi of the

systemic constraints placed upon it, provide greater
.technical assistance,to'networks in obtaining self-

correcting feedback.

The funding agency should not be misled by early indi-
cations of failure. Many.startup and design problems
can be corrected, and projects are, generally, not all
of the same "age" despite the fact that they may have
been funded at the same time.

Better design and management at all levels is achiev-
' able, and desirable.

An Organizational Anarchy Interpretation -- And Some Lessons

Another interpretation, however, Jocks not to the pecadillos of

management but to the inevitability of .organizationel anarchy--particularly
within interorganizational networks (Cohen and March, 1974; March and Olsen,

1976): Lock of control over decision making is viewed as the norm, and

design decisions by leaders are only one factor entering into the success of
organizational endeavors.

Following the organizational anarchy model, the fact thlt organiza-

tions can be successful at one level (dt the school level, for example)

without succeedinrat another, is one that needs no explanation: it often

occurs, and it is one of the 'reasons why the tendency toward autonomy of

pbrts within and between organizations is functional (Weick, 1976).

A4ording to the organizational anarchy model, the problems faced by
the new interorganizational networks, and their eventual dissolution at the
end of a three-year funding period, are more predictable than effective
functioning and survival would have been. The networks constructed by. the

projects - -or at least the content of the relationships between participating
organizations- -were not naturally occurring ones. Most interorganizational

relationships that endure can be viewed as exchanges between units which take
place on a voluntary basis (Levine and White, 1972) and reflect some resource

scarcities within organizations which make this exchange valutble. The,

organizations which banded together under RDU, on the other hand, did so on a'

contractual basis, where the contr ct often reflected only a very temporary

were physically far apart, usual very dissimilar in structure and goals,
acquisition and exchange of resoq s for the parties to the agreement. They

.1

and had little in common aside from 4e project and, occasionally, some prior

interpersonal ties.
.

.,,,t

There are many benefits that could and did accrue to each partici-
. pating organization, partAcularly the stimulation of being involved in an

excit'ng federal demonstration projett with the potential for learning and
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new activities. However, there were also costs associated with the 'rela-
-tionship. The tensions that occurred were, not surprisingly, often Over
the issue of control and autonomy. To a certain degree, each drganization
bad to give up some of its autonomy to participate--a temporary decision
which runs counter to the organizational tendency to protect itself against
accruing obligations to external parties. The organizAions actually made
decisions to participate in the exchange, but for a limited time, and to a
limited.degree. The project was, after ail,. a tiny portion of,the budget
and activities of mi. of the funded agehcies, and was typically a very
marginal activity. The evolutidn of the contractual relationship, however,
brought inevitable disappointments, particularly to subceptracting agencies,
which chafed under the /invasions of their autonomy.

Furthermore, the context in which the networks operated was_shanging:
Heads oe.agencies or departments changed with regularity, and the agendas of .
their successors did not always include the same external commitments. In
addition to changing actors, the economic environment was rapidly changing
andthe educational agencies were preparing for decline.

In summary, it would haveZkten\ctive decisions\and firm commitments
to maintain the fragile interorganizational networks after the contractual-
ly used RDU activities ceased because of the neeek, to commit resources,
and also because of the need to negotiate and devellop a new, non-contrac-
tual basis for the network. There 'bras, in fact, no decision not to 'continue
the networks, and continuation would have required active effort on the. part
of many systems.

ynder this model, the fragmented remains of the networks were the
most that could have been expected. Indeed network disappearance is part of
a natural process in which many temporary or new organizational coalitions
rise, but few persist. While some potentially valuable networks die un-
timely deaths, thelccsts of maintaining formai networks that fare difficult
to self-sustain far outweigh4the startup costs of developing new temporary
networks when they are perceived to be needed.

are:

ti

Some lessons t at might be extrapolated from the abOve interpretation

Complex and
inherehtly
long period
however, do

formal interorgan izational networks are
ragile, and typically do not persist for
of time; networking or linking actNities
ntinue. It

.

41.. Transitions from one basis of a network to another are
often difficult, because the underlying assumptions
about resource fixchanges are radically altered. This
may have enormous Impacts on persistence after federal
funding, or on effectivetess after moving from an inter-
personal basis to a contractual one.

If there is'a need to build a formal interorganiza-
tional system where one does not naturally exist,
there will typicall be a need for either long -term
funding, or, other f rms of external pressure /support.
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The desirability of improving management of networks,
or of sustaining networks for long periods of time,
should be weighed against the opportunity costs of funding
temporary systems to achieve temporary ends. Given the
mutability of the context, what appears to be an ideal
,system today may be a burden tomorrow.

The federal government should not expect institutional-
ization, which requires active organizatidnal support at

all levels. Rather; they should be surprised when it
occurs.

The government should not worry, excessively about the
question of organizational accountability. They will

obtain some impact even-in suboptimal systems, and the
colts of monitoring and improving these systems from the
outside may be excessive, if they are viewed as temporary

systems. Rakher, they shoqd select carefully for
features that would predict success, and minimize their

later interventions.

SUMMARY
it 0.

The above discussion presents two different ways to inteirpret

the case materials presented in this volume. These approaches are quite

different, and clearly have different management and policy implications.
the. organizational anarchy model is the more fashionable among organiza-
tional theorists, and, because it is consistent, with the preferences 8f a

"states' rights" perspective on the federal role in education, there is

clearly a high probability that its applicability will be Justified on
political grounds as well. However, .we believe that thbre is also a sound
case that should be made in policy debates for the value'of the first theory,

which stresses the inherent value of organizing and organization, and the
belief that human systems can be improved even when they should not be held

up to standards of perfection. In our view, the cases do not permit a
conclusive choice of a most appropriate perspective. They do, however,

suggest the need folNwpalicy debates to clarify the values,and assumptions
that underlie the daltbpment of demonstrations and/or seed money programs
that involve the design and management of interorganizational networks to
support schoorchange.
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